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FOREWORD 
Thill Final Rllport describes the resul", of a study conducted 
under NASA contract NAS 12-507, "Mult.iprocosslng fOT Multi-
functional Satellites." It was performed by international Business 
Machines Corporation, ¥ederal Systems Division, Communications 
and Enlllneering Sciences Center,ln Gaithersburg, Maryland. The 
work was administered under the direction of the National Aeronautics 
and Space Administration, Electronics RIIsearch Center, Computer 
Research lAboratory, Cambrldp, Massachusetts. Mr. G. Y. Wang 
and Mr. J. Roy provided the NASA Technical Direction of this study, 
The Investigators for this study were Dr. R. A. D'Antonio 
(Project Manager) and Mr. H. F. Najjar. Mr. G. Blum assisted 
durfng the simulation effort. Dr. H. L. Blasbalg provided over-
aU direction. 
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INTRODUCTION 
This report concludes a 9-month study to develop new multiprof.."esa1ng con-
cepts oriented toward the computational needs of future, long-lived, mulUfunc-
lI11nal space satellites. 
The study's major objective was to investigate the subsYstems on hoard a 
long-lived multifunctional satellite and determine how an on-board multiproc-
essor could service each subsystem and rt the same time provide Increased 
reliability, fie"ibUlty, and graceful degradation for the mission. The study was 
carried out In three phases. 
In the first phase, the computations! requirements of a representative future 
multifunctional satellite were defined. The computations! requirements for 
servicing the various subsystems linked to the on-board computer system were 
speCified. The subsystems thet were investigated are: checkout, communica-
tion and telelT etry, control and stabilization, energy management, sensors and 
data handling. The work accomplished In Phase 1 is described ,n sections 1 
throuyh 6. 
In Section I, the overall mult1satelllts-to-earth communications system Is 
defined. The system uses a network consl3ting of multifunctional satellites In 
nonstatlonary orbits and relay satellites In stationary orbits. The mission ob-
jectives for an unmanned multlfunctlons! satellite are also described. The 
satellite will be able to function In three areas: as a scientific vehicle for 
scientific experiments, as psri of a weather prediction and dats collection sys-
tem, and as a component of an operational worldwide communications system. 
Although we have selected a particular mission and analyzed the multiprocessor 
requirements within the framework of that mission, the concepts developed are 
completely general. The reliability and flexibility obtained through a reconflg-
urahle mulliprocessing system can he useful In all types of spacecraft, both 
manned and unmanned. 
xv 
The communicaUons subsystem Is denned In SecUon 2. A multiprocessor 
on board the spacecraft will perform or control all or the subfunctlons related 
to communications, e.g., digital antenna multlple-beamformlng, pseudo-noise 
modem processing, estimation of channel slgnal-Io-nolse ratio. electronics 
."In stabilization, error control, multiplexing, and data compaction. Each is 
thol"ouJ,thly analyzed, and the computer requirements for tying these functions 
illlo " multiprocessing system are estimated. Pseudo-noise modulation Is 
.. elected os the optimum moduloUon scheme and the principles of this technique 
ore described. The cyclic algebraic codes are selected for the error control 
lIystem, and various adaptive techniques are described, all using cyclic coding. 
The use of the computer to perform OIIapUve data compaction and multiplexing, 
and computer-controlled antenna beamformlng and steering are discussed. 
Section 3 describes the data collection and sen~or subsystems. In these 
subsystems, the objective WIlS to estimate the amount of on-board processing 
that will be required on any single mission during the next decade. Three rep-
resentative missions were chosen and the amount of data that would be gener-
ated by the on-board experiments was estimated. The totai data requirements 
of severnl past missions were obtained for comparison. Some of the experi-
menls arc described In detail because it was felt that the familiarity with the 
sensor outputs would be helpful in establishing the type of on-board processing 
required. The sensors used in two Important areas of space research, micro-
meteorites and solar nares, are also described. They are typical of the type 
required to implement the proposed mission. The computational requirements 
for on-board preprocessing of these sensor outputs are also given. 
Navigation and guidance, checkout and monitoring, and energy management 
are discussed in Section 4. All of these functlollS can be implemented by pro-
gramming a general-purpose digital computer. 
In Section ~, some basic statistical measures, which will be used often In 
the SUbsystems, are defined in a form suitable for computer Implementation. 
In Section 6, a set of computer specifications, based on the requirements dis-
cussed in sections 1 through 5, is given. These specifications will adequately 
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meet the needs of any slnide subsystem. These specifications served as a guide 
for the second pbase of the study and aided In estimating the computillg capabil-
ity required by eacb subsystem. 
From the analysis of each of the subaystems on the spacecraft, we fOUDd 
that most of the functions on board could be effectively tied lallo an on-board 
multiprocessor computing system. In many cases much more fOphJstlc&ted 
and Intelligent instrumentation was developed by taking advantage of the on-board 
capability • 
In Phase 2, one or more advanced multiprocessing conliguratlons wblch 
8atlsfy the computational requlrements of Phase 1 were formulated. Reliability, 
nexibUity, adaptability, hardware realization, and the blerarchy of mission 
control had to be satisfied. Sections 7 through 12 describe the work accomplisbed 
during this phase of the study. 
In Section 7, several multiprocessing configurations are defined Ia detall 
and described. These configurations use space, time, and code-divislon switch-
ing principles to solve the problem of interconnection and reconflguratlon of the 
various computing, memory and 1/0 modules that make up the elements of the 
on-board processing system. The orthogonality concept is defined and applied 
to space and time~ivi8ion switching sy8tem8~ 
In Section 8, a new adaptive analog~to-dlgltal converter system that uses 
!he on-board multiprocessing system is described. This system adapts itself 
to changes in the input signal by varying the sampling rate and quantlzstlon 
precision based on the statistics of the signal. SInce the analog-to-digltal 
conversion process is fundamental on boa..,"" IlI\Y spacecraft, it will be widely 
applicable. 
Section 9 outlines some applications of microprogramming to sstellite 
multiprocessing .ystems. Methods are described for applying these tecba1ques 
to diagnosing and correcting machine fallures; modifying InstrucUon sets; 
modifying I/O unit operation; and automating the on-board aenao.s and instru-
mentation. Microprogramming (or microcontrol) is a relatively new concept 
that bas not been exploited for apace applications. 
xvII 
In Section 10, eeveral error detecUon aDd diagnostic techniques are dis-
cussed. Tbese tecbnlques, when used In conJWlCtIon witb reconflgurable com-
puter systems, euure even blgber systema rellabUlty. Hardware aDd software 
methods are deSCribed, aDd an example of a self-checking computer element Is 
given. The future requirements of these types of systems are discussed. 
&'cUon 11 describes some of the ndvanced logic techniques such as Large-
Scale integration, Bipolar and Metal Oxide Slllcon Integrated clrculls. All of 
these technologies have tbe advantage of low power consumption and high density 
packaging, both vital to spacebome computer systems. Several advanced mem-
ory devices are described In Section 12. Special emphasis Is placed on the 
plated-wire memories since they seem 10 offer most of the features required 
by spaceborae computers. Recommendations on aerospace memory requlre-
mente are made. 
This study brought 10 Ught several Interesting points. From the standpoint 
of reliabUlty aDd flexibility, the polymorphic processing configurations, such as 
those described and analyzed In this report, are excellent. In addition, these 
configurations possess a parallel processing and reconflgurallon capabUlly that 
Is important for the spacecraft of the future. 
Finally, In Phase a, the multiprocessing configuration developed during 
Phase 2 was evaluated. This evaluation delineated both the features and tech-
nical limitations of the corJlguration. A simulation program waa used 10 analyze 
the periormance of the configuration. 
Section 13 contains an analysis of the reliabUity and availabUity aspects of 
the multiprocessing systems described in Section 7. Section 14 cor.siders the 
simulation and evaluation phase of this study. A general-purpose system simu-
lator, used 10 analyze, evaluate and compare the various multiprocessing sys-
tems, Is described. Flow diagrams of the simulation programs aDd the results 
are given In the appendlce8 and in this see tiC!!, respectively. The behavior of 
the multiprocessor as elements fail Is investigated, and the graceful degradation 
capability of these 8y8tems is demonstrated. 
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In the simulation effort we were look/og for relatluDBh!ps withID the multi-
processor strucwre, the entire processor and the utilization of the movi", 
"r"cesoor modules. Some of these relationships were found. Appendix D i8 an 
abstract oC a paper !>aaed on this work. 
lIasoo on this study the n8l<tlo· .31 Slep Is to apply these concepts In the 
design of an apIJllcationa-orlentp· sats1llte. thfJ NIMBtJS-E SPlrecralt. This 
study Is now In progress. • _ leel that the mtJdular multiprocessor approach 
developed and analy·. .I duriJIg thIs study Is the answer to the reliability, fiu:-
Iblllty, and ps' ,I processing requirements of the data hanc!lIng systema for 
xix/xx 
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SectIOll 1 
MULTIFUNCTIONAL SATELLITE SYSTEM8 
Pre .. 1It aideUIt? ey ....... pliler ... a 1...., volume of data which a iraJuI-
IllIUed Co eanb, IIIt/JaucIl 0Dly a emall fraction Is actuaJJ.y processed. With aD 
lllareue In the soplllacication of future aldeUite .yelema, there will be aD 
lllareue In the amOUDt of data oollected, wbJah will overload !lOt 0Dly the com-
11I000ioati0ll and teielllatry equlPlDAlat, but alao tile data processing capablUtles 
of the crouad-bued cOl1lputers. ODe ans_r to thR problel1l a a flez1hQ, 
reliable l1IultlfllllctlOllal (MF) aldellite syatel1l mon1tored and ooatrolled by a 
1I'0UJId oontrol facility (C"oCF)-1I11iuod together by a synchrOllOUB commllDlcatloa 
.... lJite. FIpre 1-1 abows the system we have selected using 8 alDgle synchro-
__ oommUJIlaatlOll8 alderute ud two GCFa. The GCF terminals are 111 00_ 
with one another via the eynohrollOWl satenlte repeater aod esoh MF aldelllte Ie 
In oontact with one or the ather GCF termmaq. Thus, a oommllDloatloa path 
OUI be eatabiahed between lUI)' two MF satellites either via a slagle GCF station 
or via two OCF atatlona ud the synchrollOWl eatellite repeater. In prlllalpIe, 
thR tecJmJque OaD be elIteDded to oover the entire earth by providing three or 
1II0re aynohrollOWl auUltee In communication with illlUI)' eanb stations. In such 
• syetelll, the entire MF aldellite systel1l oomplu OaD he used to optll1llZe the 
colleotlOll of ueful data, thereby reducing the load on the groUlld-hued process-
Ing equipment, .. well .. 011 the cOlDJDlIDlcstl1lna ud telemetry links. 
A a .. rule oOlltlnUes Co perform Ita prescribed ud III1IIted fuDct10118 
repeated., for 10111 periods of tll1le 0Dly bee ..... It OlllDat be ueed for anythInc 
el... Ontlle other bud, a l1Iultlfllllctlonsl eldellite OaD be l'eOOIIfIgure1I Co per-
form other usefIaI data oolleotlon ud processing functlona oace a masloa a 
completed. 
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The ia.J of a satellite lIYatem, operatloD&1 or selentJflc, III to transmit 
_fill data to earth. Ueeful data III generally e.<traclej from the raw """"or 
data by eome form of processing. The row eensor data can be transmitted 
down and proc8seed In the ground-based processors, or It can be preproceseed 
In the vebicle eo that only the Important characteristics and parameters are 
trllllsmitted down. In the lattpr system processing equipment Is located In the 
vehicle; wi..ile In the former, procefJsing equipment is l<'Cated '.JD the ground, 
provided a h1gb-capaclty communications l!llk Is available. Thus, a tradeoff 
exists between the capacity of the communications system and the computing 
power of the satellite-processing equipment. 
A mllltifunctional satellite, If it is to he used efficiently. should have access 
to a large ground cODtrol facUlty from almost all points In the orbit, and vice 
versa. In preeent unmanned satellltes. the data Is stored In the vehicle and 
transmitted down during the relatively short period that the satellite is within 
view of the ground station. For each set of measurements. one wollld expect an 
optimum time at which to retrieve the data. A tnultifunctloD&1 satellite system 
can achieve efficient operation at aU tinles if its communication and telemetJy 
subsystem Is connected to the G~F via a synchronous communication repeater 
satellite network. In fact. If there are mllltiple satellltes In orbit. aU can be 
connected via GC~' stations and synchronous satelllte repeaters. In this manner. 
the GCF can monitor the overall space system and optimize the combined 
missions. 
Figure 1-2 shows the on-board system. Note that the multiproceSSing sys-
tem, defined In Section 7 of this report. Interfaces with e""h of the on-board 
subsystems. 
An earth-based ground control facility In communication with the satellite 
is also shown. This facUlty Is compoeed of a large general-purpose computer 
and Is ueed for ground control and backup. Tbis computer will be programmed 
to request and accept data from the MF satellite. It will also be used to back 
up the (on-board mllltlproces80,. In case of fsilure. 
(--3 
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The pblloaopb,y beblnd the approach given In Figure 1-2 Is this: one of the 
maID purposes of an on-board processing system Is to n><Iuce the amount of 
data tranaferred· hetween the satellite and the barth. This Is necessary because 
the amount of raw data gathered by a multipurpose satellite could far exceed 
the capacity of the sateUlte-earth communication link. Thus, a considerable 
amnunt of on-board preprocessing Is required to reduce this raw data to fit the 
satellite-earth channel capacity. The key functions that any multipurpose satel-
lite must perforrr are as fQllows: (1) communications, (2) power management, 
(3) IlUklancc tmd navlgaUon, (4) sensors, and (5) checkout and monitoring. 
The Monitoring and Checkout subsystem periodic'llly scans all of the sub-
systems and tests (or failures or weaknesses. Both sOltware and hardware 
techniques are used here where we have been concentrating on locating errors 
Instantly before they have a chance to propagate. 
The Sensor subsystem is t~~ source of most cf the data generated on board 
the spacecraft. In this report the processors assigned to cover this system 
control the analog-to-digltal conversion equipment determining the sample rates 
and t:", number of bits/sample to use. The processors also monitor the dsta 
for decision making purposes and perform any necessary preprocessing 
The Power Management subsystem allocates power to those subsystems in 
WJe, thus conserving the available power and ensuring its efficient use. 
The processors assigned to the Guidance and Navigation subsystem execute 
the guidance algorJthms and accept inputs from Lhe earth statiODB. 
Finally, the Communication processors implement or support error contrcl, 
modulation, channel monitoring, and the multiplexing equipment. With a proc-
e$sor, these functioD8 CaD be made to adapt to a cbanglng si\uatl()D. Note thai; 
the ability to execute programs In parallel is another obvious requirement of the 
on-board processor, since all five of the subsystems can operate at once. Also, 
each subsystem can De decomposed into many functions that also must act In 
parallel. 
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SeCtion 2 
COMMUNICATiONS SUBSYSTEM 
A diagram of the communications subsystem is given In Figure 2-1. The 
" uious functions that this subsystem performs are all controlled by a 
multiprocessor. 
The multipt"ooessor will perform or centrol all of the aubfunctions related 
to communications. Some of these are: digital antenna multipJe~amforming, 
pseudo-noise modem processing. estimation of channel signal-to-noise ratio. 
electronic spin stabilization, error control, multiplexing and data compaction. 
A thorough under~itmdlng of each of these subfunctioDS is essential hefore one 
can tie these functions into a multiprocessing system and estimate the computer 
requirements . 
This syst<:m uses pseudo-noise (PN) modulation. JPL bas used paeudo-
noi.e modulation successfully for interplanetary telemetry. This form of modu-
lation, because of effiCient power utilization tmd its inherent ability to effectively 
reject all forms of interference, makes it a prime candidate for use in multi-
functional satellite s,·stems. Subsection 2.2 shows how the mod-demod subsystem 
can be controlled by a processor in an adaptive communication system. 
Since many satellJtes are likely to be in Jrbit tmd it is desirable to control 
them to optimize the missions, the communications problem from satellite to 
earth can he difficult. It is essential to uoderstand the overall communications 
problem particularly since the ground control facility is certain to playa signi-
ficant role In optimizing the space system coafiguratlon. One or more complex 
ct'utrol stations can have the satellites In view for long periods of time If one or 
more synchronous ctmllluDicstlon satellites are used to repeat the transmitted 
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messages down to earth; of course, the control sl."lIala from the groomd will 
also be sent via communication satellites. In satellite commUDlcatlons, tbIa Ia 
known as "the multiple-access problem" (i.e., maD)' statloll8 bave access to a 
common repeater satellite). Pseudo-nolae modulat.on IecJmlques bave been 
UHcful (or this type of link because of the Inherent ability of these slgDals to 
withstand severe amplitude dlatortlon and all kIDde of Interference. 
As stated, the ground control center monitoring the performlDCe of a multi-
tude of satellites In orbit can be used to make the ""erall data collection system 
more efficient. It can also be used to colltrol the commWllCatlons load trans-
ferred tbrough the communication satellite link. As an example, the ground 
proce88or, being aware of the computing load of the satellites In orbit, can 
select the appropriate satellites at the appropriate time for unloading the pro-
cessed data. 
A large processing capability In orbit implies that only the essential data 
will be transmitled to Earth; as a result, this data must be received reliably. 
Efficient coding againat channel dlsturb8JICes Is the insertion of a controlled 
amount of redundancy Into a message to combat errors Introduced by the medium. 
Adaptive coding matches the code to the type of chaJmel disturbances. thereby 
optimizing performance. The coding and decoding operations can certatnly be 
performed by a processor and once again thla Is a well deflDed problem mathe-
matlcally. Error control Is du.cussed In subsection 2.3 of this reJl<>rt. 
2.1 PSEUDO-NOISE (PN) MODULATION 
satellite telemetry requires efficient utilization of the on-bosrd power. 
Every db saved by using an efficient modulation scheme Is a db saved In the on-
board pow"". 
An efficient modulation scheme for dlgltat telemetry requires accurate eyn-
chronlzation. In a Gaussian-noise chaJmel, the most efficient means of establish-
Ing synchroni"ation Ie to use the information contalDed In the modulated slgDal. 
That Is, it Ia essential io put all the power In the message ancI s;ncbr0ni8otlon 
signal Sidebands. Power splitting hetween message and sync Is inefficient. 
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TIle reqaJncI RF .,.c1lnlDlaUaD IIlformIIUoa cu be utncted from a 
.. 1e-a....,...IIIqIpI'WMd~arrler .1paI. 1IoweYer. III such a modulaUoD 
., ..... lIit. _rd. rr-. etc •• synellrolllaUaD muM be drlved from the data 
tr_alou IIIId .peclal code wonl. WUhIII the m .... formal. Wheu the dam 
tr_alOllll are ued. U. tlmlDe Jitter _.arlly cIepeJIa 011 the time dlstrl-
blnlDn of tbe t ...... UIou. whlcb m.., be " problem. particularly st HI_ dam 
raIu. A _ elfJaInl .. .., til -.:qutrlDg &:Jd maiDtaJD.IDg synebronlzatloD IH 
to comblDe modulo-2. the dlClt8l me ....... ..ub a wIdebIIIId. mUimal. length, 
IIM\IdO-DO'" aeque_ frOID which II1l UmIJJg CaD be derlv .... ,""curately. IIere, 
tbe ~r IB pat lDlo the me ...... and syne .Ipal .ldebands as required. This 
efllolellC)' IB IIObJeyed at the expeue of RF baDIhridth. At first. this may appear 
a a eftere peaahJ. JIonyer. cereful study Will u.... that by ualDg spectrum-
spread .... the power density ( .. atts/cps) received on the grocmd CaD be maiD-
le1Ded at a .... 1 ..... eJlOlllb Dalto 1Dlerfere with exIstiDg earth based require-
mama. If B IB the RF blllldwidth of the PN BIgDalIllld BOthe blllldwidth of a 
oonveDllaaallelelll8lry .Ipal. then the 1Dlerference caused by the PN signal In 
tIN band BO IB .lmply B/BO' If B = 50 x 10
6 
cps IIIId BO = 50 x 103 cps, then 
for tbe ome received ~r, tbe .pread-spectrum Hignal Is 30 db below the 
narrowband lilplll In the band Bo' Equally Important, the narrowb.mc! slg .... Is 
... ppreued 30 db In the PN receiver. Tbe wideblllld telemetry system to be 
deeorlbecl nellt m.u. efficient use of satell11e on-board power and at the same 
lime m1DllDi8e. the Interference wtlb conventional equipment. All future SP8lle 
telemetry sy.tem •• boIlId be designed wtlb this In mind. A bollDdsry sbollld 
aIeo be sal CD the ~r density received on the grolllld, since this Ie the only 
Importent mea ..... of _rfereDee. Thl. will lImU the DlUDber of users of a 
CO_CD fraca-cY band. FI'eClUBDCy allocalioo m ...... inefficient use of tbe over-
II1l .pectrum, .fDoe. CIICB lI1localed. the band IB no longer available even wben the 
ohannel IB 1DacUve. Clearly. this IB a wasteflll wBY cl ualDg the available spec-
trum, partlaularly for .pees telemetry. 
FfDII1ly, .lnce the PN .ignal rejecte other Interfering sigDala, several Huch 
• ipIala can .hare a CO_CD broad band. TbIB type of multiplexing Is cll1led 
''Code-DlvlBlon MIIlUp\eIIlDs" (CDM). If the RF bandwidth 18 approximately four 
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limes the ..- tllrecelnld aIpaI JICIINI' to __ JICIINI' ........ 1M emil JIU'-
formance lB. for II1l .....,uc.l ~. thermal-DOI8e \baited IIIId .. m ..... -
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Figun 2-2 preaenbl the PM modaldor. lIeU tha& the clock. _.' IB COlD-
blned with PM and <I-:.&a a alIown which, In tarn. bi-pbae mcdaIatea the RF 
carrier. In this _. data IIIId UmiIIC are aomblDed so that fall JICIINI' IB 
pl8lled In mea .... IIIId syne .idebuds. 
2.2 ADAPTIVE PN DEMODULATOR 
FIgUn- 2-3 sbows the PN (bueb8Dd) democlulator. Here. U ta ... 1lIIled that 
the RF carrier was extnIcted IIIId used to demodlllate PN coberentb'. The 
1IC~181tIOD and tfllOkiDg cblncterl8t1ca Ire IbowD ID FIpre 1-4. Note tIw 
tbeae cbaracter18Uca are prec1lle; l~ •• tbe timiDc 8IDCUnCJ .. m ..... ned +,loeB 
wltbiD a PN bU. Tbe veo 18 '"""* anW PM IIIId PM. are iI\ pbaae. Wbea thI8 
ID8tanlI8 detected, the search .-.. fa stopped ..... the loop loeb up, aInce ., 
18 WUhIII the )IIIll-1n range. AU timiDc IB _ avan..t-le. and the mea...., data 
CaD be recovered. 
The purpose of having two arms In the" baebIIIId loop IB to -.-. the d* 
modlalaUca from the clock. Wfthcut tbI8 _rauoa. lock-up ca.Gt be acJdeyed. 
Tbe c ..... l tbrooIgbpIt mCDtlor selecte the mter which mallcbee the bIIIIdwIdth 
of the ezlatIDg dam rate. 
Figure 2-& sbows the RF carrier extrIIOUcD IIIId traakiDc eire.... When the 
PN refe_ IB III pbaae ..ub the 1nc0lD" PN .\p81. the reau\llDjf budwfdth 
18 equal to the mea ..... bIIIId. Tbe IF filter. Ire therefore mallcbed to the data 
rate prior to the 8qI1&l"fnc oper&UCII, whJch elItrIIOte lw1ce the carrier ~. 
Thls ~ baa a (0. w) ancertalm;y, whlch IB ..... OI'ed b.7 aendlDc a teet ..... 
na! of knowD JIIIae. Tbe recovem carrier IB lDjected ~ _ the 
received dlpl.J. wldch In tarn yields the buebIIIId PN .Ipal a __ In 1M 
figure • 
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Figure 2-$ ahows the performance of several digital modulation schemes. 
two of which are experimental and the others th!!oretlcal. The modem discussed 
here bee a performance shown by curve number cne which falls with 1/2 db of 
theoretical curve numher three. 
The Inherent rl!'lundancy In a message prevents catastrophic degradation 
caused by channel .:rrors. Tbe message becomes more vulnerable to severe 
degradation caused by errors If morc redundancy Is removed. say by compres-
sion. The channel .,nors can he controlled. and henc ... th., fidelity. by Inserting 
a controlled unaunt of redundancy in the form of coding. It is desirable either 
to adapt the cedes to match the channel characteristics or to use codes that are 
erriclent against a number of disturbances. 
Coding requires a digital data tran&mission system. In ruldiUon. to code 
and decede economically. the data should be multiplexed (see Figure 2-1) into a 
single bit stream prior to modulation. in the latter case. only a single encod<>r-
decoder combination Is "equil ,·d. Thus. the coding requirement eliminates the 
use or analog modulation techniques and as) nehronous multiplexing on economical 
grounc; ... 
2.3.1 Prlnclploes c! Error Control Subsystem 
A digital data transmission link in a dats processing system typically is 
more prone to error than other dats handling medta. Accordingly. all sucb links 
arc protected by orror-control subsystems. 
Advanced space sya1ems will require advaoce.! concepts. such as adaptive 
orror control. Tbta subsection conSiders tbe problems encountered in lmpie-
mentlntl three basic adaptive error control techniques: 
•• Variable block length. fixed redundancy 
h. Fixed block length. variable redUlldancy 
c. Varlabloe use or fll<...-d redundancy with a fixed block length. 
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Tbeae teclllllquea wW t •• dl8cueeed with respect to feasibility of encoding, 
decodiDg. and malntelDiDg 8)l'ncbroDlza11oD. For the first two systems. It will 
be assumed tIuIt the cODtroi logic .-ded to malDtaiD both encoder aDd decoder 
In the same mnde hi provided by the multiprocessor coDtrol complier as SbOWD 
In FllPlre 2-1. 
2.3.2 Varillble Block Length, Fixed RE>dundllllCY 
OeslllDing a variable-block-length encoder and decoder by modifying a 
lI)""'m designed to baDdle the largest desired block length is relstively simple. 
In .. staDdard encoder, the redundllllCy Is calculated over .. number of inform .. -
tlon bits determIned by sensing a value In a counter. To decrease this number, 
It IH sufficient to Incorporate controlH so that the encoder will sense a specified 
smaller number in the counter when a mode change is made and return to 
SCRHlng the original value when the mode Is cbanged back again. Any combina-
tion of bit rate, block Size, and coding structure constitutes a "mode" of opera-
tion. The problem !n the decoder Is only sllgbtly more complex. AgIlin, It is 
necessary to change tbe value sensed In a counter to indicate the lengtb of the 
block and thereby Indleate wilen the checkword or syndrome has been constructed. 
In all systems, except for a few error-detectlon-oruy systems. it is also neces-
sary to store the information bits in the decoder until the checkword bas been 
constructed aDd then retrieve the hits in the proper order. This requires modi-
fying the controls OD tbe storage element used. If the storage is a core memory, 
thJs Is trivial. It is necessary to change only the sensing of a maximum. address 
before reHeUiDC the address register to zero. 
Synchronization for thts technique presents &ome difficulties unless the 
timing of the mode changes at both the encoder and decoder CaD he prectsely 
coordinated. One method for obtsintng initial synchronization is to use the 
encoded structure of the message. The advaDtages o[ this technique are that It 
doeH not take additional channel space awsy from information bits. aDd whenever 
It Is not received correctly the first time, It can he detected on the second, third, 
or ",bsequent transmissions. However, a resynchronizatlon Is more difficult. 
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The most desirable technique still appears to be use of the coded atructute of 
the message, eliminating as m""h of the pl'oblem as poasible by coord_, 
the time of mode change In the encoder and decoder. 
2.3.3 Fixed Block Length, Variable Redundancy 
A [;""d-block-length system will he simpler to !mplement than a varlable-
block-length system. None of Its problems will he as difficult as the synchroni-
zation problem described in the previOUS section. In fact, In a fixed-block-length 
system, there Is no synchronization problem except [or a startup procedure 
which is required even [or a non-adaptive system. 
The encoder and decoder [or a [Ixed-block-length. varillble redundancy 
system must handle s different number of information bits In each mode. Thus. 
tbey Include the same problems with the same solutions described In the sub-
section on variable block length, [Ixed redundllllCY, In addition, the registers for 
constructing the redundllllCy In the encoder aDd the checkword In the decoder must 
be modlf!ed [or eacb mode change. Since the capability to ImplemeDt the mode 
with the most redundancy must be Included, this becomes a simple cbsnge when 
using polynomial coding. It is merely a matter of cbangiDg feedback paths In a 
shift register with exclusive-or circuits and the gati!'g to cOiltrol Which feedback 
path should be used. Modification of the feedback patbs can easily be controUed 
by a multtproodasor computer. 
2.3.4 Varillble Use of RedundIlllCY 
A system Incorporltlru; variable use of fixed redundancy In a [Ixe" block 
length Is not [aced with e:., bynchronizatlon problems described In the subseotion 
on variable block length, fixed redundancy or with the variable storage and feed-
back problems of encoding aDd decoding. It must, however, Include the correction 
circuitry for two types of correction, a complexity comparable to :he other two 
systems. This system, however. Is not faced with the problems of coordlnatiDg 
mOf' ... changes hetween the encod<>r owe! decoder, since the encoder operation 
remaina constant. 
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All oj the abuve techniques arc readily Implemented via cyclic clldes as 
described Loy IJeter"OIII. Tile computer requirements for Implementing tile 
coding te<,hnlques deecribed above will be baaed on the llBe of clclic codes. 
2.4 DATA COMPACTION 
Thi. section develops lnrormatlon preserving (IP) compression and entropy 
reduelng (ER) technlqlles. Tile latter Involve on-board preprocessing and repre-
sent the larpal potential payoff. ER operations will reduce tile communication 
snd telemetry cbsnnol reqqtrements and. equally Important, substantially reduce 
the vast &mOllDt of raw data recelvl!<! on the ground. 
2.4.1 Non-Adaptive CompresBlon2 
A predictive comprea .... r removes tile redundancy In a message by exploiting 
the probability constraints within a mcs&sge ensemble. The Olltput 8eqllence, 
encoded into fewer bits than the In""t, Is completelY random, I.e., all ;;be redllD-
daney has been removed. At the recetver, the rule for reconstructing the mes-
sage ia knowDj thwj. the message can be lIt..:~oded. In practice, It Is essential to 
Inaert a controlled amount of redllDdancy In the form of error control to protect 
tile m""81\8 against channel errors which otherwise would cause catastrophic 
degradation. 
Figure 2-7 shows a predictive compression which Is useful when strong 
correlations between adjacent I.-bit sequences exist. Tile present and prevlOlls 
L-blt sequences are compared In a modulo-2 adder snd the resultant sequence Is 
fed Into a run-I,.ngth encoder. If tllere are many bits In agreement, long strlng8 
or zeros will to.. genofated which can be compressed by means of run-length 
oodlng. At the receive.-, an exact inverse exists for reconstructklg the message 
sequence. 
• 'Illire 2-8 uses Shannon-Fano coding to achieve compression. Tile sequences 
are divided Into two groups each having equal probability. If tile observed 88Cj1lence 
ralls Into group one, the binary nwnber one is generated; If In group two, binary 
zero I. pnerlUed. l( the decision is, say, d1 = 0, then the secOIId group of 
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MqU8IIC_ Ia dIYided _ two grDUpll of equal ",""boIblllty, aDd the procedure Is 
repellled. If the declaloll Is d2 ~ I, the hillary IIIIIDber ODe Is ieDerated. This 
procedure Ia repeated until the sequence Ia flD8lly classified. The coding for 
this cue Is, therefore, 01------. 
Tbto code length 10 SluumoD-Fano codlDg Is variable but UDique in that nags 
for w()rd identification are wmecessary. The high probability sequences are 
assigned short codes aDd the low probability sequences use long codes such 
that the average code length Is 
H (2-1) 
wbere (PI) represeDts the message sequence probabilities. 
A major difficulty with techniques of this type Is that the hlgher-order 
message statistics must be Imown to achieve efficient compression. However, 
with an on-board processor, these statistics can he obtained from the dsta. 
2.4.2 Adaptive Compression 
Adaptive compression Is a compromise hetween exact codlDg wbere the 
message statistics are Imown aDd straight transmission. The message statistics 
are measured aDd UlM'd to encode the subsequent message Interval. While this 
procedure Is ID progress, the efficiency of the coding presently ID use Is moni-
tored aDd DeW _Istlcs are measured. H the compression efficiency falls below 
a glveD level, the newly measured etatlstlcs are used, I.e., the coding Is updated. 
The adaptive procedure Is effective provided the message statistics change 
alowly with time. As long as the rule for adapting Is mown at the receiver, the 
me •• age oan he recOll8tructed. 
Figure 2-9 shows an adaptive compressor. The probability distribution 
analy.r measures the statistics (A I) during seme prescribed time fDtsrvai. 
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Aller ___ call tIIeM (P," A ___..Fao precUcUOIIIuDctIOJ) 
(deecrlbed prenouJr) Ia lllDerated -S IItored. TIle IIelIt me ..... _r,. Ia 
encoded '" ~ with the IItored predlctlOD f'uDctlOD, 811<1 the codlJ/f: eUl-
aleney 'a mOllllored. 
J( (1'1) III IIIICld -S (AI) repreaeDta the newly mep.Bured stall_s, tbc.n the 
Dyer""" code lenph Ia 
(2-2) 
On the other hand II (AI' were IIIICld to encode the measage, then the ave". code 
IeDtIth would be 
(2-3) 
The figure of merit wblcb i8 IIIICld to determille the coding effectlveDess Is 
(2-4) 
where AB ? O. Tbe ,uncU"" 6H gives the .....,.,ss number of bits traDBmitted 
wben (P) Ia ued 811<1 (AI) repreeeDta the true sUtlatlcs. If 6H ~ ~, die coding 
coat_. with (P) 8Dd the ~tlcs are improved; If AB > ABO' the (Ai)--
tic. are ued to pllerala a DeW prediction function. 
In all c_pre.aloa tecbniq1lea, buffering 18 reqI1ired siDee the fDput bit nte 
.. variable wbIIe the output .. uniform. To pl'eVCJnt buffer cverfl_ 811<1 tJua 
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catutrophic degnlddl"", It Ia prefenble to decr8de the mee .. fidelll,y po-.. 
fu1I¥ -S In a controlled m_r. ThIs can --Jr be.cc:omp\lalled '" redaciDg 
the number of mesaage bits per sample. 
2.4.3 Adaptive Coding Penalty 
ErrollC!OWl sUtlstics used for codiDg can lead to me.Bllce expuIIlOD, I.e., 
the encoded message CODtairuI more bits thaD the orfciDaI _sa_. TIda is 
sbown for a biliary message in Figure 2-10. WIlen A. 0.5, the m:l5t emclellt 
coding transmits the message dlrect1y. However, II tile meaa. is encoded III 
"""ordan", .. with p = 0.1, there Is a 60 percent .....,.,S8 In the n_ber of blla wblcII 
can be translated into a 60 percent incre .... In c"-l baDdwidth. Tbla all'll" 
example shows the transmla810a rate pewty fer coding In ..:conlaaoe with 
_lstlc8 which do DOt represent those of the 8ource. 
2.5 ADAPTIVE MULTIPLEXING AND DEMULTIPLEXING 
It is very lJIrely that sHutl""" will oc:cur wIleD the • ..a;>1Ing nte of a par-
ticular sensor must be increased """ to a BuddeD increase iD data ..:U'fIty. The 
following are examples of 811dden bursts of ...tlvlty: 
a. Puslng through tile auroral zone 
b. Puslng through the mllllDlltDspberlc boI&DcIuy 
c. Solar radio burets 
d. Magnetic storms. 
During these periods It will be 1IIIC888uy to cbange the multlplexlDc fol'lDBl 
In order to treamit tIda h1gb deDalty data. to earth. WIuIt Ie required then ... 
multlpleaer that can adapt to the _0r outpa ratea. We haYe aelectod an 
adaptive multlpleller that will be c_olled '" the on-boerd muItlprcceaacr. 
The computer will Mao mike the deciaioD, baaed upon meuuremeata of the 
iIIpIl data, to chance die aampUns nte of a psrtlcular senaor • 
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Figure 2-11 .. bows the overallllclllllUft telemetry sptem. '" the tnM-
mittel' there are three aubsyatema: maltlpleur, proceuor, a ~ .. Ia 
modem. 
2.5.1 Adaptive MultiplexerS 
FIgUre 2-12 presents the adaptive multiplexer. Tile ..... 01' arn,y feed .. a 
conventional time division multiplexer which I .. under program coatrol. TIle 
processor monitors the sensor outputs (I a the clwmel tbroucJ>put H. a, for 
specified priority matrix p. computss the sensor sclllllliDl and c .. trol pr .... _ 
D(9. H, p). Tbis pr .... _ Is fed Into a memory driven by a c10clt derived fr_ 
tile PN modem. TIle PN modem clock rate Is consistent with the clwmel 
throughput H. 
Tile multiplexed message Is fed Into an A-D CODYerter also under comol 
of D(9. H. P) a Into the forward-error-contrOl (FEe) unit. Tbis me...., la 
then fed Into the PN modem aDd transm_ down. 
Comma information Is received 10 the vehicle via the PH demodulator. 
Tbis information mllJ contain tile sensor control rule 0(9, H. P) wbJch la stored. 
Thus. tile ground station can generate tile ccmtroJ pr .... _ or It .... b.s generated 
by the on-board muhiProcessor. 
2.5.2 Adaptive DemulUp1exlng3 
FIgure 2-13 0-8 tile lIcIaptlve demultiplexer. Tile PN demodolator • tile 
ground stations recovers tile message bits which are corrected for errore In 
tile FEe decoder. The processor genera\ss tile demultlplexing a sensor " .. _ 
trol rule D(9. H. P) and controls tile demultJplexer operatlOll. Tile hlformaUOII 
transmltled up to tile vebJcle Is control lnform.l .. whlcb ...., lDalude the 
mult\plulDg and sensor control pr....- D. 
Nota that tile pr....- D(9. H, P) depends .. tile maaured _I' puwmetsr 
poblt II and on tile estimated cbaDneJ tbrcqgbput H; the priority matrix P can. of 
course, lie clumg8d also. Baaed on me..aurement, a decision la mIIcIe wblch 
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Sl'k>cls 11K> program, say, Di, Tbe set of program. D {Dil can be prestored, 
[r"" .. mil!.."'; to the yehicle from the ground control ceDler, and d"rived by mellDa 
of n mathematical algorithm. 
2.5.3 Decision Rules 
In !iootion 4 of the proposal, a ata1lstical decision theory was developed to 
monitor the sensors and adapt the sensor parameters according \i) the reaulls 
o 1Surement. It Is Impork-.. t that the structure of the decision mecbanism 
be general enough to apply to any sen""r configuration hy inserting the appro-
priate programs 8bd the appropriate information in memory • 
2.6 COMPUTER CONTROL lJF THE ANTENNA SYSTEMS 
Detailed com,,,ter requirements for this "spect of the communications sub-
system 3D be esisblished only if the antenna configuration to be used /s kno .. 'II. 
JJowever~ a general ~pccifjcation of the computatiooal needs for a computer COft-
trolled antenna system can be obtained hy investigating the characteristics, 
requirements, and some configurations of antenna sy..terns that p!'obably will be 
used • 
Tbe functions which must be performed by the on-board communications 
processor for the desired antenna operations will be determined by the antenna 
requirements, which in tum depend on the mission objectives. types of stabilb,a-
tion, and orbital parameters. The desired antenna systems .na.y hsve the 
follOwing characteristics: 
a. Multiple beams may be required for transmission to and reception 
at dlfferent points on the earth, at the same frequency. One 1ype 
of system that accomplishes this in a purely digital manner is the 
DlMUS (digItal multibeam steering) system. This technique Is 
described latAor in this section. 
b. Tbere are s\eerable t-eams which can be pointed to different areas 
upon comm""". This 1ype of antenna can be used \i) effect spin 
stabilization < r de~plnniDg. This problem /s described later. 
2-25 
c. The antenna may have to track a source of power while there is 
r('laUve motion between the vehicle and the source. 
d. At dUferent times in the mission it may be desirable to have" 
narrow beam to Incrr:1llC! gain to illwninate small regions and 
receive u much signal power as possible. or it may be desir-
alile Lo Increase tbe lJiuminatlon area or to receive from 
rocoivinl': l""ations distributed over a wide angular range. 
c. "ntenna beams must be switched on and off or from transmit 
to r~ceive. 
The above requirementB can be mel with multiple antennac or an antenna 
array In conjunction with an on-board processor which integrate. the antenna 
reqUirements with the mlssion objectives and vehicle characteristics. 
2.6.1 "ntenna Configuration 
Coml.lcx anlenna requirements can be met better In a gravity gradient 
tilnbillzed Hystem thon in a span stabilized system. The antenna system can be 
chnracteri1.ed in terms of 
a. TIlL number of beams 
b. The total angular range over whit:h each beam may be required 
to steer 
c. The range of their beamwldth 
d. Whether the antenna must transmit or receive, or transrnit and 
receive. 
Figure 2-t4a shows tile geometry of a rectangular planner array where 
t: lj Is the elom~nt In the Ilh row and Jth column. If each element is omnidirec-
tional. th,· radiation patlern of a single row will be omnidirectional in a plane 
perpendicular to that row If the elemftnts are equally spaced as shown in 
!"Ih'llre 2-141>. 
The normalized radiation pattern Is given by 
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(2-5) 
wher" 8R Is the ...... from the X axis In the X-Z or ,,-y p\sne. For maximum 
gain. d = AJ2• the bslf-power be .... width Is 6 0 = IOI.S/N. aDd the gsID Is 
GO = N. 
The lIbcwe expression for G( 9R} alBo applies to the case wbere a column 
of etem_ Is c ..... ldered a linear array. In wbleh case. a pattern Is formed 
wldch Is ortbogollal to the pattern that was formed from the row. It !hen follows 
that If all etemellis are c ..... idered. a narrow beam Is generated along the pe~­
peJKIJcular to the pI8De of the array. 
If each element In the array Is directional, the resulting pattern for the 
~sr planar array Is 
where GE Is the gain of tbe individual element. 
By controUt!Ig the electrical spacing between elements. the beam of the 
planar array c .... be offset from the perpeodlclllar. If 9 0 is the ofiset desired. 
t .... n the required pbase spacing of adjacent elements Is 
~ = 2 TT(d/A) sin (/0 (2-7) 
YigW'Cl 2-15 Oluatrstes the relative phasing of tbe iJKIlvidual element feeds 
to produce a paUern offset In a single angular dimension. r.y elt'CtrOlllcaU,y 
adjuatlDg the ploaee shifters, the patter .. "aD be rapidly steered In a single UIp-
lar ~ool'\llDale; or for a planar arr", It may he steered In two coord_s. If 
a aeco·,d source 18 used aDd feeds the iJKIlvidual elements tl!roucJt a aeoODd set 
of pbase shifters, a aecOlld __ "sa be geaer-.l from the _. Aa maay 
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..... cu be fol'IMd .. _Ired "loDe ... aeperate set of pbue shifter. Ia 
uaed fer nell be_. TIle _at CCIItrOI computer wm des ....... the beam. to be 
formed IUId flll'lliab tbIa IDformatiOll to the C6IIIJIl1l1llcau .... ad telemetry proc-
eaacr whlcb wm aleer the .-. 
TIle CJI:pI'N8_ lor G('R' 'c) IUId • cu be uaed to estllbllab the arcbilec-
til .... of U", _te_ .,atem. Tbe gain of the iDdIYilluat e\emeDla _ be ccmpoll-
Ible witb the overall coverap rage. Tbe arr., pll'ameters are then selected 10 
provide a.-rIDe c8PllbUity wltbiD tbe1 coverlge range IUId the required phue 
.pee", can be cletermiDed. 
The IIWIIber of elemente required wID be determined by the ratio of tbo. Iotal 
covcrap ruge to the desired beamwidtb as IUustrateci III FigUre 2-15. 
2.6.2 Pbue IlbUlers ad COIItroI Signals 
Tbe type of cOlltrol aiplal furDtebed by the comm1l1llcatloNl processor wID 
depaDd OIl the cbanctel1atJcs 01 th3 e\ectronlcalJ,y coctrollable pI/aBe sblft"r. 
whlcb are uaed. Tbese iDclude the use of ferrite malerlals. gaseous discbllrge 
tube_, traYeliDC __ ve tubes, trlllUlmlsslon IlDes, varactors, etc. The major dif-
ference, .. tar .. the computer ill cODcemed, ill wbether the beam must be con-
tlDllaualy atsenble or dillcretely atser~i:!. 
II the beam Ia dillcretely steenble, the computer selects the correct pbue 
ablfters wblcb are preset 10 give a particular beam dir...,tlon. For. contlJ:l10U8ly 
'-rable .,_, the computer muat adapt the coatrol s!gnal to the pbue "bar-
..rterJaUc of the device to IICbleve lbe desired beam direction. 
FiIUH 2-16 Ulll5lratee bow coatrol slpale are uaed In • two-dimensional 
&nan .,atem. Tbe requ'.red accuracy 01 the control aiplals h determined by the 
MDBItlYIty of the pbue ablfter 10 the control alpal, the beamwidtb of the array, 
ad the atabdlaatlon lICCuracy 01 the veblcie. 
2.8.3 TrackIaC C8PIIbility 
A tracklqlntem ... bleb empio,ys a pIIaaed planar arrq IUId the communlcl-
u ....... and telemetry proce .. or ill Illuatrated In FigUre 2-17, Altbcug~' the Irack ... 
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capability Is llluatra1ed for a slDgle aagle oDl,y, the capability (or volumetric 
trac~ (ollows dlr<Y.:t1y from FIg<ae 2-16. Tbe IIWIIber o( elements la divided 
Into two sections, wit.'> eacb section (orming a beam whlcb 'S offset (r ..... the 
Intended boreslgbt. The ~um of !be two beams will be a sYmmetric beam about 
the boreslght. The received signals from both sets of elements are added In 0IIe 
channel and subtracted In another. The phase differenet' hetween the sum and 
diUerence channels will determine where tbe SOUree Is I<x,ated '" relation to the 
bore sight. The discrimination output will contain th~ cr.·or informntlon. This 
will be processed by the communications processor. wbich wHI generate error 
correcting signals to the pbsse shiite.,s wbich will correct !be angular offset 
of the boreslght. 
2,6.4 Spin Iltablli.:ed Antennas 
The beamforming techniques which have been discussed "!>Ply to a vehicle 
which Is stabilized In three coordinates. It Is assumed that the geometric center 
of the array Is pointed at the same angle relative to the earth. If the vehkle Is 
spin stabilized, com pi..,. antenna reqUirements are difficult to meet. If the array 
could be scanned at Ihe rotational velocity of the vehicle, a narrow beam could be 
directed at a fixed point on earth. Power compensation would beo employed to c\)m-
pensate ror the varia-tiona in antenna gam. 
A simpler system lor spin stabilized vehicles ~8 Uluslrated In Figure 2-IH. 
Antennas are mounted on the periphery 01 the veblcle In the plane of rotation, 
The antenna beam, under computer control, would rotate at an angular velocity 
equal to but opposite to lhe rotation of the spacecrnft. The antenna pattern 
closest to tbe desired direction of propagntlon would be selected, and ... tbe 
veblcl" rotates, the adjacent channel would be used. 
To accomplish thiS 11I8k, Informlltion from the guidance and navigation pro-
cessor would be proce ... ed by the central contlol computer and fed to the cum-
munlcatlon processor, Thia proco88or would control tbe antenna beam veloc!ty 
ir. accordance with the position of the .ateUIIf' as dIotermined In the naviplion 
and guidance procesaor. 
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2.6.5 DIMUS 
A CODYeDleDl system which hss heeD used for heamformlng In sonar _rk 
Is DIMOS (digital mullibeam steering). Thl .. &ystem. as It ma.v he applied to the 
satellite system. Is illustrated In F\i!Ure 2-19. Tbe desired s\gIWs from the 
various elements of a p1allar arra,y are selected by tbe arrsy cuatrol. Each sig-
nal Is then clipped and fed Into a sbUt register or delsy line. The desired beam 
Is tben formed hy selecting the appropriate tap8 on tbe sbUt register "r delsy 
1'00. By sbUtlng taps. the beam msy he steered. Multiple beams ...... easy to 
form by Increasing the number of tap connections. 
The communication ar.d telemetry processor would cODtrul the tap CODDeC-
tlODS so they conform to the desired beams wblcb are described by information 
from \be ct'ntral control urut. and would also COIItrol the sbilUag of the Illipped 
signals. 
2.7 COMPUTER REQUlREMEz,,'TS 
As we can see from the above d<'scrlptlon. there are many f"""tlODB to be 
performed In the communlcatloDS subsystem. Tbls subsection wUl describe the 
type of computation \bat is necessary for eacb of these functions. 
2.7.1 pseudo-Noise Modulation 
SUbsections 2.1 and 2.2 described the basic on-board modulatloD syatem Md 
the reasons for choosing that system. The cOlllputer pll\Ys an !.nJl!>rtanI role in 
this system. In that It will monitor the modulation equipment and determine 
wbetber or not the demodulators are In phalIe lock. To perform this function. 
the computer must essenhally go through a declalon prooess and determ ...... 
based on the amplitude distribution of the signal. what the slsle of th. syatem la. 
Tbu ... mainly s18\1sUoal techniques will he used as described In Seetin" b. ar.1 
the programs will be arithmetic In DSture. The computer will also continually 
calculate cbunel slgna\-to-nolse ratios b.uIed on the received • .....".1UId uS" 
these calculations to coutr.,! the link data ~ate. 
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2.7.2 Error Control 
If advanced error correction techniqnes are employed, as. described in 
subsectj~n 2.3, a considerable amount of cor~ ,torage will be required. In 
general, the storage required is equal to approximately twice the number of 
data bits in a code frame. The computer functions as a dab manipulator in 
this case (shift, etc.) and no ariUunctic operations are nl..~e5~ary. Logical 
lnstructions for performing MOD-2 addition of vectors will be required. 
2.7.3 Data Compaction 
The advanced adaptiv~ data compaction techniques described in subsectinn 2.4 
require a computer capable of manipulating data, performing: logical operation!4 on 
the data (such as MOD·~2 additi",,) and computing statistical mess Ires on the . illtA. 
Thus arithmetic. logical. and data handling m .. ·.ructions are required. 
2.7.4 Adaptive Multiplexing and Demultiplexing 
In this area. tbe ~~omputer fWlCtions as a decision making de .... ice and controls 
the multiplexing l·ormat. It senses the dna, calculates dtatistical mea~ures and, 
along witb error rates calculated from data recpived from the error contr··.l 
eqUipment, decides whether to ci1~e the s3IJ1pling rate of a particular sensor 
output. Basc1 en this deCiSion, a new multiplexing format is de"ised aDd controi 
signals are sent to the multiplexer. 
2.7.5 Antenna Systems 
The antenna system for a multifunctional satellite will probsbly bf- computer 
controlled and steerablo; such systems ore discussed in ~etail In subsection 2.6. 
Since the computer i8 strictly a control device in these systems, it will accept 
inputs from the p.ntenna system or from a b:f'ounO station and generate control 
signal. to t!le antenna system. Only program storage is required f'r this 
function. 
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Section 3 
DATA COLLECTION AND SENSOR SUBSYSTEM 
3.1 LINK CAPACITIES 
In currenl space activities and those planned (or the (uture, considerable 
data hnndling (011) Is required: data trn,smlsslon, signal processing, storage 
and retrieval, trajectory computation, and display. At the present time this 
data handling is largely ground-based, but already there Is significant on-board 
DH. As we move deeper into space (and the communication channel to Earth 
" ... r",,..s) and as we progress in producing light, reliable, and sophisticated 
spaceborne DH systems, the percentage o( on-board data handling will greatly 
Increase. In this section we sballiook at the next decade, which will be domi-
nated by Project Apollo, Earth-orbiting laboratories, and unmanned planetal'y 
probes. We shall consider the types o( data to be handled and estimate total 
data requirements. We shall tlso estimate the capacities o( the communication 
linkN and the quantity of data generated by experiments on several representa-
tive missions. It is evident that on-board data processing will become very 
impo",.tnt In the next decade. Clearly the dl:f(erence between the channel capaclf3' 
and the amount o( raw data generated on board must be c~m,,~ ... ated by on-
board data processing techniques. 
The objective here is to estimate the amount o( on-board processing that 
will be required In the next decade. To achieve tbls, two estimates are requlred-
one (or the channel data requirements and one (or the amount o( data gellerated 
on board the vehicle. To accomplish the latter, we have selected three represen-
tative missions and estimated the amount o( data generated by the expt'nments 
scheduled (or each o( the.e missions. This approach yields a mor" realistic 
estimate of data generated in any single future missiOD. 
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T:lhl(-' a-I rcprCHcnts an cffort to categorJze 3pncc data in two directions: 
hy its <julllilntiVl' nulu,'" (such us ~elentiflc, ".,.aphle, phYHlologlclll) llI1d by the 
link OWl' which the dutu t. trMamltted. Note that the distinctions are ""t sharp; 
"sdentiflc" and "physiological!! iJverlap, as eto "scientific" and "gl'aphic." The 
wl'ti<'al ".tegortes are chosen to correspond to the various ground to space-
yt'hlele distances which appear of Interest during the 1966-1976 period. The 
table 18 n compilation of total bit reqUirements, average and peak bit rates, etc., 
for the various situations before the application of anyon-board proceSSing 
technlquetJ, such as data compaction to reduce redundancy and lessen transmi.CJ-
.Ion reqUirements. We have also estimated channei capa,)itles based on the 
currt:nt (mid-1966) state-of-the-art. Every effort has been mnde to show the 
most accurate data availahie; the data given has been gathered (rom many 
sour"c_, carefully examined, and cross-checked. It should be clear (rom this 
Whlt' thut unlCSt4 there arC trem'Jndous breakthroughs in transmission technology, 
th,' dl:tnnels available w\ll not be able to h,Uldle satisfactorily (or, In some cases, 
hanrllc ot all) the data londs if we "send everything" as IS common now. More-
over, even when the channc1 capacity Is reasonably large, It is wasteful and 
expensi';e tv tl'8Dsmit redundMt material. Thus, attention Is drawn to techniques 
of data compaction, which Involve data processing of more or less complexity, 
depending nn the type of datu and the amount of comprtction sought. 
It dhould be p<>lnted nut that the pres<'nt channel capacities are far from 
Uth.'qURh· to handle future dtlta rt.."quiremeJ'ts. Granted that these capacities will 
be Increased In Ih., next l\} years, the amount of on-board data generated by the 
e>.vcrlments will still (ar exceed these future capacities. Thus a large amount 
01 on-board proce8slng of data will be necessary. 
In addition, these channel capacities will directly affect the computational 
rL'QuircmentH on board the space vehicle. Thus, the storage capa('ities of the 
m"mory modules will be a function not only of .he data that is generated but 01"" 
of the computational requirements. 1I0wever ]esplte that fact that communica-
tion technologies (lasers, directional antennas) will be Improved substantially by 
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the 1975 era to accommodate higher bit rates, the need for mor sophisticated 
on-board computation wlll actually increase to accommodate, implement, and 
support theao esoteric communication systems. Thus, the amount of on-board 
Jll'<1cc •• lnK that will be l'equlrml Is a key problem to be solve:! • 
:,.~ o!':-·I!OAHD DATA COLLECTION 
3.2.1 Experiment Data Loads for AAP Missions 
This subsectlon presents estimates of the quantity of data generated by the 
experiment hardware on two AAP missions-one related to astronomy / 
meteorology and the other to Earth survey/meteorology. 
The analysis of experIment data outputs and processing requirements has 
been hampered by lack of definitive current data on mission experiment group-
InKS and spcclflc hardware charactedstlcs. The information which follows was 
furnished to IBM by NASA for AAP analyses and is, thereft're. considered to be 
U,e best aVailable Information • 
For each experiment an Identical or reasonably similar experiment was 
sought In the available experiment data. When 110 reasonable facsimile could 
be found, an experIment was syntheah!:oo from similar experiments of other 
programs, such as OAO or Nimbus, 
3.2.1.1 Meteorological Expenmente 
The meteorological experiments .nd estl'llsted dally data loads are listed 
In Table 3-2. The corollary experlm"nt sources from which these estimates 
were derived are sbuwn in the Notes column • 
For record purpcses, the raw data estimates used to compute the da1ly loads 
are presented here. The duty cycles (D.C.) indicated are the estimated per-
centage of total mission time ("r dally average) that the experiment is In 
operation. 
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T'lbl~ 3-2 
COMI'U:Mt:N'!' AN AAi' METIWROLOGlCAL MISSION EXPEHlMENT 
j 
Digital Experiment Title Notes Bits/Day 
~, 
MUlimeter Wave Propagation 4 frequencies; 2 words/sec/freq,; 9.7 x 105 
7 bits/word; 20% D.C. Housekeep-
Ing data only, estimate. Based on 
priority missions. 
Microwave Radiometer 2 8yst~ms; 2 words/sec/scM/ 7.1 x 105 
system; 10 lateral scans/system 
7 t'ts/worrl; add 50 bits/sec 
housekeeping; 25% D.C. 
Near Infrared (IR) Spectrometer 7.5 x 104 blts/day/freq; 6 freq; 9.0 x 104 
25% D.C. Based on MORL 
(Douglas) experiment. 
polarization Measurements 7.5 x 104 bits/day; 33% D.C. 2.5 X 104 
Based on MORL (Douglas) 
experiment. 
UHF SCerics Detectioll 15 words/sec; 7 bits/words; 33% 3.(1 x 106 
D.C. Based on Ariel Galactic 
Noise experiment. 
m Interlerometer Spectrometer 1 sample/sec; 500 bits/sample; 1.4 x 107 
33% D.C. Based on Nimbus 
experiment. 
Micron Grating Spectrometer 1 sample/sec; 200 blld/sample; 5.8 x 106 
33% D.C. Based on Nimbns 
experiment. 
AAP Total 2.5 x 107 
NIMBUS 1300 frames/day = 2.6 x 106 blts/ 3.4 x 109 
(Unmanned) frame. 
TmOS average 296 frames/day (over G 2.2 x 108 
(unmanned) flights) = 7.4 x 105 blta/frame. 
3-5 
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~'or comparison, Table 3-2 also indicates the dally data loads for the Nimbns 
and TmOS unrnanned meteorological satellites. These have much higher telcm-
ctry loads, but no film. The reason for the lower telemetry loads In the AAP 
mission appears to be that high-resolution Image data is returned In the reentry 
vehicle In the form of film (and dielectric tape), whereas the telemetry is used 
mainly for non-image spectral meaNurements. Tmos and Nimbus return all 
1m · ... goe date. via the telemetry link. however. 
3.2.1.2 Astronomy Experimellts 
The astronomy experiments and e8ti~ate8 of the <:lata generated are pre-
sented in Table 3-3. These are solar astronomy experiments. De~criptions of 
the experiments and assumptions made in ~stimatIng dats quantities are given 
in the following paragr'.rh.. The 080 and OAO satellite missions contained 
similar experiments ",~d are shown for "omparlson. 
The X-Ray Telescope ~xperiment wlli collect and count X-ray photons from 
the stars. Dnt~ t.ken i. a function of the number of stars observed, assumed to 
be three. It is estimated that one bcreslght photo will ";80 be required for each 
star. 
The Ultraviolet Spectrometer experiment measures stellar radiation, pro-
viding Information similar to the orbiting astronomical observatory (OAO) un-
manned satellite. AntiCipated data rates range from 1042 to 50,000 bits/sec. 
An average of 25,000 bits/sec for a 3-bcur observation period each day is 
assumed for this experiment. 
3.2.1.3 Earth SUrvey Experiments 
The feasibility of this grouping bas not been tested from the standpoint of 
astronaut and vehicle constraints (time. weight, power, etc.). The grouping is, 
however, considered to be a good represflntatlon of the appropriate types of 
experimentation and, as such, appropriate for crder-of-magnltude estimation 
of data loads. 
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Table 3-3 
SOLAR ASTRONOMY EXPERIMENT DATA ESTIMATES 
Experiment TIUe Digital Bits/Day Notes 
X . Ray Telescope 1.4 x 108 4.8 x 107 bits/ 
star/day. 3 stars 
Ultraviolet Spectrometer 2.7 x 108 astiumc rute = 
25 kbs for 3 hr /day 
dally average 
Total Per Day 4.1 x 108 
Unmann"!!..Astronomy Satellites 
OSO 9.6 x 107 
! OAO 2.,1 x 108 
The results are presented in Table 3-4 wong with the daily data outptlts for 
the EGO and POGO satellites. The latter rely solely on the telemetry link for 
data transmission, whereas AAP (as configured here) t~lemeter. housekeeping 
data but uses physical reentry/reco ... ·ery for experiment films &:v' analog data 
lap".. Accordingly. as Indicated in Table 3-4, the AAP telemetry load for 
Earth resources experiments is negligible, but the physically retu1"lled data load 
is very heavy. 
Tables 3-2, a-a, and 3-4 each show a elssB of experiments. A typical mis-
sion would be made up of any two of these classes. F?r example, a set of 
meteorolOgical experiments plus a set of astronomical experimentb would con-
stitute a misston. 
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Table 3-4 
EARTH SURVEY EXPERIMENT DATA 
..--
Experiment Title BitS/Day 
IR Spedrometer S.O x 105 
Multispectral Camera 5.0 x lOS 
Unmanned Satellites (Earth-Space Sciences) 
Eccentric Geophysical Observatory (EGO) 8.~ x l07 
Polar Orbiting Ge<>phY6lcal Observatory 
3.2 x 108 (POGO) 
3.2.2 Jup'tcr Orbiter 
The aim of this subsection Is to describe experiments and related instru-
ments which will meet the scientific objectives for the Jupiter Orbiter. 
Table 3-S summarizes the instruments and experiments for the Jupiter 
Orbiter mission. In the first column the instroment is narr.ed. The second 
column shows wnnt the lJ1strument measures, including rangas where appropri-
ate. The thirri column lists scientific objectives. It is assumed that the instru-
ment ... ill measur2 perfectly, in :l sufficient number of locations, whatever it 
was designed to measure. 1'he scientific objective shown wlll then he met more 
or lesp ~'Ompletely. (Some scientific objectlveH r"'luire more than one 
Instrument.) 
With th~ exception of number 3. the instruments listed (Home of which have 
flown) have heeD designtld hr spacect'aft. However. some would require modi-
fication to d1fierent ran&es, sensitivity, etc. The!'efore, it is possible to estimate 
weight and power requirements fairly accurately. Column 4 gives the estimated 
]lIJwer of the experiment, and the last column gives an estimate of the data 
generated. 
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Table 3-5 
LIST OF INSTRU~IENTS AND EXPERI~IENTS FOR THE Jl'PITER ORBITER ~IISSION 
Estimated Data Instrument ~Ieasured Quantity Scientific Objective Power Genera:ed (watts) 
Magnetometer Pack 'Iagnitude and direc- Obtain magnetic 9 30 bits/ 
tion at magnetic fidd moment. Map field sa ",pie 
in the range (!.5 x 10-5 - configuration. 
100 Gauss 
Scintillation Detectors Electron flux: 10- Understand electron 1 50 bits/ 
100 kev flux mechanism. sample 
Proton flux: 0.1-
10 mev 
Not Known Electron flux: 100 Understand deca- 2 50 bitsl 
kev - 100 mev meter radio sample 
emission. 
Plasma Probe Fluxes of low energy Understand inter- 3 10 blts/ 
electrons and protons action with solar sample 
wind. 
Cosmic Ray Spectrum Spectrum of proton Find proton belt. 1 70 bits/ 
Analyzer fluxes; 1-100 mev Understand high- sample 
energy processes in 
magnetospb~l'e, 
Radio Receiver RF flux; sever,,} fre- Under~tand mecha- 3 50 bits/ 
queneies below 30 Mh nism fur decameter sample 
bursts, 
---- ----
-- --- -
Table 3-;; (Contin"ed) 
1::.:-: illlatt..~d Dnta Instrument ~Ieasured Quantity Scientific Objecti\"e ~l \w\.'r lienerated (watts) 
Moderate 'lesolution Spectra 1000-7090 .\; Identify constituents. 3 lil,COll 
UV - Visible Specu'o- Resolution of 5 A Understand red SlJOl uit.a/scan 
photometer fedtures. Detcrmint:' 
existent:e and cvrnposi-
tion of s'ltcllite 
atmosphere, 
Higl: Resolution Intensity o( ground Obtain abundances of 10 30 bitsl 
UV Photometel' state H, He , Ne H, He, and I\e. sample 
IR Spectrophotometer 5-30 spectra; uetermine Yal'l'ltions 7 5,000 
resolution o[ 30 in abundances <>! C114 bits/scan 
and NH3' 
Television (stereo) High resolution pictures Understand red spot 10 5x 106 
features, lm'cstigate bits I 
general cu'(,,'ulntion. pictllr~ 
Note structure of sakl-
lite sul'!aces, 
Polarlzer.-Photomctel· AmoWlt of polarization Dl"!tel'mine nr.tul'C ot 7 120bl[<' I in selected speetral clouds Hample 
ranges. 
Radiometer Flux: 10-131' Obtain temperaturl' 2 20 bits; 
well hbo\'c cloud tops, srt.·lple 
!!.diometel' Flu." 0.7 mm Obtnin tcmpel'o!urc ot 5 30 bltsl 
or below cloud wps. sample 
- ... -
----------
, /'--
.. , 
\;~ 
1 
., 
---------------------
j 
~ .~.a .. 1O 1 ~" .oEl Tlu.' £irl:Jt Idx instruments nrc dcsil"rncd to ahed more liJdlt un the mnh'flcto-.. '" Q" 0" ~ .,.'" sphere of .Jupiter. The magnetometer package, scintillation detectors, plasma 
probe, and cosmic ray spectrum analyzer are all well-tested instruments. 1 
'2,,- I:' I:' Experiments 3 and 6, coupled with experiment 2, are important to the under-~Q)2! t 
" 
standing o( decameter burst emission (rom Jupiter. Once understood. past I S::(; .,. E El .~ 0 ~ 
" " 
records of decameter bursts can be used to provide more or less continuous iijCl.:_ 
'oJ al kl f-o f-o monitoring of magnetospheric events over the past 10 years and in the (uture. 
ol 
'" J Instrument 3 has not been identified because no i'lstru.ment designed to I " I " '" measure electron flux In the energy range shown has actually flown. However, '" .E! .:: .. -,,'\:: J ~~ 0 .. 'a <:i o e::s > the existing instrument referred to did accidentally meaSUrt! electron [lux within 
" 
... "'''' ~-; E ~~;g a.O~ 01" the range shown; therefore, the design of instrument 3 should present little dU-O " 0 
" g " " ~"' ... "'Caj'Q) 
'" " I 9 ClI 'E ~ • ::r •• .,. l)-a~ The radio receiver is designed to Clnd exactly where in the Jovian "" ... ~~i ficulty. .§::> ~ § .S II a .5 to Q,I 
i c ~ ui §'~ E ~~ .9 ~; <r>~e-a mngnctosphere the decameter burst emission is arising and should also provide '" .0; 'II 0 '" !: 6h g ..... Q) ... (I) morc complete information about both the low frequency and weak radio emission 
" »~g8 ~H L';~~ ~ " oc <3os E oE"'C<1I _ 0· .... [rom .Jupiter. 
0 
~ 
-
The first six experiments, taken as a whole, will satisfy all of the scientific I .. , 0 I E '" objectives relating to the Jovian magnetosphere • The next three ""'perimenls M 
. € 
~ gj 
" " 
0 
i c ~ E ... are designed to take spectral measurements of Jupiter and its satellites. The .. Po 
f-< 6- .. " ] spectrophotometer of experiment 7 is not designed for better spectral resolutlon ... .9
'2 E J!l '" 
" " 
:< " ~~ than is possible from Earth, '>tit extends the range to the far ultraViolet and can 
" 
M 
" " 
,,~ 
'" '" 
.g 
==S probably obtain much better s"ati 11 resolution. Furthermore, the lightlng con- ( .. ] ." '" " ";nu E"~ ditions on Jupiter can be varied consideral-'.y; in particular. emission lines from 
'" 
.. 0 ..... 
r.. <!l A. 00 <- • unlit regions on the pip.net can be obtained.. Gross composition of the satellite 
'i:: atmospheres might be obtainable. 
'" 
.§ The UV photometer o( experiment 8 should be capable of satisfying one of 
... 
" " 
the most important scientific objectives on the Jovian mission, determining the 
'i:: '" !l' GO 
" 
kl abundance of hydrogen, helium, and neon. On a very cold )..Janet sl.lch as JlIpjt~r, 1 E 
" 
.5 
" " 
J!l .9 the ground state emission line should be the strongest, and tb!s lies very far in ~ " ~ bII ~ E .5 oS 
" 
.,. the ultraviolet band. A mission to Jupiter would make it possible to get inlo this I :8 .. " " -g .. 
" band and to view the dark side of Jupiter. For the most clear-cut results, a .. 
" " a:: a:: f-o 0 
total eclipse condition would be best because it would cut down on background. I :i !3 :e !:; 
J 
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A subsidiary piece of knowledge Is required 10 determine tile abundance of hydro-
gen, helium, and neon from the Intensity of a spectral line-namely , the solar 
nux at Jupiter. Since the Interplanetary medium Is selectively absorbing In the 
far ultraviolet, one should also observe the solar flux with the UV photometer as 
soon as po.slble before and after the Jovian measurement. The Infrared spectra 
obtalnal>le from an orbiter are an advance over Earth-based observations In that 
the pre.ence of telluric lines does not occur, Interpretations of the spectra should 
be considerably casier than from Earth, _Uld better spatial resolution can be 
obtained. 
A television system Is Included 01\ board the proposed spacecraft to view 
atmospheric features and the:r motions and to note the structure of satellite 
surfaces. Ground-based obeervatlons lack both resolution and any vertical scale. 
A stereoscope television system can provide vertical scaling as well as vastly 
Improved resolution, so that the meteorology of Jupiter and the origin of the red 
spot can be better understood. 
The polarizer-photometer would be used to galn information of the size and 
dielectric properties of cloud particles. An orbiter mission could be a great 
advance over Earth-based observation because the range of phase angles is 00 
to I~Oo, which Is much wider than the 00 to nO range possible from Earth. On 
the other hand, the Interpretation of polarimetric data Is difficult, and it Is not 
clear that even a perfect experiment can yield data which will really meet the 
scientific obJectives. 
The next three experiments employ radiometers operating In various wave-
lengths. In the range of 10 to 13 microns there Is strong absorption by the 
Jovian atmosphere, and so the region for which the temperature would be meas-
ured by the radiometer should lie very high In the Jovian atmosphere. The 
region around 0.7 mm Is of very low absorption by the Jovian atmoephe,oe. 
Measurements at 0.7 mm should obtain the temperature at or below the <:loud 
tops. Finally, a microwave radiometer operatllllt at 3 and 10 cm can obtain 
temperatures both thermal and nontbermal, and a better understanding of deca-
meter radio emiSSion, which is rather strong at 10 cm, might result. Some in-
strument development is probably requlred far the 0.7 mm r • .dlometer. 
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The radar IIitimeter might yield Information about the depth of the Jovian 
atmosphere and the structure of its surface, If one exists. In theory, a radar 
altimeter could determine the distance between the spacecraft and the surface, 
as well as Information about the nature of that surface. The problem-and it Is 
a Hcvcre on~-is that so much atmosphere may be lying between the spacecraft 
and Ihe Hurfacc thnt signals of high intensity w1l1 be required to receive !J. ret~rn 
Hi~·nal. If a return sih'11nl is ubtained, the scientific objectives will be met. If a 
return signal is not outainoo, one can place some lower limit 10 the depth of the 
:11mosphere through which the signal has passed. 
The last two experiments shown do not necessarily require any special 
instruments. Tracking data should be adequate to determine orbit changes with 
time, thus yielding much improved values of the gravitational moments. The 
occultation experiment, similar to an occultation experiment on Mariner IV, 
should yield good values for atmospheric and Ionospheric scale heights. This 
would probably lead to much better model atmospheres than are presently 
available. 
A large number of sensors have been used in aerospace experiments, and 
.Borne of thc::;c have been described in the preceding secUon. Many of the sensors 
have been designed for specific types of measuremerJts, although a comprehen-
sive experiment generally employs several sensors of various sensitivitic!s to 
one or more source phenomena. In subsections S~3 and 3.4 the sensor stuJy is 
concluded with a discussion of two areas of space physics: micromcteoroids 
and solar flares. 
3.3 MICROMETEOROIDS 
3.3.1 Background 
Small parti~les exist In the near-Earth, cis-lunar, and interplanetary 
regions. Particles smaller than 1 mm In diameter are commonly called micro-
meteoroids and, because ot their high velOCities, may represent a potential 
hazard to manned spaceflights. It is important, therefore. to expand prescnt 
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knowledge about both spatial and temporal variations of particle mass distribu-
tions, velocity distributions, flux, and gradients. In addition, It Is believed that 
incrcas.'<I understandlnK of mlcrometeorolds will extend our knowledge of the 
orlginH or the planets and, perhaps, the universe. 
3.3.2 Present Knowledge 
Mlcrometeorolds ar~ generally les. than 1 mm in dlam~ter with the maJor"tiy 
below 300 microns In diameter. Masses range downward from 10-3g to below 
1O-16g, with partlde velocities up to 72 km/sec possible. It Is suggested that 
mllst particles are of con,etary origin and a~e of a "fluffy" nature with densities 
of the order of 0.05 g/cm3• Other mlcrometeorolds may be of asteroidal origin 
nnd are of about 3.f. g/ cm3 density. 
It has been suggested that micrometeoroids in interplanetary space are acted 
upon by 'he relativistic Poynting-Robertson effect, which causes a partick to 
fnll in toward the sun. Calculations show that a toO-micron diameter particle in 
a tAli heliocentric orbit would fall Into the Bun In about 4000 years. On the other 
h:lnd, Holar ablnUon of the micrometuoroids reduces their dIameter to a critical 
value Dm [or which solar radiation pressure becomes the predominant force, 
and the particles should, in fact, be blown out of the solar system. The crl" '~I 
diameter i& given by the relation 
Dm = 0;,6 
where P = particle specific gravlty.4 
(3-1) 
If a density of 0.05 g/cm3 is assumed for particles, these must have masses 
upward from a 4 x 10-10g limit set by the solar radiation pressure. For mater-
Ials of greater density, the lower limit on particle mass would be correspondingly 
smaller. A Venus Fly trap experiment captured particles near the Earth, which 
suhstWltiates the predominance of the less dense particles .. 5 
Perhaps the most Important result of recent mlcr"",eteorold experiments 
Is the discovery of an asymmetrical dust cloud surrounding the Earth. A number 
3-15 
of orbital missions (Pioneer I, Explorer VIll, Sputnik Ill) have rewlted in data 
on the mass distribution of particles near the Earth as shown In Figure 3-1. 
From this plot, It appears that the fiux of particles or mass m present In tbe 
Earth dust cloud Is given by <I> (m): 
<I>(m) =m-1.7 x 10-17 partlch,s/m2/second (3-2) 
over the range 10-6 - 10-10 g. This data is relatively precise but subject to 
some criticiJlm, since mass values are derived from measured particle momen-
tum" by the assumption of an average particle velocily of 25 km/sec. Mariner n 
verified the existence of such 11. cloud by finding a 2 x 10 -4 difference between 
ncar-Earth ami interplanetary mlcrometeoroid fluxes.6 Whipple hiS suggeste<l 
that the Earth dust cloud Is prlmal'i1y of lunar material ejected from the moon's 
surface by hypervelocity impacts of cometary and asteroidal bodies. A portion 
of the materIal 15 aSl::lumed captured by the lunar-Earth gravitational system.7 
An Earth dust accretion rate or 300 tons/day has been calculated. These partl·· 
cles are In the 20 to 100-micron diameter range. 
There are interesting patterns of meteoroid flux documented, but apparent 
season:u and daily variations are not understood. Most mlcrometeorolds are 
thought to be of sporadic radiant, concentrated in heliocentric orbits of which 
more than 50 percent are within 13 degrees of the ecliptic plane. 
3.3.3 ~'uture Mlcrometeorold Studies 
Although there has been much micrometeoroid study in recent years, the 
tlrcsent knowledge is fragmentary_ Future studies are justifin.!Jie simply on the 
basis of presumed dangers to manned spacecraft and the lack of knowledge about 
mass and fiux distributions of particles in the 10-3 - 1O-6g range. There are 
many points of Interest to the geophysicist and astropJ,ysiclst in relaUng mlcro-
meteoroids to Earth, solar, and universal ortgin. The following list compiles 
some areas of interest fo~ future micrometeoroid experiments: 
a. Determination of mass distributions, fiux, and gradients of particles 
in the 10-3 to 10-6 range In the Earth dust cloud, near the moon, and 
In Interpla:letary space. 
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b. Mlcrometeoroid contributions of Ions and Ionizing particles In the 
ionosphere. effect on rainfall, noctllucent cloud formation, and 
zodiacal light. 
<:. Lunar, cometary, and asteroidal mict''lmeteoroid replenishment 
mechanisms • 
d. Itelation of the solar fo' corona and micrometcoroids near the sun. 
c. V.,.tfication of the Poynting-Hobert son cUect. 
r. Intel action of the solar radiation pressure and micrometeoroids. 
g. Physical and chemical composition of rnicrometeoroids and thel r 
growth in space. 
h. Study of hypervelocity impact phloomenon using micrometeoroHis, 
including study of secondary particles created by such impacts. 
3.3.4 Micromet(.·oroid Sensors 
Spacecraft micrometeoroid ex~\Criments attempt to measure a particle's 
velocity, cncrh'Y or momentum, COUrse direction, and th~ numher of such parti-
cles cncountcr'ed within a given t;"ne. Actual particle sii'.es are not easily 
mcasurl.'C:I, although some direct measurements havc bt:en made (~n "Venus 
Flylrap" captured particles. Particle mass is generally derived from velucity 
and momentum information. Particle density is infern,,'(l from '1l3.ss and as-
sumed size, and conversely. Common types of sendors and their characteristics 
are listed in the following sut.sections. 
3.3.4.1 Microphonic ['etector 
A diaphragm acting as a so:tnding board is attached to 3 piezoelectric 
crystaL When a particle strikes the diaphragm, the crystal g·.merates a pulse 
whose amplitude is related to the particle momentum. A pulse height analyzer 
is used to record the particle momentum data, and a counter 1s used to count 
the number of impacts per unit time. Spac~craft altitude information allows a 
rough guess as to the impacting particle radiant. since the location of the sensor 
on the spacecraft's exterior is known. Calibration of the pulse ampli!Ude-partlcle 
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momentum rell.tlon Is difficult on Earth, and tltls data must be extrapolated to 
the range of momentums encountered In space. Nevertheless, this type of Instru-
ment has been used to obtain 90 to 95 percent of all spacp micro meteoroid data 
presently available. Typical sell1Jltivlties are lO-8 to 10-11 kg-m/sec. This 
type of detector Is useful on spacecraft only when there are no other acoustical 
sources present; motors and relays mask the measurements ([81. Chapter 8). 
3.3.4.2 Impact Light Flash (SclntllIaters) and lmpactlonJzatlon Detcotors 
The Impact of mlCrometeorolds on a saltable target results In a short light 
emission. The emission intensity is related to the incidence particle energy 
und may he analyzL'(1 by a photosensitive device and a pulse height analyzer-
counter arran~cmcnt similar to that used with the mlcrophonic detector. One 
o 
arrangement was a 20UO A thick target of aluminum evaporated onto the face of 
a photomulUpller tube. These devices also suffer from calibration difficulties 
b"t are extremely sensitive (10-16g). 
The impact ionization detector collects free charges ejected from the sur-
face of a suitable target when Impacted by a hypervelocity particle. Calibration 
Is a difficulty; however. it appears that the charge Qc collected per Impact 
depends on the third power of the particle velocity and on a constant K related 
to il>e target material such that 
wltere E P 
V 
A 
(3-3) 
particle energy 
particle velocity 
partlcie atomic weigltt ([8). Chapter 8). 
Clearly. some assumptions about an "average" ~ are necessary when this de-
tector Is used In a space experiment. Impact velocity may be obtained by a 
simple analysis of thp charge collect..-l. It bas been suggested that several 
such detectors placed In series could he used to determine the energy loss of an 
Impacting particle during penetration of each of tbe successive stages. This 
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propobal Huggest. that by partitioning each detector stage Into discI·ete area. 
and adaptively monitoring, micrometeoroid nux radiants coold be determined 
quite accurately during periods of peak activity. 
3.:1.4.;' Covered Photocells 
A thin opaqne coating is deposited over the sensitive surface of a light 
::;t.'m;oI", sut:h Qfi a ~olar cell. Impacting- micrometeoroids systematically expose 
the photosensitive surface to light from the sun or a standard SOUtcc. The 
detector then measures the number and size of penetrations as ther o~'Cur, pro-
vided the light increments at detector output are continuously monitored so that 
each per.~aration is observed.. 
At the conclusion of the micrometeoroid experiment, the same photomulti ... 
plier with the target covering replaced by suitable filters could be used for 
direct observations of the intensity and polarization of zodiacal light (4750 to 
8500 X). Airglow might also be examined with the proper fillers baing mech:m;-
cally indexed to position in front of the photomultiplier as des1red. 
3.:J.4.4 Erosion Gauges 
Thin strips of resisth'(" material may be placed on the outer surl:l.I:e of <I 
spacecraft. An incre~sing resistance of the strip is a measure (",{ material 
erosion due to impact of micrometeoroids. This type of instrument is sensitive 
to the long-term effects of very fine particles. and the output Information need 
be sampled only Infrequently. 
3.3.4.5 Chemical Activity Detector 
Although no practical detectors of this type arc presently aVailable. it ap-
pears possible to develop spacecraft systems that would capture interplanetary 
micrometeoroid material and analyze these samples. 80m,. type of micro-
qualitative chemical analysis or catalytic activity anaiysis could be an adjunct 
experime.ti;l to automated biological laboratori~s that have been proposed for 
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J,lanelary cxploraUon.9 It WQuld be senslble, in fact. to compare interplanetary 
dust with surface samples obtair.ed on other planets. 
3.3.4.6 Puncturc Counler-
There are several classes of puncture or particle penetration counters that 
have been used s=JccessCuJ1y to measure mlcrometeorold impacts on spacecraft. 
t;"amplc8 are pressurized cells, steel-covered wire grids, and copper-wire 
canis. Used alone, these devices give only gross knowledge about impacting 
particle energies, siace the ulrgl:t I'cnl:lration data on small matis-hypcr\,elocity 
p;articles in spaec is exlrap()I~llcd [rom the luwcr velocity-large mass iJ<1l"tidc 
penetration experiments utu .. 'tl in earth calibration. It is important to note that 
cac:h of these typcs of sensors is destroy(..-d alter one successful p'lncture so 
lh:1I a large numbel· must be carried on each mission. This type of sensor would 
nut be preferred if \'crsati"ity or accuracy is a mission requirement. 
The thin film capacitor is a more versatile puncture sensor. Since it is 
Belf-healing and thus re\lsablc. Sets of these sensors, each wil~ a different 
penetrability. may be USl>d. as a simple hllcrometeoroid energy spectrum analyzer. 
Regardless of their inadequacies, puncture counters have been used advantageously 
in pasl experiments. 
:1.3.4.7 Multifunction Micrometcoroid Sensor 
l"igurc :\-2 depicts an adaptive multiple-sensor system capable of measuring 
a number of important micro meteoroid characteristics. With a number of these 
sensors deployed ahout the spacecraft and with the cra.ft attitude information, 
one cnn determine impacting particlc vel.ocity and velocity radiant, kinetic 
cnergy, mass, and charge. Spacecraft translation gives information on the spatial 
gradient of these quantities. 
As dericted, a particle entering thf! detector passes through. an induction coil 
and two thin-film ionization detectors. The vQlIage response of Ihe Induction 
coil is analyzed aud gives information about the charge (if any) on the ml~ro­
meteoroid. The ionization detector outputs are used to successively turn on and 
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tum off a tlme-of-Oight counter from which the particle velocity Is obtained. 
Finally, the particle strikes a fast response light flash detector whose output Is 
analyzed to obtain an estimate of the particle kinetic energy. Particle mass Is 
obtained by a simple calculation, since the velOCity estimate is known. The 
.en~itlvlty of the Instrument can be controlled by amplifier gain settings. A 
c:111 tJrntinn flash may be included in the package. 
The data ralt.~ of such a sensor may be inferred from the statistics of t~lC 
mOMl recent impacts. This calculation is based on a model in which the number 
of olcctrons n liberated within the photoelectric detector is Poisson-dependent 
on t.he micrometeoroid impact energy~. If k is a ~nstant of the detec.tor desigI, 
and iii Is the average number of liberated electrons. let k be deflned by 
iii = k (3-4) 
and 
(It<lm p (m/E) = ,exp (-k<) 
m. 
(3-5) 
Any Sensor may be thought of as an input/output device in an information chan-
nel. In this case the distribution of energetic particles in space may be thought 
of as a mcmorylcss source driving tI t.' photoelectric detector through which 
there 18 a resulting average Information flow. The goal llf an Ildaptive sen.or 
system would be to optimize this flow of Information by proper Ildjustment of 
parameters, such as sensitivity and sampling rate. 
3.4 SOLAR FLARES 
3.4.1 Background 
Solar fiares are explosive outbursts of electromagneUc radiation and 
involve violent ejection of ionized matter from the vicinity of sunspot groups. 
The understanding of these solur dlsturbano.es depends on one's ability to analyze 
the interaction of very intense solar ma&n,etic fir-leis with dense plasmas. The 
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radiation and energetic particles generated by flares produce significant hazards 
to space flight and serious interruptions of Ionospheric propagatlon-dependent 
communications systems. 
aA.2 Prescnt Knowlcdl4c 
~"l;". nllr~" arc the primary source of transients in the natural flux <)f 
particles expelled by the sun. They arc classified into fivc divisions according 
to the area of the sun's surface over which the flare occurs: 
n. Subflares, area A 100 millionths of the sun's visible hemisphere 
b. Jmportanc~ 1 100 < A < 250 millionths of the sun's visible hemisphere 
e. Importance 2 250 < A < 600 millionths of the sun's visible hemisphere 
d. Importance 3 600 < A < 1201) millionths of the sun's Visible hemisphere 
c. lmportanc.e 3+ A < 1200 millionths of the sun's visible hemisphere. 
Most flarcs impart nonrelativistic energies to the ejected particles. Typical 
prC)ton energies arc 10 to 40 mev, and flux densities of 104 /cm2 sec h&ve been 
ohscrved by satellitcs. These Intensities arc not e"pected on Earth, since the 
almosphere and the geomagnetic field provide an effective shield. 
ApproximaLely 10 intense flarcs producing relativistic particles have been 
... !,served since the first solar flare was recorded in 1942 (l8J , page 613). The 
most intense of these flares was one detected February 23, 1956, when pal"ticles 
of 1 to 30 bev energies arrived at the Earth 19 minutes nfter optical detection of 
the flare and 8 minutes after the peak optical activity. Particles of this energy 
produce Significant Ionospheric disturbances and through upper atmospheric 
collisions produce secondary neutrons, I'-mesons. and auroral effects which may 
be detected at ground level. 
Flares need not produce such energetic particles to create lmpol·tant effects 
on Earth. Less ''lergetic particles (1 to 100 mev) penetrate Into the geomagnetic 
field until the particle energy density approximately equals the enerllY density 
of the magoetlc field. This condition is though! to occur at 10 to 15 Earth radII. 
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Some of the particles enter the Earth's trapped radiation belts and enhance the 
particle populatlou there. If a large number of protons are trapped, the westward-
directed component of the longitudinal current Is enhanced. This "ring" current 
np,lCar6 at about 5 \te and contributcs to the development of geomagnetic storms. 
Almo8t all prosently available Information conccrnlng solar flares comes 
[rom ul"crvational data. There have been no satisfactorily complete theoretical 
treatments of the flare phenomenon, since the solar plasma-magnetic field Inter-
actions are difficult to model. One reason for slow progress In this field has 
been a lack of data on solar ultravlol"t emissions during major flares. The major 
observable changes In the sun's emiSSion characteristics during a fiare do, In 
fact, occur In the I to 1500 R region of radiations filtered out by the atmosphere. 
This Information was denied the physicist until recent satellite and space probe 
data became available. 
3.4.3 Future Solar Flare Studies 
Scientists arc presently examining data from recent major solar flares. 
Although there are many observed effects of flares, comprehension of the mecha-
nisms Is only now nllowlng the formulation of a reasonably logical experimental 
attack. Areas of future solar flare studies may Include some of the following: 
a. Determination of a suft X-ray and of a UV source solar map 
b. Variation of lOft X-ray and UV rays with solar activity 
c. Solar flare particle energy and mechanisms of energy transfer to the 
magnetosphere and atmosphere 
d. Transient distortions of the magnetosphere with flare activity 
e. X-ray, gamma ray, alld poSitron Anergy spectra and temporal distri-
bution In a flare 
f. Distortion of Interplanetary magnetic fields during solar flares 
g. Cosmic rays and the Forbush effect 
h. Radiation shielding criteria for design of manned spacecrsft. 
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3.4.4 Solar Flare Sensors 
As mentioned, the solar radiation during periods of flare activity Is both 
electromagnetic and partlcldate. The electromagnetic radiation apeetrum en-
compasses soft X-rays < 1 X to the ultraviolet region at about 300 X. High 
energy electrons, protons, and beavy nuclei are present in the flare plasma .. 
To study solar fiares comprehensively, It Is necessary that a sensor system be 
capable of making hoth electromagnetic and particle measurements. 
:1.4.4.1 Charlled Particle Detector 
Several typcs of charged particle detector exist; however, the unifying prin-
ciple of operation is that each measures the energy lost by a particle as it passes 
through the detector. Some of these are the Lsngmuir probe, Ion trap probe, 
Faraday cup, and the soft electron spectrometer. 
3.4.4.2 Neutron Detector 
Solar flare radiations Incident on upper atmospheriC constitutents produce 
energetic neutrons. The neutrons possess co charge and have litlle difficulty 
In penetrating to the ground. Monitoring of neutron flux was an Important 
method of solar activity study before the advent of satellites and space probes. 
Thc convenience of ground-based equipment makes the neutron monitor valunble 
for such purposes as obtaining time alXl space correlations of neutron fluxes 
and ionospheric or geomagnetic disturbances. 
Since neutrons are not charged, they do not cause ionization in matter. 
However t neutrons can be detected. through the reacti~ alO + n - Li7 + Q + Q. 
In this equation the energy released (Q) Is about 2.3 lDev. This appears as kinetic 
energy of the alpha particle and the lithium nucleus, and since these are charged 
particles, they will produce ionization. The number of Ionization pulses pro-
duced by this reaction will he proportional to the Incident neutron !lux. 
In order to measure the neutron flux from the Earth, two Ionization tubes 
filled with B F3 gss are used. ODe tube Is enriched with the BIO Isotope of boron, 
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thus yleWing a high counting rat~ for neutrons. The other tube, which has identi-
cal geometry, gas pressure, and collector voltage, is filled with B F 3 gas having 
a low concentration of the BIO isotope. Thus, while the background counting rate 
for all other types of radiation is the same for both tubes, they have different 
counting efficiencies for neutrons, and the neutron flux can be calculated from 
th,· difference In counting rates. 
3.4.4.3 Ultraviolet Spectrometer 
Ultraviolet spectrometers may be desih'1led to measure radiations in the 
r)4l t.o \500 X region. Tile same type ot device is called a soft X-ray spectrom-
eter when operated in the 1 to 16 X rCbrion. In eUr.er case, the typical sensor 
consl.t. of a device that produce. an output signal proportional to the Intensity 
oC the incident radiation. Sensor signal conditioning, such as pulse height deter-
mination, Is used to obtain a telemetry signal related to the sensed radiation 
Intensity. 
3.4.4.4 Ionization Chamber Ultraviolet Spectrometer 
In this case, a gas-filled ionization chamber has a window of some special 
material which ncts as a bandpass filter over a range of design frequencies. As 
un example, a beryUllim window passes the soCt X-rays of ~he 1 to 8 X reglon 
while calcium fiuorlde passe. the UV region 1225 to 1350 A ([81, Chapter 2). 
Unfortunately, the Ionization chamber can give ambiguous results, since It may 
aItiC) rc.U:tpond to incident charged porticles. When operated in the proportional 
mod .. , Iho Ionization chamber hao nn output current proportional to the radiation 
"au.lng through the window. Tha band of frequencies studied at "ne time de-
pends on the Window characterl.tlcs. 
3.4.4.5 Grazing incidence U1trav!olet Spectrometer 
The grazing spectrometer utilizes diffraction of a collimated sample of the 
Incident radiation to maximize the resolution of Incident stimuli. The resolved 
spcctral lines are focused on a slirface within the Instrument where their poSitions 
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:Uk. intensities ~rc scns(."C..Il:y arrays of pootodetcctors, by direct pholoJ.,.""OIl'hy, 
or by iUnll.;llion ch."mbel"s. The type 0: detector ust..-d dCllends on the ranJ,:l' of 
rrl.'quencics bein" studied. 
(1'1 the c ·e of photodctecturs or ionization chambers, the usual signal con-
II iUoninj.! .Wpmenl is r'.!Quired i:o tr:mslate measured currents into a useful 
3.5 COMPUTER REQUm:';~~ENTS 
Microme"teoroid and solar studies require a very broad range of instruments 
which typically measure some specific particulate or electromagnetic radiation 
energy and flux intensity. Since both phenomena are poorly understocxi, a large 
number of relat(..-><i experiments would be of interest. If these experiments can 
be performed l'.Sing unified but flexible sensor configurations. an important 
saving in equipment may be realized while more comprehensive and useful data 
is obtained. The concept of an adaptive multi mode sensor system in conjanction 
with a multiprocessor is an appro3.ch to realizing this type of optimum .space-
craft payload. 
In general. the data processing that will be perfonned upon the sensor out-
puts wUl be statistical. Any data reduction process Involves the calculation of 
statistical measures t and the parameters one wants to measure are usuruly 
statistical parameters. In most cases, the measures described in Section 5 of 
this report will apply in one form or another. Thus, the computer servicing 
this subsystem must be equipped with a high-speed arithmetic Instruction set. 
The memory requirements will vary and will Jepend upon the on-ooll ... '"d data 
pr.)cessl..''lg requirements. Our approach will be to design a system with a modu-
inr memory so that thtj necessary capacity can be provided at any time. The 
i.nstruction sct. however. can l.'cmain (."Onstant. In general, a separate I/O chan-
nel will be allotted for each sensor. 
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Section 4 
NAVIGATION AND GUIDANCE, 
CHECKOUT AND MONITORING, AND ENERGY 
MANAGEMENT SUBSYSTEMS 
4,1 GUIDANCE AND NAVIGATION SUBSYSTEM 
To determine the computer requirements of this subsystem, one must con-
sider the navigation and guidance algoritlun that will probably be us<!d in the 
1970's, The trend in this field is toward determining the optimwn trajectc.ry 
for a space vehicle, whether for navigating (or a deep space probe or for deter-
mining the orbit injection point for an orbiter vehicle. This is done by continu-
ally recalculating the flight trajectory based on the craft's present position. If 
the calculation shows that the (inal end-point will be in error, then control sig-
nals are generated and a new course is set for the craft. This process is 
repeated continually until the craft has reached its destination. 
The above guidance algoritlun is implemented on board the space vehicle 
In the form of a computer program. This program is executed in a small, 
general-purpose, digital computer located on board the vehicle. 
The computer requirements for irr.plementing an advanced guidance algo-
rltlun such as this are as follows. The overall computer must he faster than the 
prcsent day guidance computers by at least a (actor of 5-10. This means that 
an instruction repertoire of approximately 25-50 instructions is required with 
.. pcclal emphasis on instructions used in matrix manipulation. Approximately 
60 percent of the guidance algorltlun is devoted to matrix and vecter calculations. 
The most frequently used instructions are ADD, subtraction, multiply, and load 
and stere. Of these, the last two definitely require an Indexing capability. An 
interesting fact Is that generally the current guidance and control computers 
do not have an indexing feature. 
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The typical guidance program size, including data "wragc, Is approximately 
5000 words, assum~~5~~~_~S. This estimate Is (or programs 
written in Fortran. FCli~ machine lanv.uage programs, the size can be reduced 
by 20 percent. 
The time required to calculate a new trajectery and close the guidance loop 
is tcrmed the period o( the aigorltluns. On present guidance computers, this 
period is about two seconds. Guidance algorithr.ls, however, are becoming 
mOl'C and more complex, and it is estimated that by 1970, the speed, capability. 
and storage requirements of the guidance computer will be increased by aI le""l 
an order of magnitUde. 
'4.2 Cm:CKOUT AND MONITOIUNG 
Three levels of testing are requir(..6() Cur conducting flight operations or an 
orbiter vehicle: monitoring-essentially a continuous cht:ck of certdJr. system 
parameters; confidence testing-a detailed check of system pU'8JT1eters prior 
to the execution of a critical operat1on or event; and diagnostic testing-a detailed 
check of a suspected or actual (aulty system. 
AlI of the above checkout levels are required in the prelaunch and infIlght 
!Jl:ases oC a mission. A. programmable digital computer seem!'; to be ideal and is 
the natural candidate for carrying out all of these IJheckout reqUirements. In (act, 
for an unmanned mission a computer is alm('~t a requirement in order to mn.'l:i-
mize the system reliability. The number of lc8t points on an unmanned orbiter 
will be large. Past experifmce shows that 2000-4000 points is normal. In the 
197() time (rame, as mi~sions become longer and the reliability requirements 
become more stringent, the number of test lYlints will double or even triple. 
Two broad classes of dl;u:nostic approaches can be taken. The UrsL Is for 
diagnosing failures in digital systems; the methods used are well known and have 
been used (or years. The second class concerns the diagnosis o( analog fa;lur .. s; 
these techniques are less well known. For example, how does one detect that the 
output of an R.F. amplifier is ,slowly degrading. A straightforward approach to 
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tbla problem Ia to cODYert all aDaIog signals to digital signals so that the com-
puter CUI analyze them. This problf III m., he aIlevlaled as time goes 00 siDee 
the trend Is toward replaclDg aDaIog devices with digital counterparts. 
In general. diagnostic programs bave few arithmetic operatlODs, If any. 
MOlitly they fall iDto the data ManipulAtion class and the comparison class. Thus. 
the arithmetic clasa of InstructioWl is not req"lred. The totslity of diagnostic 
programs will require a signiflca •• t amount of bulk memory space. on the order 
of 10.000 words (16 bits/word) <>r greater. (){ course, this estimate of memory 
.Ize Is a fw..;tlon of the tasks to he done and the way In which they are pro-
grunm~'II. Tbla varlllJlCe polnta out the need for a system with modular memo-
ries 80 that the memory can be expanded easily if necessary. Section 6 of this 
report gives some gelleral computer speciflcatlDns which apply to this subsystem. 
4.3 ENERGY MANAGEMENT 
Nuclear fission, Isotope decay, chemical fuels, and solar power are energy 
sources suitable for the operation of space power systems. Electric power is 
gener~ (rom these sources by different means such as energy converters. 
Such converters include photovoltatc. galvanic couple. thermionic, thermo-
electric. and thermal-mechanical-electric types. Because of the power level 
requirements. the long mission durations, and thE" nuclear propulsion systems 
of the subject missions. the application of isotope and chemical energy sources 
and of the photovoltalc and galvanic couples is excluded. Strontiwn-90, 
polonlum-210, cerlum-I44, promethlum-147. curlum-244, and ceslum-137 have 
been evaluated on the basis of useful mission life. power mass denSity. shielding 
reqUirements. cost. and availability. None of these meet both the useful mission 
life and avatlability requirements. In t"e fuel-cell galvanic converter. the 
highest efficiency of all chemical converters and the minimum mass for long-
period operation are exhibited. On tbe basis of a 420-<1., mission. a 20-kwe 
average load, and a 0.35-kilogram per kilowatt reactant consumption. the fuel 
alone would Involve a m'lSs of 70.000 kilograms. 
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Photovoltsic systems have been proposed lor use in Earth orbital systems. 
In these systems. power in tbe 10- to 20-kwe range Is required. In the vicinity 
of Mars. the sola. intensity Is approximately 43 percent of that in Earth space. 
The effect of the reduced solar intensity on cell output is partially offset by the 
fact that the cell operation occurs at a lower temperature. This cooler opera-
tion in turn produces a higher efficiency. The Jet PropuislOD Laboratory. in 
connecpon with the Mariner program, determined the relative performances of 
the photovoltslc systems as follows for full sunlight in the vicinity of F.:lJ"th and 
Mars, rl'spcctively: 
a. Solar irradiation in mw/cm2-135, 5t..8 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
g. 
Operating temperature in deb'TeeS C-55. -10 
Milliwatt output per 1 x 2 cm cell-21.5. 10 
Cell efficiency-B.3B, B.96 
Watts/ft2 -B.66. 4.0 
Watts/meter2 -94. 43.4 
Watts/pound-B.56, 3.96 
h. Watts/kiiogram-1B.9,8.75. 
Consideration was given to the possible applilation of a solar photovoltaic sys-
lcm to power an austere type, minjmwn-crew-size mission. With power levels 
in the 5- to lO-kwe range, the photovoitaic system may be competitive with the 
nuclear systems. Tests of silicon solar cells were performed at various acu-
demic and industrial institutes such as U.C.L.A nuclear laboratory. Results of 
these tests demonstrated that the power output of the devices was degraded by 
50 to 75 percent when they were exposed to an integrated neutron flux of 1014 nvt. 
Thus, any further consideration of the pbotovoltaic converters wns not warranted. 
As a result of several analyses performed by these organizations, solar and 
nuclear energy sources remain as competitive systems to be evaluated (or the 
specific missions. The thermoelectriC, thermioniC, and thermal-mechanical-
electric converter systems have been selected (or continued analysis. 
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The role of the on-board computer for this subsystem will be to check out 
varloua pal'ta of the aubaystem 8IId monitor the loading which must be distributed 
.. evenly .. poeslble among various subsystems of equeI priority. The monl- ;., 
" torlng 8IId checking flmctloD8 will constitute major teaks of the COD:.1Utellonal 0: .. O. ., 
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Section 5 
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 
The sensor output signals that we will be dealing with In this study will, 
In almost all cases, be random; we will assume they ar~ staUonary. 
In this section, several averages will be described. two of which, the prob-
ability density function and the autocorrelation function, will completely describe 
any random signal. Two other useful operations, the mean value calculation and 
removal and the Fourier transform ,.f the autocorrelation function are also given. 
All of these functioDB are Important and should be Included In anyon-board data 
processing library. The probability density function prOVides information con-
cerning the amplitude variations of the signal s...,h as Ita mean and rms values. 
Random signals are best described by the statistical distribution of their devia-
tion from a certain mean level. However, this measurement gives no information 
whatsoever about the fluctuations themselves. It does not tell whether the peaks 
and troughs of the signal are close together or spread out In time, I.e., the rate 
of fluctuation. The Fourier transform of the autocorrelation function Is the 
spectral density runction. This function provides information about the frequency 
content and the randomness of the signal. A random variable can be considered 
.... fully described statistically when Its probability distribution function and auto-
correlation function are known. These functions are calculated by converting the 
time cor.tlnuous scnsor output signals to digital formats using an snalog-to-
digital converter and by using the on-board digital computer to perform the 
necessary calculations. The equations for these calculations are presented In 
this section In parametriC form and will be used In determining the computer 
requirements. 
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5.1 MEAN VALUE CALCULATION AND REMOVAL 
The mean value, m
x
' of a stallonary signal, >l(t), i8 given by 
m = lim -211' r
1' 
x(t)dt 
x T- J_T (:;-1) 
and the computer program approximates this by 
N 
mx '" ~ L X(iAl) 15-2) 
1=1 
where x(iAl) is the ith sample value, At Is the time betweE'n samples. and N Is 
the .lumber of samples In the record. This mean value Is subtracted rram each 
sample value yielding new sample values, "'(IAl), where 
"'(IAl) = x(iAl) - mx (5-3) 
The uiHCfctc random variable tt(i.6l) is thus described lJy &. set or N 8JUJlP'C'S 
with a 7..ero mean. 
5.2 PROBABIUTY DENSITY AND DISTRIBUTION CALCULATION 
The next function of Interest Is the probability density function • ..(x) "lven 
by 
PIx) = Ix Ip(x) J (5-4) 
where Pix) Is the probability distribution r'lJIction. Pix) fa In turn defined as 
T+ 
Pix) = 11m -1L 
T-- T 
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wllere ,-; .. tile amOllllt of tJme durlDg tile time Interval T that tile signal has 
a vlliue gJ'eater tban x. TIle computer prop-am approximates Equation (5-4) as 
Nk 
N ItA" (5-6) 
where r' k 18 tile IIIUI1ber of aamples that have values greater than Ax(k - 1/2) but 
not grester tban Ax(k + 1/2), aDd .u Is a coovenient smaliinerement of x. The 
Increment Ax 18 choeen to be 0.1 percent of tile range or x. 
To eva1_ tile probabUlty density function about tile :nesn, Equation (5-6) 
Is applied to a record of + (rom Equation (5-3). 
Tile probablllty distribution (unction given by Equation (5-5) is approximated 
In tile computer program by 
P(KAX) (5-7) 
As shown by Equation (5-1), the probability distribution (unction Is obI8iDed (rom 
tile probability density function. 
5.3 AUTO AND CROSS-CORRELATION CALCULATION 
The cross-correlation, Rxy(T), between two stationary time signals, x(t) 
snd y(t), Is defiDed as 
1 rT R (T) = lim 2T >«t. T) y(t)dt 
xy T_ -T 
(5-8) 
and 18 approXimated In the computer by 
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NAt - JgAt JAT) y(1 At) gAt (5-9) 
where g is a positive integer that may be greater than unity to reduce computa-
linn timp. The denominator term 2'1'. in Equation (;)-8)~ is replaced by N.6.t-
j~.6t h('cause the shifting and multlp1l'ing ('vident ir f.quation ttl-9) causes 
I jll At I sample points of each signal to be multiplied by zeros introduced by 
terminating the d"tta records at N sample points. The index j is I:ot allowed to 
have values less than -N/10 nor greater than N/10 to ensure a good approxima-
tion to Equation (5-8) by Equation (5_9).10 
To obtain an autocorrelation function, R(j AT), the same data r,~cord is used 
for the x and y variables in Equation (5-9). Since an autocorrelatior function is 
an even function of T. only positive values of } ~n EctQatlon (5-9) arc necessary. 
5.4 POWER SPECTRAL DENSITY 
The power spectral density fWlction, S(f). is the Fourier transform ,.>f the 
autocorrelation function, thus given by 
Since the autocorrelation fur.ction is an even [unction of 7, Equation (5-10) 
Simplifies to 
Equation (5-11) is approximated In the comnuter by 
5-4 
(5-11) 
r 
1 
I 
1 
] 
'C" ._ ....... __ • _ 
S(q41j ~ [R(O) + Z i R(J4T) C08(ZlfCI6f14Tl4T 
1=1 
(5-12) 
where q is the Index of the power spectral deDSlty sample points l1f apart anti J 
Is the largest value of the iDdex 1 used In calculating the autocorrelation function 
from Equation (5-9), 
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Sectlc.n 6 
COMPUTER SPECIFICATIONS 
Based on the requirements of the subsystems described In Sections 1 
through 5, a set of computer specifications has been derived. These specifica-
tions are adequate, In our opinion, to service the needs of any single subsystem. 
T .... y are also general enough to allow the Inatructlon list to be modified where 
applicable. For example, If : subsystem requires that no arithmetic operations 
be performed, then the arithmetic Instructions can be eliminated. The memory 
requirements may vary, but this is not critical since one of th~ requirements 
for the computer Is that the memory be expandable in small Increments or 
modules. 
The general specifications outlined bereln wlll serve as a guide during the 
second phase of the study and are Intended only to give an Idea of the compute r 
capability required to service each of the varloue subsystems. Although the 
r. .. ltlprocessor concept Ie organized differently, It will provide \he same com-
puting capabnlty to eacb subsystem. Many of the features presented in our 
representative computer are Included In the multiprocessor deslgJ! 
The bardware requirements will be minimized by using 
transfer format and efficient use of bardware registers to perform 
tlons. This 8-blt byte will also simplify the data transfer and switching between 
modulea. 
The computer Is subdivided into a memory, a processor. iI:Id an I/O sootlon. 
AllIII!lllal8 entllrlng or leaving the computer are digitalin nature. thus analog-
to-dlgltal and digltal-to-analog converters must be provided in the Input/output 
sections. 
6-1 
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The computer I~ provided with a 1.0 microsecond, 8l92-byte core memory 
wruch c011lll'.unlcates "ith the processor section over a parallel 8-blt transfer 
path. The computer will be capable of addressing 65K bytes of main store, thus 
providing an expandable memory. The processor contains the facilities for 
addressing main storage. for reading or writing information, for arithmetic or 
logICal processing of data, InstrUction sequencing, timing, and for initiating the 
communication between storage and external eqUipment. 
Working registers are located both in hardware and In core memory stor-
age. A total of 25 to 50 Instructions will be required for each subsystem. 
Processing rates on the order of 100,000 operations per second will be attained 
by optimizing the machine organization, monolithic logic circuitry, and high-
speed core memory modules. 
6.1 DATA AND INSTRUCTION FORMATS 
The computer transmits information between main storage and the processor 
in an 8-bit unit of information called a byte, the basic building block of all for-
mats. The basic arithmetic operand is the l6-bit fixed point binary word (sign 
+ 15 bits) and is formed by two successive 8-bit memory w~~. Parity check on 
the memory byte Is not used. Double precision arithmetic requires a 4-byte 
operand. The 4-byte operand is also used for products and diVidends. 
Three instruction word formats are used in the computer to provide ease of 
p"ogrammlng and to achieve good bit efficiency. These Instruction formats are 
t·om~·.tlble with the 8-bit memory organization, being 8, 16, or 24 bits in length. 
All Instructions of i6 or 24 bits cause a reference to main store. Some of the 
a-bit instructions make no reference to main store. 
The short instruction format Is used for the most common Instructions, 
thereby minimizing the program memory size. The longer (16-blt) lnatructlons, 
however, provide greater flexibllity and larger operand addressing. The 24-blt 
short fOl'mat-lmmedlate provides 16 bite of immediate data along with an 8-blt 
operation code. The first bit of each format is a flag bit which denotes a short 
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or long instruction format. The short format containb a a-hit instruction code. 
and a 4-blt field which is used for operand addressing or for specifying the 
number of shifts. 
6.2 AODIU;S!>'ING 
Byte locations in storage are consecutively numbered starting with 0; each 
number is considered the address of the corresponding byte. A group of bytes 
may he addressed by the left· most byte of the group. AddreSSing capabIlity 
permitting a maximum of 65,546 bytes is obtslned by using a l6-blt binary 
address. 
6.3 PROCESSOR ORGANIZATION 
An 8-bit adder is used since it can be packaged as a module, thereby hnprov-
lng performance and cost packaging effectiveness. The adder executes all arith-
metic and effective aodress update functions. in addition to the add function, the 
addcr also has the capability to perform AND, OR, 8nd exclusive OR functions. 
The hardware rcgi~ters of the proce~sor section will also use modular 
packaging in order to outain cost packaging effectiveness. All gating hardware 
will be included within the package. The following hardware registers will prob-
ably be included In the design: 
a. Accumulator-This 16-bit register is the principal arithmetic 
register. 
1>. Multiplier-Quotient Register-This l6-bit register is a low-order 
extension of the accwnulator. 
c. Memory Buffer Register-This 8-bit register receive. the output 
from the memory. 
d. instruction Reglster-A l4-blt register u""d to store tbe address 
of the next sequential inst,..."tion. 
e. Operation Register-The operation register is an S .. blt register 
used to store the Instruction code. 
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r. Memory Acklf'CHtf Ilc",h~tcr-A 14-bit register us.cd to tl.t.m'c and 
Ht-Icct the pr"llcr memory uchtrcRN. The two least signifi-
cant bUll arc configured as a counter. 
1(. Shift and MuHlply Counter -This '-b!t counter io used to count 
Iteration during shilt, multiply, and divide instructions. 
The counter allows (or a maximum of 32 shifts in either 
direction. 
An Interrupt!on system will permit a change In state of the computer in 
raSpoDSe to conditions external to the system. The contemplated interrupts are 
a. Ink rrupt Nc. O-MsJor priority for such interrupts 3S power-off 
inlerrupt.s • 
b. Interrupt No. I-Noncritical priority interrupts that can be inter-
rogated by IlrOj!:ram control. An el«.;nple of this is a 
real-time clock Interrupt. 
An interrupt. cont:liats of stor il'J the updated Instruction Counter lie) and exe-
cuting an automatic jndtre';.;t branch. The Ie is saved in a (!ore storage location 
permanently ""signed to the Interrupt. This feature will probably be u.ed exten-
sively In the actuu' design of the multiprocessor system. 
6.4 MAIN STOHAGE 
The computer serving a SUbsystem will use an 8192 word by 8-bit destructive 
readout core rr..emory. r he memory has a 1.0 microsecond read-write cycle time 
Each c.)c~e conSltJts of a read followed by a write opel'ation. The nlachine cycle 
time's 1.5 microseconds (i.e .. the compute~ iniUatf>.s a start memory every 
1.5 microseconds). A coincJdent current (3-0) selection scheme is used. 
The memory uses external data buffer (memory buffer) and memory address 
linCH (14) 8 mt frum the processor section. The system is organized su(~h that the 
"X" hall He-loot driver 18 clocked first since it drives the long dimension. The "Y" 
current thus baa lime to reach full amplitude at a slower rate. thereby reducing 
driver HU.PPly voltage rcqu.lrementK. 
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6.5 INPUT/OUTPUT 
The input/output section of the computer will perform the followir~ functiona: 
a. Data Formattlng-The I/O section prOVIdes for byte to serial data 
convers!c:~ ~o allow the procesRor to interface with other on-hoard 
systems. &. analog-to-dlgital converter will also b<> p~ovlded to 
convert the analog sensor Qutputa to digital bytes. In some cases 
a dlgltal-to-analog converter will also be provided for the purpose 
of generatlnr, analog control slgna1s. 
b. Real-Time Clock Generatlon-A real.. l1e clock will be located in 
the I/O section and used to generate timed Interrupts. The contents 
of tile counter are perlodlcall,y Interrogated by the processor. Two 
low frequency clocks are also generated by the real-time clock. 
c. Device Address Generation-The external device addresses are 
decoded in the I/O section. 
d. Interrupt Control-The buffer and control logic associated with Inter-
rupts Is a part of tlle I/O section. 
6.6 COMPUTER PACKAGING 
The computer will be packaged in a ruggedized aluminum ~tructure and should 
occupy no more than 0.15 cubic feet or about half the Size of the present day space 
computers. It Is felt that this reduction In size is reasonable for the 1970 time 
frame. The logic will be assembled using Large Scale Integration techniques where 
upwards of 100 to 1000 basic NAND logic elements will be contained on a single 
chip. 
6.7 SOFrWARE SUPPORT 
The support programming system will assist the progrnmmer In the production 
of operational software for th<.> computer by providing: 
a. Programming alds that will enable a program to be expressed In a 
language which Is readily understood 
b. Facilities for storing, modifying, and accessing preco<led progrlUns 
c. A program checkout system to ensure operational program 
readiness 
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d. A tcchniqll~ [or loading in new pro~ram.s and data telemetered 
from earth stations 
c. (·:rrccuvc documentation nlanua:s. 
In :uJdilion, an executive program system must be provided to handle the 
problems of reconflguralion and the control problems associated with multi-
processor systems. 
6.8 INSTRUCTION LIST 
A representative list J[ instructions and execution times is presenter) in 
Table 6-1. It is felt thal these instructions are adequale to handle any of the 
subsystem functions; however, instructions may be added or deleted a~ the design 
progresses. 
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Table &-1 
INSTRUCTION L!ST 
OPERATION FOIUIAT 
ArD Short 
ADD Long 
ADD Immediate 
ADO DOUbLE Long 
ANI) Immediate 
A~ll Long 
AIlIT IL" LTIC CO~'I'LE.\' ENT Short 
II/IANCII Immediate 
IIIIANCII Long 
IIIIANCIIIIACKWAHO ON ~IINIT:S Long 
BIIANCII IIACKWAIW ON 1'1.1:$ Long 
BlIAI'CIl BACKWARD UNCOl\DITIO:-IAL Long 
UltANCII BACKWAHD ON ZERO Long 
IIIIANCII FOIIWAIID oN ~IINUS Long: 
BHANCII FORWARD ON PLUS Long 
IIIIANCII t'ORWAHD UNCONDITlOl'(AL Long 
BRAN<' 1/ FOHWAIhl ON ZEIIO Locg 
llilANL II INOmECT Long 
IlltANCIf INDIRECT ANI> ~,OHE IC Long 
COMPARE Immediate 
COMPA[\E Long 
COMPARE DOVIlLE Long 
DlVlDt: Long 
EXC;IIAl'(GE A Al'(D Q Short 
EXC LUSIV E 01{ Long 
I:-"I'UT /Ol'TPUT CONTIIOL l.ong 
I flAt) A Short 
L(>AD A Long 
LOAD A Immediate 
MULTIPLY Short 
MULTIPLY Long 
NO OPEIIATION Short 
on Long 
SIUFT LEFT DOUBLE Short 
SIIIFT it,(,1f!' -I.RITIlMETi'::: DOUBLE Short 
SKlI' ON CARRY Short 
l>,OREA Short 
SInKI:: A Long 
STtmE DOUB LE Long 
l>,ORE IC Long 
SUBTRACT Short 
SlmTHACT L{,"1~ 
SUBTHACT DOUBLE Long 
TALLY Long 
ZE!tOQ Short 
,-
EXECI:TiO:-' TI~IE 
7 
9 
.l.j 
12 
~.:; 
n 
l.j 
-1.~, 
I; 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
6 
9 
-1.5 
9 
12 
~7 
1.5 
" 12 
I.;) 
9 
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Section 7 
MULTIPROCESSING AND SWITCIDNG sYSTEMS 
7.1 MULTIPROCESSING CONCEPT 
The key requlrel'!lent In a spaceborne computer system is the capability to 
assume different configuratiolls when part of t.he system fails, and also when the 
mlHs,on requirements change. Another equally Important feature is the capa-
bility to execute more than one program In parallel, or to execute several sub-
routines and 8equ~nce instructions within a program simultaneously. It is evident 
'hat the former capability ensures high reliability in the ca.., of eqUipment 
railure, and high flexibility In the case of mission changes. The latter require-
ment provides the speed and accuracy required to solve complex real-time 
problems of supreme urg~ncy. The emphasis on these reqUirements has led to 
the developm"", of multlprncessing and mUlticomputer systems which emphasize 
the chat.·actertstics of reliabilit.y, efficiency. flexibility, and performance 
capabliity. 
7.2 MULTIPROCESf;ING STATE-OF-THE-ART 
There ar" two con.potlng trends In modern data processing. the trend toward 
large, c\')mplex, centralized systems and the trend toward small, simple, Q.ecen-
tralizod SystODlR. The centralized system, generally, uses a powerful computer to 
oxecute several tasks In n time shared manner. Yne reliability of such a system is 
pear since any catastrophic malfunction will cause a complete system breakdown. 
This makes the centralized system more prone Ie catastrophic failures and benee 
le8s desirable In space missions where reliability Is of a great concern. Figure 7·.1 
18 an exomple of such a configuration. Decentralized systems, generally more diffi-
cult to proltram, are highly reliable. A failure In any computing element simply 
7-1 
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Purpose 
Computer 
Figure 7-1. A Centrolized System 
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reduces tile overall system availability aDd hence reduces tile computing rate; but 
never c .. HS complete breakdown. Tbis graceful degradation resu,.., from tile 
fact that tile .ystem takes on different conflguratlODB as the uDits fail. It is 
because of ~ feature that sucb systems are sometimes called ''polYmorpbic.'' 
Previously proposed decentralized computer systems consisted eltber of many 
small special purpose computers eacb programmed to perform a specific task; or of 
",any Identical processing and <"omputlng elements Interconnected via a switching 
network. In the latter ~ase, eacb element could J>., a small general-purpose com-
puter asslgr.ed to one or more tasks. U o..e computer ~bould fail, or if the miSSion 
requirements cbsnge, the remaining elements can be assigned to perform that task 
or group of tasks. The inverse Is also true, tbat Is, any number of tbese identical 
computing elements may be assigned during any given time to service a task. An 
example of sucb a decentralized computer system appears In t'lgure 7-2. 
Other configuratiOns of a decentralized computer system are those proposed 
by Solomon aDd Hollard. Solomon bas proposed a system with central control, and 
Hollard bas proposed a machine wltb distributed control. 
Other system orl!'UllzatloDs bave been proposed by Unger, Hellerman, Slotnick. 
Seeber, Lindquist and many olbers. Most ofthese have been directed toward 
multiprogramming, where a single general-purpose computer coordinates the exe-
cution of several programs simullancously to iDcrease total system throughput. 
Seeber and Lindquist advocate the use of associative memories for data instrUC-
tions and associative logic 10 control tile parallel operations, Figure 7-3 shows a 
typical o,'ganlzatlon of an Associative Loglc Parallel System. 
7,3 A MULTIPROCESSING CONFIGURATION 
One basic multiprocessing configuration tbat we bav" chosen for study is 
shown In Flg\lre 7-4. The system Is composed of "n" memory modules, "j" 
central processor modules and "I" Input/output (I/O) modules. All modules are 
... umed to contain tbelr own power supply. The memory modules, which are 
Identlclliin size, store data in tile form of 8-blt bytes. The central processor 
modul". are all identical and eacb Is assumed to contain an arltMletic element, 
7-3 
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Code: 
spp = Special Purpose Processor 
GPC = General Purpose Computer 
Figur< 7-2. A Decentralized System 
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... inlltcuctlon control elenlent, and a control element. The I/O modules are 
a1.., identical and merely fonn an Interface between tbe many anc! varied on-bo ...... 1 
I/O devices sucb lUI the _ore, c"mmunlcatl,",~ receivers, and ,htn acquisition 
sylltems. 
.\11 of theae modules communicate wltb one another via a computer-controlled 
tllltomatlc Interconll0CUon or swlt:>hing system. Thus, all of the Information now 
betw ..... the elements puaes through this swlteblng mcchllllism. We propose that 
the switching ."lItem be used to partition the overall set of central processing, 
memory and I/O modules Into a number 01 subse':s of tbese elements where each 
eube"t may contain one or more of each of the three types of modules and i. con-
nocl4!d ... a »mallgeneral-purpoae computer. Each of thm;e small computers in 
tum i. ulled to control a~d implement one of the several subsystems abo9.rd the 
vehicle such .... the guidance and control or the communications subsystem. An 
execuUve pr Jgram CUll' ;"018 the cO)1figuraUon and reconfiguration of the small 
genCl'llI-purpoae computers. 
The prime reason for ael""tlnll the ~onfll(Ul'atioh shown In Figure 7-4 Is Its 
capability for 8stl8fylng all of th< tequlr~n.onts of a reliable system. In the event 
that a module ,hould fail, ,he s ... tehlng system under executive control allows the 
machine to reoonflgure .self and to switch In a new module In place of the faulty 
unit. When all of the space units have been utilized, the overall system capacity 
Is reduced and the performance Is degraded. The important thing Is that the 
dogrllliation Is Kraceful rather than cstastrophlc. 
Ao prev«' .... Jy menU'lned, the on-honrd computers arc configured from a pool 
of cumputlng, memory, and I/O modules. The key to the configuration and recon-
figuration of thue motll.!J~s Into many omall general-purpose computers lies In the 
8wllohlnl ,ys!l.m that oStabUllheS the data-flow path" between elements. 
There are three basic orthogonal switching techniques that can be used to 
Implement .uch a computer swlteh: space division, time division, and code dlvl-
.101'1. The rollowlng subsections will describe all three techniques. 
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7.4 SWITCHING 
7.4.1 Orthogonality Concept 
TW'o discrete N-dimensional vectm's x, yare said to be orthogonal if their 
correlation coefficient p(x, y) is zero. The correlation coefficient of zlul."h vectors 
is 'dven in general by 
p(x, y) liN 
If x, yare vectors of l's and -1'~, then 
N 
'\ X.Y. L 1 1 
1=1 
(7-1) 
p (x, y) = cos <I> (7-2) 
where 4' is the argument between x. y, Thus, for X, y to be orthogonal ", 11/2 
and hene!' p(x, y) -::: n. When the vectors XI y arc binary codt's. the correlation i~ 
given more generally by 
pIx, y) (7-3) 
where N is the length of the code: i.e .. number of l's plus numOOr of O's. A Is the 
number of agreements of x with y. and D Is the number of dlsagreemenl£ of x with)". 
Therefore, Cor the two codes to be orthogonal 
A = 1\ (7-4) 
This result implies that the length "N" of each code must be an EVEN Integer. If. 
however, the length Is an ODD Integer, then the condition of orthogonatl~ ,,",comel 
PIx, y) = -1 (7-5) 
This requl ..... 
D = A + 1 (7-6) 
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~I ... (7-4) applln :0 both «thogOllal am biorthogonal codes. while 
l;qua\ Ion (7-6) appl .... to trlllllJOrthOl;onal coden. 
Example. of orthogonal _ blol"thogonal codes are the first-ordc'r and 
higher-order r ....... -Muller codel. respectively. These can he easil' derived 
frlH1l the lI"amard matrIX given as 1 's Bod ~'. by 
(1-1) 
AIry wngth code of this type can be c,or.structed very easUy fro"" this matrix. !f 
an a-bit code 18 required. Ul<ln a 4 " 4 matrIX may be constructed as 
(
a: a =)\ II a  a 
a a "i i 
a i ii a 
which Will give rise to eight code. e.ch eight bits long, 
Examples ?( the tra.naorthogonal codos. however, are the PN codes which are 
.... lly generated ~lIlng maxlmall"ngth linear shift register. 
7 .4.2 Time Division-SWitching and Orthogonal Addressing 
We Iulve se .... from the previous ,jiscussion thai the problem of SWitching is 
common to all the multiprooesslng syatem configurations. We have also .een that 
this "roblem 18 rather critical and thlll no elegant solution with high reliability 
exist. at t~" present time. Our Bolulion is baaed on the follOWing: 
D. Ullng orthogor.al cotlea 8JJ .ddress. Each code wJlJ represent a 
unique Ilddreu of a module In the system. 
b. Making both the data and the addresses orthogonal with respect to 
each otoor. 
'I· 0 
In ord~r to compl"ehend the significanc~ of the:;£. two cpncepts. let uc;; CPil-
sider:1. rcpre:-'L'l:tative sy~tem organization such as the one shown in F:gure 1-4. 
The multiprol 'ssing system in this iigure 15 a typica! decentralized c("nfigura-
tion with thr, e dur~rent types of modl':p.f5 The!"c are "n' memory module~. "f' 
inl'ntic:1' computing elements and "i" modules of input/output (}evll,:es. Fach 
\odu has a transmitter capable of addrc.:;sinl-! all other modules. and a rcceivel' 
"pablc of rf'cOI-,rtlizing its own nddn's~ only. Each ll'ansmitte.· is ('ssentiaUy a 
code g .. mcl'ator which can be set lIlitiaJly by th(' executive pr(l'~a;n to gl~nerate 
the code that will add:"esli th(' dl'sil"f'd module. It is as"1umed that once a given 
,!('nrh~!,u·ati.,)n IS :;eicct(>d h,\' "II' C'x,','utivc prov;,'am. t.he system will remain in 
i.hat confi~uration for a d, ntf\ ',lllle (X'fiod. ThuS', if a given computing element 
is assigned during:-. ~' "i,'I' l'! one or more memory modules. it Ie possible 
that the same elem .1 lJl' ..... .5slgneii at some later timE' to other memory 
modules. Thes( .J assigrunents which will define a s)-stem confikuration 
during any gi' 'Ie will depend on certain computational requf~ments. Such 
requirpm(']lt~ ! (Jcpend on the type of E'xperiments to be performed ru.,j th(' type 
of paLUl""": asurements to be taken during the specifieci time period. 
'ler in each moduie is a digltaJ m:s.tehed filter c~1,pablc of correlatJr.g 
~.:> loca'~" ::.:ored address with the incoming one. When the two codes correlate, 
pro"I)UfnTd spike whose amplitude corresponds to tht." correlated bits will be 
g, t'at"d Ly the receiver indicating that the module has heen addrt.'s~ed" Thus • 
allY m Jule may be 3Synchronously addressed without having tu provid" any 
interrupt (~a!ure. This relieves the executive program from addilionallHHlk-
keeping regardinf~ the queueing and priority problems. 
The receiver in each module IS basically a shill rt'Klstt"r and a Kirchoff adder 
such as the one shown in Figure 7-,). It is quiw evident that the output of 'i,hlS cir-
cuit Is 
G (1-8) 
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where e
k 
is tbe voltage at tbe kth ~)it position. anel bk is tbe co",_!uct.lhCC :It tbe 
output of tbe kth bit (gk ~ l/Rk). Tbu:s. by ."tling gk " G\\ k the weigh"rg 
network C3n be ('omplctely determined .\'here "'k is the weighUng function 
given by 
c 1 
It foIl .vs from thf' above that the amplitude of the SPlke i~ proportional to 
thl' humh.·( of hits in the add .. {'ss eOt..!e that arc correlated. It is clear. then, 
tha: the rcccivt'r c.::u1 IH:' dt.·sih'llcd to tolerate l!rrors up to a m:uimum of Sf) ver-
eent and still be able to m~l' '"'nrrt;!'c~ decisions. Furthermore, since the 
addresses are chosen to Ot.· ortlw~onal with res}'Iect to each other, the probahility 
of making crronctJUs del.'lSions has lx-en minunized. This is becau&e 110 two 
addresses too!.: alike e"len though 30 pel'l'cnl of their bits nre in error. For this 
worst case. the digital matched filter of th.e appropri~te moduk will still be able 
to iJick up its own ;;i.ddress. Therefore. the concept of graC'eful d(>gr~$ltion is 
inMl'entJy buUt into the sy:'tem for maxjMum reli3hjJity~ T.) J1irtht-r minimiz(' 
the probability of making Cl-foneous deciSions, both r:,..1-}e data and the addres!S co(ks 
arc made orthogonal with respect to C'ach other ru:; well. Tbis is highl~ ·icflirable 
since the data hs raJl'.iQm; it ('ould look like tht..' ,ddrel5.::1 code.:o if thi..' two w<'r-.. nut 
ort~obronal. ThE.- way this .i!\ acccmpnshed is by modulating hOlh the data and the 
address codes with two differ('nt c~rit"'rs which &r~ orthogon~l to ca~h other. 
The- carrit~rs art- two c1ocl--s.eos ¢l(O and cns 4.P 2(t). whert' "2(t) - 2~1(t). rhe 
operatior. of mixins the dat:l and lhc codes \vitb these d,lCks is digital. The I""sult 
of this mixing ope:-ation b expressed in ttoe binary h)rm as lis anti O's, and IS 
displayed in detail in Tablp. :-1. 10 this table ~ :uldress code (derh"cd .rom a 
Hadamard matrix) is mixed WIth co~ ? 1 \t) ann tht data (t:t:.=''1en at ranc..om} is 
mixed with ('(>s 4'2(t). The two re~ult~ a.ppeO:1r iI',' 'lurnns a :uxl 6. i'Jok"' tJ-.a.t tile 
number or agreements in the!"f' twe col~n& et.jl';l => the number of disagreements, 
i.e .• A ~ ~ and D. 8. Thus 
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which proves thnt the data in thh~ case is orthogonal to the address ctXle. Tt~ last 
column in this table shows this result. This means that despite too fact that data 
is random. it is ensured that any bit configuration within it will ncvt:~r look like that 
of any oi the addresB~s. Therefore. e· ... en though the system is asynchronous and 
the receivE- registers in all the modules are Widely open to the incoming data on the 
common bus, only the module which is being addreRsed will respond to the incoming 
data. The remaining mulules will disca:-d this data since they have nut been 
addressed. 
Figure 7-f. is the implementation of the mixing operation presented in Table 7-1. 
Note that the information will appear on the common bu.s after the mixing """ration 
takes place. Data transfer on tbe bus will be in paraUe\. .1\11 modules will Ix> 
scanned at very high speed; namely. ''''jthin a memory cycle. This will allow sUfi-
cicnt time to transfer a complete word to each addressed module. The s(:a.tUling: 
operation is batJcd on time division; the addressing operation on code division, 
Data transfer between the modules is batJed on ~pacc division since transmission 
and reception are in parallel. 
It should be noted from the loregolng discussion that the principle of eodin~ 
theory has been applied to maximize the information reliability. In addition, tb,· 
modularity and flexibility which have been built into the system have maximized Ihe 
system reliability. This reliability is ensured by the fact that the design provid~s 
th,' capability to take r,n differer.t. configurations when any of the modul"s fail. 
Thus, the proposed solution to the switching network ensures, among other things, 
both information and system reliability. 
Figure 7-7 shows the data flow between the CPUs and the memory tnodttl(·s. 
and the data format as it will appc.:tr on the internal common bu!t. Note that each 
block of data (which could be a word) will be preceded by an add res' and term i "~ted 
by the complement of that address. Th<i' complement o{ an ?rthor;onal address ,8 
.1lso orthogonal, and will have the sarno autocorrelation properties, A.s mentioned 
earlier, on~v ihe addressed module will respond to a given block of daUL even though 
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IIOme ..r IIIe addre .. bits mlllhl be received erroneously. This will not aHect the 
receiver'. selection or a cot"rect decision. since tbe __ tooorrelatioh spike 
p!nerated at this rpeelver will override any otber signal that might be generated. 
Recopltlon or IIIe complemented address wUJ Indicate end of word. 
The executive procea.ar in this diagram Is no different from any other pro-
cessor III the macblne. Any processor In CO!lJunction with one or more memory 
modules ma,y be used to store tbe ~""cutlve program. 
Figure 1-8 Is IIIe overall .ystem organltaUon showing .he data flow between 
tIK- CPUs and n.cmory modules on on", end (via Internal IIUS). and betw~en the 
CPlIs and J/Os on the other (via external bus). or tIK- three multiplexers shown 
In "Iflllre 1-8 onc 18 used to multiplex (ransmltter O'llPUls of CPUs. and the 
others are used to multiplex t!le transmitter output of both the memory modules 
and the I/O., Multiplexing of the transmitter outputs, In all tbree cases. Is used 
to minimize lhe Mlounl of wiring required. 
Each module Is expected 10 have an Input trunk and an output trunk which 
ha,'e an equal number of wires. The output of IIIe multiplexers constitutes the 
Internal and the external buses, The buses are grouped Into two pairs one of 
which corresponds to tbe Internal Input/output, and the other corre.ponds to the 
eld..·rnal Input/output. The number of wires In each or these buses Is the Game 
as that of the module trunks, In this diagram, no direct path Is shown between the 
I/O modules and the memory modules. It Is relt t~.at the data should transfer 
l,.:,tween these modules \'1a the CPUs in order to minimize the wiring. If a direct 
path between thell."· modules Is required It can be easily prOVided. 
7 ,4,~ Space Dlv •• lon SWitching 
This 8ub8llCt,on deserltel the techniques for s~ttlng up paths hetween the 
varlnus elements oC the multlproc:e.slng configuration .hown In Figure 7-4. The 
8pace dlvl.lon switchIng organization to be used Is shown In Figure 7-9, A sepa-
rate path Is provided 1'0 .. transCerrlng InCormation between the central processing 
units (CPU). tbe tnput/C'ltput (I/O) units, and the mE'mory modules (MM). No 
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~pnl'3le path Is provided 10r e""banglDg Intormo1ian :.elWeen the CPU and the 
I/o unita, thus aay data Iransfers between these ~ modulea .... 111 be don.> via 
R memory module. 
The s*~tching: matr~. shown enclosed in dotted lines. is com):Olle'd oi an 
array of Klltes and control flip-nops (Ft'). F.ach gal<' In I"" arrll)' provide. a 
conne<-don between eit.hc!' :i. MM and a CPtl or :lI'I MM and an 1/0 Wilt. ElICh 
gate in Jurn Is controlled by a ~parate conlrol Ft'. The coni rill F.'s. controlled 
by tht.· cx.ccu~ivc control progra..'TI. establish different conned ions between ",Ie-
ments thus (orming ,,-arious com,l,4ter configuratloos. The eX~'uttve program is 
PJCt-"Cutcd by :Ii computer ccnJiguratjoo formed fron. modules ~·Ol1Dt"Cted by this 
same switching matrix. 
The switching matrix shown in Figure 7-9 provides the means to lransfer 
data in ""Iy one directioD. An additional aip-flop and gale mUfl be provided al 
each junction <>n " 3eparale 11M in order to establish a data flo..., ar. the opposite 
direction. For lhe remainder of Ihis discussloD. we shall consider data Irans-
fers in one direction only. Data t"ansfer,_ may be performed either in peralJ,,1 
or serially. uas<-d upon lho> computational requiremenls established in Seclion 6. 
all data I .. :u",rcr~ .,111 be made in 8-bil bytes. t'or example. in the c>se of par-
etl)rl tranHfer, eh.tht g,ate& controlled by one fUp-llop will be require<! at each 
Junction; .. "erp~s. in lhe scriallransier case. only a sill&le gale and conlr.-.I flip.. 
flop will be required. as shown in t'lgure 7-9. 
Figure 7-10 shows in some 1<>talllhe gating stru.:'ure and Ihr control flip-
fl.,., wllhln lhe &wltchlng malrlX. "'ate how each of lhe CPU and I/v unlta has 
an acce: .:; to lJx> memory buffer regJater of each memory module. In the ca.e 01 
parallel Iransfer. the block 1abc>led "ThCo.ol')· buff"r" In this diagram represenls 
a single slage of Ibe 8-b11 m.mory buffer register. 10 the case of serial Irnneler • 
lhe block repreaellla the complete register and the incoming S-i.11 byte I •• ~ifled 
in serially. 
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Section N 
AN ADAPTIVE ANA LOG-TO-D1CITAL 
CONVERS:ON SYSfEM 
This ~ection discusses the Quantizing thcorf'm ased in the dcsll(n or an ~dapti\'e 
ar.alog- 1o-diC'ital (AID) ~"JI1verter. This theorem seys. in effect. that If ..... (. 
quanti"" 3 signal at .. sufrlcient fineness. then the statistics of the signal ('an be 
recovered. Th's theorem Is analogous to the >-arr.plillK theorem whkh sa}·s. in 
cffpet. that .if we sampll~ a :;ignaJ at a auffici.:nt ra!_~. then the signal itself can 
hp recovered. Since the quantizing theorem guarantees that thE> statisti:'s remain 
uocbanged unoer the quantizing transfurmation, it follnw'.I tt.at tilt: ~ntropy or thl' 
signal is alco "unchanged. This featurE'" itS important because much of the on-hoant 
processing of sensor outputs i. statistical, and techniques for recovering tht.. 
sigual statistics are Ju.t as important as kchnlqu"s for recovering th" sl>.'lIa1 
Itself. 
Tbe analog-l&-d1gital ...:onversiOil process 18 fundam!'nt.ai OD board the sp.."lC(·-
crafl, slDce all analog signals must eyentu8~ he c""verted Into digital lorm. 
Cur.-entiy. the sampling rate and quantlzll110D levels for each analo!: signn.! ..... 
predetermined by the designer, and they.· .. usually deslgDC<l for thP worst-L''''''' 
condition. Tbf"ge syslelns. which oppl"aw \n a suboptimum manner. do nn~ t.uu.· 
ar:lvanu.ge of any changett. in the ~tati8UCti o( the anal~ bignals. 
The AID conversIOn prOCeH.:f d<-SC'ribed hf'Te adapl::t ihelf to ehnngt.>:oi In Iht>-
input signal statistics by varying the satnpllng rate as a function of til<- InI"'1 
signal bandwidth and by varying the number of level. Into wbich tl>e Input si~I\.1 
i. quantl:<'<I1l8 a function or the amplitude dlHtribution "I the input "'pial. Thus. 
tbe f'.mO'lDt vf data generated by t.hti .ctapUve analog-to-digital convf"(,:i~oJ1 pro-
cess Is s {"""lion of two parAln~""rs of the input signal .. ne bandwidth anti Ill<' 
aar.~ltude pl'obabi! ity dfn'ity distribution. This am .. unl will ,·ha"~,· lib thes" 
""ramel"r .. change. 
•. I 
\ 
".1 ADAPTIVE VD CON"EHTEI! 
Figure !i-I Is a diagram of the ada(Jtive system. \\'e assume that the sensor 
ib the t} ,Ie' that convert.s some phrsj:'al Input phenomenon into a tim~-varying 
YI,ILag:(> whose ~unplitud(" vat'iati •. ms arc proportional to thl;> variations of tilt· input 
pbYlfio:IlII·:lt.'Il'lnt(-non. It io assumed that the mean value of tht~ output signal is 
",t'ru. At thlS pOint in ltv- systE'm. the sensor o:J.tput si~al must be converted into 
an 1«lui ... alt-:\t di).:ilal signai (or fUI·t~('r processing. This is tl'ue whether the raw 
(lata i:-. tIl h(, t<·I"mderl·d Sl1"ai~ht to the (Oarth station or transmittf'd to an 
on-hf.nrd ('nnJpUh'l" fol' IJroc(·st'in~. 
Thl' sl'nsur output :-;i)..;n31, v(q. IS pa~sed throllgh a var-iallle-v;ain ampli£icT 
whmH.' ~ain is cuntrolll'd by a di)!ital i'umputer. lht' function of the ampllli(,I' h. 
to SCnJl' th~ input signal so th3t it en{'dllll,a:-Sl'S the tull dynamic range of the 
All> converter input. Tilb . 'l)C !'at Ion ('nSUrt's that the system is utilizing the full 
convt'rsion (~n.w>i1tty of the A,·n eor.n'rter. The amplifier gain is periodically. 
rnUwr than continuously. adjusted W!lh l'athcl' long int<>r\'3Is betwe~n adjustments. 
The gain t;('tting id determined by c3Iculatll.~ the runp'itude prubability density 
ftn.·llon of the sensor output signal using the gt'nl'ral-purpose programmable com, 
I'uwr. After enough samples of the signal havl.' bC't'n takt'n t,) obtain a good distri-
hut. In of thC' amplitude varmtions. a gain setting based U~" thi, si.atistical 
distrihutiun s ('stalJlistwd. Thl.~ selting then remains l'on~t:tnt while a nt'w 3mplt 
tude' prubnhillty dC'nsity (It··!'Uon is f.'alculah'ci and a n('w j:!:lIn sellin!.!, is t'~'.ah'ish('d, 
Thc.~ ,,'ahlt' .. r toc' t(!lin ::il'Uin).!; Will IJt' stnr("tt in the compull'r tv ill' use(l lab'I' If 
Ul'l:t..'!iSary. 
Thl' Hutput of thl' vari~hl, -gain :lIHV1ifll.'r is applied to thl' mput term mal of 
lht.· A/l> convurll-r. The AID '·0IollC'l-tt'r samples the analog output of the van;,' 'le-
Inlh ampliHer ~t n I'tltf' of k san:.;:Ii's/Sl'C, which is determined by the digit·\! 
cumputcr. The com'Cl"'lt'r ther t'onw~(ts each tzample into an n-bit hyte r{'pr(·~L'r:.ting 
n bln!} .. y numbel' equal to th(' nmplitll(le of the input wave(ol'll. A sign oit l'('pre-
tlcnUn~ til<> p..,lnrlty ul th(' input w'""'cform at the sample point is abo generated_ 
It il' a..'4!1tlrllM that the n-hU hytc I'l'p['('sents the maximur.\ com'crsion Capahlllty of the 
A;1) converter. In pradict·, II willl){' anywht're from 12 tn 16. (Henceforth in this 
dJSf!Us~i()nl the si'":T1 bit wil! bC' ig:nlJrf'd.) 
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The n-blt bytes lIl'e transferred to the digital computer and a logic element 
called the Byte-SIEe Modlflol'. The computer computes celtaln statistical 
n.cnsureR based upon the Inecmlng dutn; bused upon thosc meru<ures, It also gen-
cratos three control slgn"I., gllin control, snmpling rllto control, nnd qunntiM-
Uon contl'(J.l. 
8.1.1 Gain Control 
This signal controls the gain of the variable-gain amplifiers and maintains 
the amplifier output signal at an amplitude such that the full dYllamlc rangl! of 
the AID converter Is utilized. As described above, the value of this setting I. 
based upon the IlInplitude probability denSity function of the sampled signal. The 
computer generates this function. decides on the dynamic range of the varlable-
gain amplifier output signal, and sets the gain control to modify this range, If 
necessary, to encompass the A/f) converter Input dynamic range. 
8.1.2 Samilling Ilate Control 
'i'hls signal controls the output pulse repetition Crequellcy of a variable rate 
sampling pulse generator. These pulses are fed to the AID converter and used 
to sample the Input wa·/eform. The sampling rate Is determined by calculating 
the power spectra of the Input signal and setting the sampling rate equal to twice 
the highest f"'quency. The power spectrum oC the Input signal Is calculnted by 
using the digital computer. This computer also contains tbe decision-making 
progrlllDs for setting the sampling rate. 
8.1.3 Quantization Control 
There are two methods for achieving variable quantization, fn the ~irst 
method, the variable-gain amplifier gain control Is used to scale the Input signal 
so that It covers a particular port."n of the full dynlllDlc range at the Input to the 
AID converter. This operation effectively selects tbe number of levels Into which 
the input signal will be quantized. 
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The second method, shown In Figure 8-1, accomplishes variable quantiza-
tion of the Input algnal by a purely digital technique. This technique makes use 
of the fact thet an n-blt binary number can be divided by two simply by shiCting 
each bit of the numher to the next lower-order position, The shifting operation 
is performed in the Byte-Size Modifier logic unit. This dlvlde-by-two "peratlon 
catl Just 11/1 easily be performed within the digital computer. 
'The technique for achieving variable quantization oC the A/il converter Input 
sil(Jlal can best be explailled by an example, Assume that the A/D converter Is 
capable of l' quantization levels. Thus, each sllIDple will be converted to a log2 
2n = n bit bytc, and tran.mltted to the computer and to the Byte-Size Modlfie,. 
Now suppose that tho computer decides that. 2n- 1 quantization levels are suffiCient 
for a particular Input signal. (The mathematical bRSis for this decision will be 
discussed later.) This change In the number of quantization levels Is accomp-
lished In the Byte-Size Modifier element by shifting each bit of the Input n-bit 
byte to the next l<>wcr-order position. The bit In the 20 position of the input byte 
is discarded. The output byte of the Byte-Size Modifier, containing only n-l bits 
(plus a sign bit), Dow represents the value of tlK. sample quantized to only n-l 
levels. The number of quantization levels can be hslved again simply lJy shifting 
each bit In the Input byte twice toward the low-order bit positions. 
Usually ... hen an analog signal Is to be converted Into a digital form, two 
operations are Involved: sampling and quantization. The rate at which a signal 
must be 81l1Dpied Is determined by the bandwklth of tbe signal according to 
Shannon's Sampling theorem. This theorem says that if F(w) = 0 for Iwl ~ "/T. 
then fIt) may be completely recovered from f.(t) where C.(t) is fIt) sampled at the 
rate ltr samples/sec. (F(w) Is the ~'ourler transform of f(t).) F(w) Is calculated 
using the oa-board computer and, based upon this calculation, the sampling rate 
Ia determined. 
8.2 QUANTIZATION 
At each 81l1Dpte point, the continuous range of the Input signal is converted Into 
a set of discrete levels, I.e., quantized •. This process is extremely nonlinear. and 
8-5 J 
the precise effect of quantizing upon the waveform Is not known. However, the 
effects upon the statistical properties of the signal are known. 
A quanttzer or A/O converter Is a device which converts an analog Input 
Into an output having only discrete vlllues. The amplitude o( the Input signal, fIt), 
Is divided Into a number of segment. of length, q, the quantizing Width. When-
ever (t) lies within onc of thesc segments. the value at the midpoint o( the seg-
ment Is "resented at the qu""tlzer output as the value of the Input signal at that 
811mlde "oint. Thus, while the am"lItude probabtltty density fWlction (PD.'). 
w(x), of the Input signal fIt) Is continuous, w'(x). the PO F o( the quanU""r output, 
f'(t). will be zero at 0.11 values of x except at x -= 0. :!:.q, .!:.2Q. . . .. AJ.iO, the 
value of w'(x) at nq represents the probability that x will be In the Interval 
nq - q/2 :0 x :0 nq + q/2. This prohabillty Is given by 
PIx) 
nq+q/2 J w(x)dx 
nq-q/2 
(8-1) 
Figure 8-2 shows the two distributions w(,,) and w'(x) where w(x) Is the dis-
tribution of the signal Into the AID converter and w'(x) Is the distribUtion of the 
Hignal I)ut of tho: AID conver!.·r. The height (or area) of each Impulse at nq is 
equal to the area under the curve between nq !. q/2. For this reason, the quan-
tizing operation Is often referred to as area sampling. 
Since w'(x) Is composed of t sequence of samples, It might be possible to 
relate the known effects of, "piing to investigate the effects of quantizing. In 
particular, we would like to Investigate the problem 01 recovering w(x) from 
w'(x). In tbe quantization problem, we are Investlgntlng ways of recovering the 
statistics of tbe signal rsther than the slgnnl itself which, from an information 
tbeory point of View, Is highly deSirable. 
The key to applying previous results on samVllng to the problem of quantizing 
Is to change the area sampling (or quantizing) of w(x) Into ordinary sampling of 
some related function. In I>lgure 8-2, the area of the Impulse st nq Is equal to tbe 
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nr .. a of w(x) which lics Inside a rectnngle 01 height I and width q conte red at nq, 
Thl. a"l'n I. Illso equal tl) the area under the product w(x) ql(dq··X) where 
[I/q 
fIx) ~ Lo 
-q/2 ~ x ::. q/2 
elsewhere 
(8-2) 
The above suggests that the PO F of the quantlzer output w'(x) may be obtained by 
first convolving w(x) with a rectangular distribution, f(x), and then sampling the 
resulting fWlction at nq for n = 0, ~ 1, ±. 2, .... These relationships are allown 
In 1"lgure 8-3, 
8,3 QUANTIZING THEOREM 
We have shown how the PD~' quantlzer output Is obtained by convolving the 
Input PD.' with a rectangular I'D I" of width q, and then sampling this resultant 
function at ow for n = 0, .!:. 1, .!. 2, .• .. The question now ip: what should be the 
value of the sampling parameter q such that w(x) can be recovered from w'(x)? If 
w(x) Is the PDF of f(t), the Fourier transform of w(x) 
W(<» f: w(x) e -J<>x dx (8-3) 
Is called the characteristic fun, lion of w(x) , Recall tha.t multlpllca.tion of function 
transforms corresponds to the transform of the convolution of the original func-
tions, Thus, the above operation of convolving w(x) with qf(x) corresponds to 
multiplying W(<» by qF(<». the transform of qf(x), whlc!ll. 
qF(<» 
.:;,.. <._-
S\n()(l/2 
aq 2 
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Since the operation of sampling results In the generation of a perlod!c spectrum, 
the resulting periodic spectrum of the sampled distribution's 
(8-5) 
repenled with n spacing of 2 ~/q as shown In Figure 8-4b. Figure 8-4a shows the 
various characteristic functJons. 
The quantization theol'em may th~n he stated as follows: if W(OI) = 0 for 
\ Il'I ~ "/q, w(x) may be completely recovered from w'(x). As In sampling. If It 
Is not true that W(OI) ~ 0 for lOll.?: IT/q, then aliasing will result, folding com-
plementary signals from the range lOll.?: 1f/q onto signals In the r,!"ge I OIl ~ 7t!'q 
giving erroneous results. 
8.4 RESULTS FOR GAUSSIAN SIGNALS 
An interesting result of the quantizing theorem for signals with a Gaussian 
PDF has been found. Since vol"e and many of the spacecraft sensor output sig-
nals are Gaussian-like, this class of signals Is par!lcul&rly Inl"restlng. It has 
been shown that If the quantizing Width, q, Is chosen to be equal to the standard 
deviation,a. then the prror in the ::nean square is 10-6 percent of the mefall square 
of fIt) and the error in the mean fourth Is 3 x 10-5 percent of the mean fourth of 
fIt). Also, by requiring tbat the dynamic range of the quantlzer be 8q (corre-
sponding ~o 3 bas/i'I8Dlple), we can be Bure that the first few moments have 
acceptable accuracy. This is a remarkable result when one considers that most 
of the analog-to-dlgltal converters on board present and planned spacecraft pro-
vide for 8, 9 and 10 bits/sample corresponding to 28, 2~, and 211l quantization 
levels. 
8.5 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 
To implement an ada,Dllve analog-to-dlgltal converter of thi., type, two statis-
tical lIleasures must be calculated. The sampling rate is determined by calcu-
lating the spectral ,,~r.sity of the input signal, and L'>e quantlzlng fineness Is 
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determined by calculating the probability density function. In Section 5 of this 
final report, the equations for perfor-nlng these calculations on a computer are 
given In a form suitable for programming. In addition, a:.y other statistical 
mcasurcH ncr-essary to lmplement this ada;>tive system are given. 
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Section 9 
MICROPROGRAMMING APPLIED TO MULTIPROCESSING 
One of the more sophisticated advances In computer design du~lng the past 
five years Is the concept of microprogramming. The essential difference 
between a microinstruction and an ordinary computer machine lnstruction is 
that the microinstruction contains an order of magnituDe more bits In Its 
Instruction code, thereby IncreaSing the instruction repertory astronomically. 
Microinstructions are usually stored In a high-speed read-only memory and 
used to implement and execute ordinary machine instructions. in other words, 
each machine Instruction Is executed by means of a microprogram composed of 
microinstructions. Typically, the operation is as follows (see Figure 9-1). 
When a machine inst11lction is read out of the read-write core "Demory, it is 
sent to an Instruction decoder and Is decoded. The Jecoder, in turn, addresses 
the I1rst word of a microprogram stored In a read-only memory. The micro-
program Is then executed, thus executing the machine instruction. The contents 
of the address register can be modified by the microprogram it.elf and by 
external conditions. Hence we see that tbe microprograms are a replacement 
for the usual instruction control lOgic. 
9.1 APPLICATIONS TO MULTIPROCF.SSING 
There are four areas in satellite multiprocessing systems, such as those 
described in Section 7 of this report, ;vhere microprogramming can be useful: 
diagnosing and correcting machine failures; providing the capability of modify-
ing the instruction sets within eN'h of the central processing units; providing 
the capability of modifying the operation of each of the various Input/output 
modules; and automating many of the Instruments and sensors on board the 
" .. tellite. 
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9.1.1 Diagnostic and Corrective Progi-ammlng 
The word-oriented logic of a microprogrammed macbine can 'acllitate pelf 
checking and fault-location procedures. This is due to the fact that the micro-
instructions have access to the ~ctual machine hardware such 8S the registers 
and counters. Of course, the machine must be designed with this In mind, e.g., 
there should be parts of the machine capable of performing logical operations 
Independently to provide for mutual diagnosis; there should always be provided 
altcrnate dat" paths, so that access to certain regions wUl not become blocked. 
Provision must be made for the diagnostic mlcroprogrammer to call out modi-
fications to the machine design when he finds them necessary. 
Once a failure has been diagnosed and the faulty elemer.t located, the ,or-
rectlve reconfiguratlon pro~edures ouUined In Section 7 can be executed. 
9.1.2 Instruction Modification 
The several multiprocessing configurations that have been de,·eloped so far 
in this study have been designed for higb-reliablllty and graceful degradation 
predicted on the long missions envisioned for multifunctional satellites. Thus. 
the organizations chosen have utlllzed the concept of providing many identical 
computing, memory, and I/O elements and forming many small computers from 
tbis pool of elements. 
In some case, It might be desirable for a CPU element to have the ability to 
change Its instruction set to fit a particular task. If an electronically changeable, 
read-oaly memory were available to store the microinstructions, microprogram-
ming concepts could successfully be applied to accomplish this. In any event, 
microprograms will still be used to implement instruction sets and control 
within the CPU elements. 
9.1.~ Modification of I/O Unlts 
The function of an I/O unit in a multiprocessing system is to match a par-
ticular I/O device to the central processor. ''1 many cases, a Single type of I/O 
9-3 
unit can serve several different I/O devices, For those i!tstances where small 
changes In the operation oC the I/O unit are required, microprogramming can 
be used to provide this llexibillty; Agaln, an electronically changeable read-
only memory would be an asset; however, microprogramming will stili be used 
:0 replace the control logic In the design .0C these elements. 
9.1.4 Instrumentation 
Microprogrammed elements have been successfully used to control the oper-
ation oC digital computers. It seems reasonable, therefore, to apply Similar 
microprogrammed control elements to other devices and processes of compar_ 
able complexity. The next generation of Instruments will, In all probability, 
have some "Intelligence" built Into them. An example of this Is the adaptive 
analog-to-dlgltal converter described In Section 8 of this report. Micropro-
gramming techniques can be used to provide these Instruments with some of this 
capability, For example, an Instrument can be microprogrammed to perform 
some ;>reprocesSlng of the data It collects before transmitting It to the central 
computer. A microprogram can be provided with each Instrument that Will, 
upon computer command, check and calibrate he Instrument, thus relieving the 
CPU oC thls task. Microprograms can be used for automating complex instru-
ments so thllt they can perform .. preprogrammed series oC operations and report 
their flndlngs to the CPU. 
9.) .5 Road-Only Memories 
The read-only storage memories presently used for storing microinstruc_ 
tions (such as In the IBM System/360's) are relatively bulky BOO do not fit the 
requirements (<:'1' spaceborne or small machine usage. Also, these memories 
are not easy to modify. 
For spaceborne application, a crushed ferrite core memory has been devel-
oped which solves the problem oC size and weight. The core planes are wired 
as usual, but afterward the Cores represe:.l!ng zeros .... e crushed and removed. 
The remBlnlng cores, oC course, represent ones. This memory must be replaced 
by another If modlflcatlon Is desired. 
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'1 , ammed controllers and mobile applications of mlcroprogr For spaceborne hi h c aclty Cas', electronloally modlflable, but 
and computers, lightweight, g - ap , R ch and development pro-
Inexpensive rcad-only memories are needed. esear 
grams have been Inltlated 10 develop sucb memories. 
I f an avenue of possible further developml!1lt Is the phatctran-
. An examp e 0 A h totranslstor Is a device which conducts 
sistoI' memory built by Hagiwara. p 0 f light When 'be light Is sbut off, 
electric current when activated by a beam 0 • , 
the device ceases to conduct. 
ted by a phototranslstor. The photo-Each bit of the memory is represen be ed by a punched card, the 
ed n a grid which can cover 
transistors are arrang 0 ndlng photo transistors. The 
holes of which permit light to fallon the corre~ b changing the puncned card. 
memory contents can, therefore, be changed eas, :.; its own punched cards. 
The author suggests that a machine might even " .. 
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Section 10 
ERROR DETECTION AND DIAGNaiTIC TECHNIQUES 
10.1 HARDWARE 
The on-board multiprocessing system will be Inherently reliable due to the 
distributed polylllorphic structure descrlbe1 In Section 7 of this reP'lrt. '.'hls 
high rellabllity Is achieved by detecting the machine errors as they occur and 
theD reorganizing the computer architecture so that the faulty module Is switched 
out of the system and replaced by a good unit. This section presents a tecimlque 
for detecting and locating machine errore. 
One 01 the redundancy techniques that IBM has successful~V applied to 
Increase the avallablllty of the SAGE computer Is self-checking logic. In the 
SAGE system, 30 percent of the logic was devoted to self-checking. This tech-
nique allows logic fallures to be detected Instantaneously so tlu>.t errors will not 
be propagated. As soon as an error Is detected, an error 81arm logic Interrupt 
element Is signaled, causing 811 register contents to be frozen while the executive 
, 
routine investigates the source and type of error and deCides upon further action. 
Figure 10-1, an example of a typical application of the self-checking logic 
teohnlque, shows a dscodlng element with the error deteotlon logic element 
enclosed within the dashed lines. The operation of the logic Is as follows: The 
contents of Flip-Flops A and B are to be decoded causing a 8lngle pulse to appear 
on one of the output lines labeled 1 through 4. Assume that at time t = 0, dat .. Is 
loaded Into Flip-Flops A and B. The Flip-Flop outputs are dscoded by the four 
AND circuits and after the Fllp-Flops have reaChed a steady state (all transients 
due to changing state have gone to zero), a check pulse samples each of tbe four 
AND gates In the dscoder elemant. One of the four AND circuits will pass this 
sampling pulse, thus dscodlng the contente of the two Flip-Flops. 
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To accomplish seU-checklng, each of the decoder output pulses (except 
line 1) la fed back Into the Flip-Flop register In fixed patterns causing certain 
stages of the register to be complemented (reversed). Each decoder output 
pulse Is 11180 fed Into tbe error detectlo!l logic, passed through an OR circuit, 
dela.yed until the register has had time to settle down and then strobes an AND 
b'1lte which Is conditioned whenever the contents of the register are nonzero. An 
error alarm will be generated whenever the decoder Incorrectly decodes the 
contente of the register. Note that the error detection logic shown In Figure 10-1 
can accommodate an n-stnge decoder register Simply by providing additional 
Inputs to all OR circuits. 
Self-Checking logic can be designed to check all of the elements within the 
CPU such as adders, multipliers, decoders, and Instruction contrel. This tech-
nique, when applied to multiprocessors along with ether error detection schemes 
such as coding, program diagnostics and marginal checking, ensures high 
machine reliability aoo availability. Mlcrc-;>I'ogrammed diagnostic routines and 
marginal checking techniques are used to maintain and test the redundant error-
detection logic. 
10.2 SOFTWARE 
Self-checklng techniques are Implemented In hnrdware and are one wa.y In 
which errors can be Instantaneously detected and Isolated. Another technique 
which can be used In conjunction with the self-checking logic techniques Is to use 
diagnostic programs. A diagnostic program Is an automated procedure, defined 
In the Corm oC computer instructions, for testing and/or analyzing results. indi-
vidual tests are arranged In a sequence, and each test result determines whlr.h 
point In the sequence will be executed next. Logical analysis Is accomplished 
automatically In the same wa.y. A predetermined decision tree Is executed via 
coded instructions. 
The term error refers here to any deviation from the expected operation or 
results, including component malfunctions and operator or program errors. Part 
of the diagnostic problem Is to Isolate and categorize each error. 
lO-3 
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For a l1lultiproccHsjng system I unit dJa.b'11osUcS would be written for each 
Input/output (I/O) unit and the various logical subdivisions of the processor 
modules. Typically, a unit diagnostic begins lia test WIder a controlled set oC 
conditions (that Is, one I/O device at a time) in order to Isolate errors more 
effectively. The testing sequence normally follows a logical structure. On the 
other hand, a system test program departs from the controlled e~vlronment of 
a unit diagnostic. It Is designed to provide a comprehensive system test simi-
lar to an operational environment. 
Diagnostic programs g~nerally employ a mixture of testing and Isolating 
techniques. The mix will depend upon the equipment being tested and the pur-
pose of the test. Some' of the basic techniques are given below. 
10.2.1 Huildlnl\ Block Apilroach 
This approach starts with tbe simplest test involving the smallest amount. 
of circuitry possible. Each additional test Includes a small additioual amount 
of circuitry. Failure to pass a given test at any point In the test sequence Indi-
cates that the probable cause of error is the additional circuitry being tested. 
This technique is particularly effective when there are multiple machine 
malfunctions. 
Since each error is repaired as soon as it Is detected by switching In a new 
module, multiple failures should not confuse the diagnosis. Although this tech-
nique is disadvantageous in that it is time consuming. the time required Is Insig-
nificant for the central processor because of the speed at which instructions are 
executed. 
10.2.2 GoINo-Go Approach 
In this approach, a large amount of log': is given a quick test. The strategy 
is to zero in on an error. The system program is des!gned to isolate errors tl) 
a small area of the system (that is, a s!'€Clflc unit or logic function). A more 
specialized diagnosis is then used for that specific area to further narrow down 
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the 'rouble. This technique provides the fastest test under successful conditions. 
and Is often used to provide rapid checkout of a large systom. and the Isolation 
time Is optimized. Multiple errors are difficult to handle with this approach. 
10.2.3 Multiple Clue Approach 
This technique uses a series of Individual tests, saving the success or fail-
ure Indications of each. Each test in the series will take a slightly different path 
through the maze ?f logic. At the end of the series. all the test results are 
analyzed and a diagnosis Is made. For example. If paths 1. 3, 7, and 10 failed. 
any circuit common to these paths would be suspect. This technique Is particu-
larly useful for circuitry (logiC) that cannot be adequately diagnosed by anyone 
test; that Is, ,he smallest amOlmt of circuitry used by any single test is still too 
large. 
10. ~,.4 Error-Environment Recording 
This approach depends on special l~gic circuitry for detecting errors such 
as the self-checking logic described previously. Records are kept of the error 
and the machine's enVironment, that is, the status of Indicators and contents of 
reglsters_ Isolation of the error Is then attempted by analyzing this recorded 
error envlronn ~nt. This technique, unlike tbe previous ones, is effective for 
dl"ll'1os1ng the Iutermillent error, particularly If the malfunction occurs In 
not'mal operatron and cannot be recreated in a diagnostic test. The success of 
thl. one-shot diagnOSis depends on the resolution of the error Indicators, the 
exact environment saved, and the speed-relative to the speed of the ~omputer­
with which errors are detected and the environment captured for later analysis. 
10. ~.5 SUmmary 
Earlier data processing sys!<,.ns used vacuum tubes and relied almost 
entirely on programs to detect and i.olate malfunctions. Solid-slate circuits. 
with continual reductions Iu size and cost, made It practical to include redundant 
ci,'Cults for the purpose of error detection. Today's systems have error-detec-
tion cu-cultry dlat wUl detect a majority of malfunctions. Isolation. (or the most 
10-5 
pmot, iH still performed lJy programs which·are becoming incn~asingiy comp\ex. 
'\.1::1 the cost per logic:1.1 circuit decreascs, more oC the isolation functioll8 will 
probably be shifted from progl'ams to logical circuitry. 
The multiprocessing system en'or-management techniques described above 
can be accomplished through a combination of special eqUipment d('slgn (logical 
circuits) and speciail'rogramming techniques. Possibilities considered In the 
design include: 
a. Error-detection logic using some Corm of redundancy to qUickly 
detect errors 
b. Save mechanisms (logiC) to preserve the system envirorunent and 
error data for later analysis 
c. An interrupt system /logic) designed as an Integral part of the 
system to stop the operation in process and turn the control over 
to a diagnostic routine (program) 
d. Diagnostic routines (program) to analyze the error data ant! 
envh'onment information to determine the corrective c')urse of 
action (for example, retry the operation in the c .... e o( an inter-
mittent error and continue with the system operation at the point 
of error and,. in the case of a solid errOl",. reorganize the system 
to continue operating without the (aulty unit) 
c. Onlin" test routines that are part o( the operating system (program). 
Th2se routines allow testing and servicing of portions of the sys-
tem while the l'est of the system is engaged in useful work, 
10.2.6 FutUre ReqUirements 
The state-of-the-art of logic circuitry, syslPm organization, and application 
development has been advancing at a rapid pace. Some of the more pressing diag· 
nostie needs for airborne multipr<Y!essing systems are: 
3. Total error manngement 
b. Techniques that will approach 100 percent detection in (he most 
efficient manne,' 
c. Meth<KIs for the economical production of diagnostic routines thsJ 
automatically isolate to the replaceable module 
d. Diagnostic techniques for distinguishing between equipment errors 
and program errors. 
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Section 11 
ADVANCED TEClINOLOGIES 
11.1 AI>VANCED LOGIC clI!currs 
A brief review of monolithic integrated logic circuits for I f ow powe r space-
JOrne computers is presented below. Of the available devices. large scale inte-
gration using technologies such as MOB (metal-oxide-silicon) field-effect and 
bipolar are clc"U"ly favorable because of tbelr low pow~r eonsumpt· on h" h 
reliability low I h l' , Ig 
, we g '. sm I size, and economy due to batch fabrication. 
Whether MOS or bipolar is mere useful for large scale integration depe d 
on Ihe system requirements for a gIVeli 2!,plicatlon. For example "I n s 
polarity MOB In ' a SlDg e-
o verter, using an MOS load reSistor, exhibits twice the potential 
packing density when compnred with the same circuit using bipolar transistors 
and a load resistor This " . assumes 81milal" process resolution capabilities .. 
The MOS tranBI~tor's very hlgb Inpul re.lstan~e resulls in virtually unlinuted 
dc fanoul, and the low prwer requirements of MOB Ilbano k e 'e pac Ing density by 
caSing power dlstrli.,:'.ion and ground rcq,urements. 
The bipolar transistor, on the other hand, shows a clear superiority OIl a 
speed-power basIs, ThiS Is a result of the bipolar transistor's excellent trans 
conductance per unit area hi b in tu - -,w c rn is a measure of the device's ability to 
,>harge and di""harge capacitance. In addition, bipolar arrays are compatible 
with tnda.v's eXiating integrated circuit signal levels power and logical 
tion BI I "orgar.iza-
o , po ar arra.vs ma.v be mixed with discrete integrated circuits and complex 
standard product integrated Circuits for maximwn CO<l1 effectiveness. 
Thus, arral'S using both technologies are required. Where the speed-power 
product and system compatlbUlty permit, MOB Is superior from a packin d . g enslty 
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:,tru)(lp,)int. Where speed or power capability. or hoth. are at 3 premimum. or 
cumpatihility with discrete integrated cireuits or existing systems js required, 
bipolar should be chm~cn. 
Since the energy required to e)tCCut"" d11ferent compitational tasks simul-
taneously is the main concern in spaceborne multiprocess ;ng computers. the 
selection of logic elements shQulfl be based on power consumption and high 
density pncking. MOS tcchnolofIY seems to offer these characteristics and tws 
can be considered as the best candidate for use in the representative system. 
This scctior, ~iscusses the MOS, and Section 12 is devoted to discussion of 
large scale integration in general. 
MOS field effect transistors and the integrated circuits containing tbem 
offer a number of Significant advantages when compared to bipolar planar silie'.)n 
t:-rulsistors and integrated circuits. Advantages of MOS transistors ir.eludE> low 
operating powe:..- levels. very high input impedance, low noise level at hjgher 
frequencies, relative insensitivity to temperature, absence of carrier st()rage, 
a1Jsence of thermal run-away. simplicity of circuit design. and .cimple fabrica-
tion processes. In contrast to these advantages. init;ally available MOS tran-
sistors have revealed a number of limitations, including high tt.re~hold VOltage, 
instability of thresbold voltage, and sensitivity to gamma radiation. 
A predicted advantage of MOS transistors was a lower sensitivity to rwia-
tion because they are majority carrier devices, but this prediction has not been 
horne out by experimental data. in faet, MOS transistors have proven more 
sensitive to radiation than bipolar lrarosistors. Recently i.t has been shown t:.at 
tbe effect of radiation on the oxide layer begins at a level well helow that "hic), 
directly affects the silicon. MOO transistors are at least an order oC magnitude 
More sensitive to X-ray and gamma radialion than bipolar transistors. This 
prohlem is (undamental to MOS devices as they are POW fabricated and a radical 
change in processes would appear to be required if MOS devices (wbich are lese 
sensitive to radiation than bipolar devices) are to be produced. 
Complex arrays of MOS integrated circuits have appeared earlier than these 
with bipolar transistors, This is due partially to the relatively small geometry 
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resulting In less loss due to Imperfections on the silicon wafers, and possibly 
because fewer processing steps are required. Another factor th~ has undoubtedly 
forced the early emergence of complex arra,ys of MOB devices Is that these cir-
cuits compare favorably to bipolar circuits only when a large nwnber of MOB 
elrcults are connected on the same chip. Due to the high output Impedance of the 
deVices, buffer circuits, which conswne considerably more power than the logic 
gate analyzed and take up considerably more chip area, must be used to exit from 
the chip. Consequently, MOS Integrated circuits look attractive In application 
where low clocking rates are employed or where the equipment must be turned on 
for long periods of time at relatively low activity rates. 
11.2 LARGE SCALE INTEGRATION 
There Is no fixed definition of large scale Integration When practical machine 
designs are considered because the level of integration offered to the machine 
deSigner varies as a function of circuit performance. Higher performance circuits 
are fabricated to closer tolerances so that the number of circuits that can be inte-
grated at the chip level with reasonable yield will be lower than those designed for 
more modest performance. This is 0"" of many tradeoffs to be conSidered in 
planning machine organiznUon. 
Although large scale integration promises to offer cost reduction, improved 
reliability, better performance, and less power reqUirements, the technology does 
impose some restrictions on the system deSigner. He is forced to design before 
he can thoroughly test the deSign. 
11.2.1 Reliability 
An Important benefit to be expected from large scale integration is g~eater 
reliability. The number of circuit failures per 1000 hours has been decreasing 
by a factor of 10 every five years since 1950. Large scale Integration ma,y be the 
prlncippl means for continuing this decrease. Although marked Improvements In 
both system reliability and maintainabilIty are expected, an exact quantitative 
measure of these advantages Is not yet aVailable. 
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The Impact of large scale Integration on reliability ma,y be mainly In the 
reduction of interconnections. It Is an accepted fact that the more inter-
connections Integrated on the chip, the more reliable the system. If no new 
failure mechanisms Intrinsic to large scale integration arise, then a consider-
able Increase In system rellobillty will occur. This Increase can be traded off 
in several ways. A given system wllll'lW longer, or if the system failure rate 
Is adequate the system can be made larger. In some cases error checking and 
correcting circuits can be removed or extra circuits can be added to take over 
the functions of less reliable electromechanical equipment. 
other important and related benefits to be gained from large scale integra-
tion are lower power per circuit and higher speed. Much of the improvement 
will come from the decrease in the load imposed upon circuits by their environ-
ment as a function of the increase in circuit density. 
As the number of circuits on a chip is increased, more circuits will have the 
load they are driving on the same chip. In these cases, the transmission dela,ys 
or reactive loads will be decreased significantly-often more than an order of 
magnitude. This cut in circuit loading can be cashed In for either higher per-
formance or lower power of some tradeoff between these factors. 
Large scale integration Introduces few new constraints to the system 
deSigner, but the limits can be more severe and Impose a strong influence on 
design. Important among these are the Jl('tentlally high costs and longer turn-
around times associated with producing a new part or making changes These 
costs are sensitive to both quantity and performance. Without careful partition-
ing, intermediate levels of integration can also produce large numbers of unique 
parts. In addition, the prOliferation of larger systems and more complex parts 
will increase the susceptibility to these factors. 
Tradeoff relationships will reflect more significant interdependences among 
more diverse factors. For example, the yield (and cost) of a speCific level of 
Integration ma,y not be known until chips bave been produced in a manufacturing 
enVironment, yet by this time the system hardware design may be frozen to 
prevent product obsolescence. 
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11.2.2 Limitations 
Limitations Inherent In large scale integration must be circumvented 
throughout the computer system's design process beler ... the technique can be 
applied extensively. Because large scale integration affects all the traditional 
steps In the design process and the Interaction among them. Its application 
demands a more unified approach to system design. A new set of ground rules 
Is ne6ded. 
The system design process has alw8,Ys involved the following steps: 
a. Drawing up overall specifications-Including func'ions to be exe-
cuted by the system. performance objectives. and cost projections. 
b. Defining system architecture-allocating fUDctions to hardware 
and software, and determining the organization of the system 
At this point, machine Instructions and formats for data and ' 
instruction are established, performance levels are Bet circuits 
and equipment are select6d, and packaging is spe •. fl6d.' 
c. Designing logic for the machine-developing detailed algorithms 
for machine functions, defining synchronization techniques. and 
developing microprograms to describe the execution of Instruc-
tions. Detailed logic for the machine is expressed in terms of 
the selected logic circuits. 
d. PartitiOning machine logic and storage into packages-logic 
signals are a1locat6d to package pins. 
e. ASSigning packaged logic and storage to locatl<>ns within the 
machine framework. 
f. Specifying wire routes that Interconnect the packages for logic, 
storage, Input/output eqUipment, and console. 
In modifying the approach to this process to accommodate large scale Inte-
gration, the designer must remember that large scale Integration will Increase 
the capability of logic and storage per unit cost In those Parts of the system that 
can use It. 
11.2.3 Logic DeSign 
Current techniques of logic design ere not adequate for large scale integra-
tion. The logical structure of a m~i1lne has traditionally been expressed as a 
11-5 
sct of Boolean equations that has then been transformed to achieve minimum 
circuit count through such techniques as :<.arnaugh maps, Veitch charts, or 
Quine-McCluskey tables. Computer programs have been used to car"y out the 
dcsibrtl process. These techntquos were dev~loped when discrete-component 
technology was common and they are still useful with unit-logic monolithic 
circuits. 
With large scale integration, however t the development of a minimum-circuit 
system may not result In minimum product cost. Extra circuits may be Justified 
to reduce pin requirements, to allow package testing, and to create part repeat-
ability. In the past an attempt was made to design an optimum set of elementary 
logical building blocks and then to implement the logic In a straightforward 
manner. Now, however, there is the much larger task of designing the optimum 
hardware implemer.tation of a complex logic structure (100 or more gates) while 
at the same time optimizing many other design criteria. Well defined systematic 
design techniques are not presently available to cope with this problem. 
Large scale integration Increases the amount of logic aod/or storage In the 
elementary bUilding blocks of a system. A singie chip carries a significant 
fraction of the total logic In a small system or represents a major functional unit 
of a large system. 
In machine organization, large scale integration forces the designer to 
consider hardware constraints to an unprecedented degree. Cost objectives, 
intended applications and production volume affect these considerations. For 
example, if a machine is being designed for high-volume and low-cost output, the 
organizational objective may be to minimize the total number of parts even though 
all the parts arc different. On the other hand, if the machine's project6d sales 
volume is low and minimum machine cost Is still iJDportant, a considerable effort 
may be mac'" to achieve part re~",atability. 
11.2.4 Partitioning 
Selecting portions of a system (carried through the logle-deslgn stege) capable 
of being Implemented on large scale integration chips without violating hardware 
constraints Is called partitioning. 
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Tbe criteria to be met In partltlooJng are numerous. and the Importance of eMh 
depends on the flDal application of the system. In partitioning of the chip level. a 
designer Is usually given a ceiling on the number of clrculti. aDd on the posslhle 
values for the number of Input/output pins. The criteria that must be optimized to 
acbteve a minimum system cost with large scale integration Include: 
a. Number of first-level packages relf.1lred (chips or parts) 
h. Wiring on the second-level package; Part repeatability 
c. Testing 
d. f;ase of maintenance 
e. Ilellabllity 
r. Performance 
g. Engineering change capability 
h. ReqUirements for sP!OClal applications. 
A close examination of tbese factors indlcstes that som~ of them conflict aDd 
that compromises must be made. Although deSigners have gained some experience 
In satisfying the first three criteria and have some preliminary measuring tools. 
the techniques for achieving some of these criteria are not well developed. 
There are two prlDolpal objectives In organizing a system for large scale 
Integration: 
a. Minimize the total number of chips and the interconnections between 
chips 
b. Minimize the number 01 different chips to achieve a high degree of 
ataDdardlZatlol!. 
Tbe first objective must be met for any production of the system. If the 
second objective fa met satisfactorily. a method must be found to successfully 
Interoonneot the various chips. 
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11.2.5 Cost 
A method r,f increasing the volume of standard parts is through logic imple-
mentation. One technique involves the dellberste introductior . redundancy or 
superfluity on one chip to make It usefol for several appllc' • OIlS. 
The amount of extra logic that can be added to ~"ce the number of differ-
ent parts can he evaluated by the advantages n\ ... art repeatability within one 
particular system. The cost of a large . " integration part of a given type c:m 
be expressed as 
where 
v 
C G 
V 
Manufacturing cost per part (processing plus 
first-level packaging) 
Test cost per part 
Generating cost per part number (masks. test 
patterns. documentation) 
Parts per part number (volume = useful 
volume .. stock volume) 
Field maintenance cost per part. 
( 11-1) 
The cost of a system is the summation of all the parts' costs. expressed as 
where 
L CM . + CT. + vGi + a
no ~ C ~ 
i=l 1 I I 
Cost of the higher levels of packaging plus cooling 
plus power supply 
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B = The mllDller In whlcb the maintenllllCe cost 
varies as a function of the nllD\ber of dlf-
Cerent part numbers, the number of syslems 
In a given user location, stocking philosophy 
N = Tbe number of different part numbers In a 
syslem = anO 
The number of unique parts needed In tbe 
system (the ratio "f total clrculte in a system 
to the integration level) 
I 
.?:. 1 = increase in system UtJlization factol' 
parts to anow for a decrease In system part numbers 
1 - i Fraction of circuit. on a chip that are extra 
or Bupernwnerary. 
Equation (11-2) can now be solved with Cs kept constant to find the relationship 
of a to N. The results shown above were determined under tbe fonowlng 
assumptions: 
CpK varies directly with 
fCPK = 
ls,K2 = 
On-site stocking 
fora=11 
fora=.!.l 
One machine per location 
iaarease of V due to N 1- n bas.a second-order effect on 
CM and CT' Results applfcable to IID¥ size machine as long 
aelbe same distribution of sYstem parts In a part nllD\ber 
Is used. 
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In general, the analysiS shows that: 
a. The higher the values of CM, CpK' and CT , the fewer the super-
numerary circuits that can be added to achl .. ve a given part-number 
reduction. 
b. 
c. 
The larger the ratio of CG/CM , the larger the number of super-
numerary cirCUits tt.al can be added to achieve a given part-number 
reduction. 
MorE' supernumerary circuits could be added if C and C are 
reduced BibFJlificantly with vol~('O\e. M T 
d. l'~cwcr supernumerary circuits could be added if a more optimistic 
stocking a,K! system distribution philosophy were used. 
Even for the Wide range of parameters consjdered~ the maximum nwnber of 
supernumerary circuits indicated by the analysis does not appear to allow a 
practlcal one-part-type system-·aU chips In a system alike-at least In terms of 
conventlonal thinking. However, further significant reduction Is possible. 
11.2.6 Application 
One characteristic of multiprocessing computer systems is the capability to 
perform several tasks simultaneously, and to perfurm parallel operations within 
each task. These efforts require a high order of repeatablilty (SO necessary (or 
large scale Integration) and thus more hardware is needed to improve tutal sys-
tem capability. The increase in haraware can be used to substantfally reduce 
the cost expected from large scale integration. 
The standaraizatlon of chip types affects all facets of system orgsnlzation-
the arrangement of storage units, the manner of system control. the degree of 
sophistication In the central processing units (CPU), the variety and degree of 
autonomy of peripheral equipment (Input/output), and the tradeoff between hard-
ware and software for the overall system. 
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11.2.6.1 Main and Functional storage 
From the standpoint of system organization, a distinction can be made 
between the main storage units used In the classical manner (serial as well as 
random access) and functional storage units such as read-only stores (ROS) and 
content-addressed associative stores. In an associative storage system. data 
Is addressed and retrieved from the main store by name rather than by refer-
ence to its physical location In the memory. An associative store is character-
istically prodigal in the use of logic circuitry, and serves as a good example of 
how hardw ...... can replace software. 
The Significance of larlle scale integration to storage-unit design is appar-
ent. In the small number of different chips required for memories. If they are 
properly designed, many replicas of two or three chip types can be fitted 
together to create large stores. Associative atores could be constructed out of 
standard chips to translate the names o( data into physical location addresses. 
11.2.6.2 Central Processors 
The greatest logical complexity in most systems i8 (ound in the area of 
system and arithmetic processing. Included in the CPU are temporlU"Y storage 
registers (for instructions and addresses as well as a1phamerical dsta), adders, 
counters, decoders, all acc(lmpsnylng traffic control SWitching circuitry, Sizable 
collections or heterogeneous combinational switchjng-circuit networks of varying 
width and depth, and sequential circuits consisting of latches, triggers, and flip-
Oops Jnterconnected in complicated ways. 
So'lle of these, particularly thr registers which often comprise 30 percent 
La 50 percent of the CPU circuits, can be designed as modules and made alike 
except for word length. The same is Lrue for adders, with binary counters 
Included as special cases. Much can be done In systematizing so-called control 
logic by deliberately adding redundancies and superfluities to the chips for the 
purpose of stilDdardization. DoubLiess the ROB master slice can gain a Wider 
role to microporgrammed control devices and In the construction of combina-
tional circuitry. For sequential circuits, the use of a general purpose logic 
master slice 18 attractive. 
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Tlw in1.t~rracl'~ between the r"ain ~lorc and ~riphcrDl L'<I' ''")ment (input/ 
()utIJut chromels) cx(~cuk' multiplexing. bu((cring. format control, and synchron-
ization (Wlctions. These interfaces resemble the CPU in their organization. 
They differ mainly in the reduction of arithmetic functions, and it is possible 
that they can use standard chips in their Jeslgn. 
11.2.6.3 Peripheral Equipment 
The present trend is to Include as much or more digital circultIy in all the 
input/output units of a complete system as is built into the CPU. This trend 
will probably increase in the future, and it is expected that large scale integra-
tion will have extensive applications in p..:ripheral eqUipment because of the 
standardization it allows and of the specialized data processing functions that 
can be incorporated. 
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Section 12 
ADVANCED MEMOHY DEVICES 
This section presents advances in memory technology and recommends 
"which type is best for aerospace systems ~ It is most difficult to investigate 
dIfferent varieties of devices which have been proposed for use as .t"rage 
media. Fortunately J the task can be narrowed to include the most important. 
discoveries which are relevant to the requirements specified by the study pro-
gram. The monolithic ferrite, the nat-film, and plated-wire memories are 
some of the discoveries discussed in this section. Of these, the plated-wire 
memories seem to be the t-est for spaccborne comvuters. T, "refore, a special 
emphasis will be placed an the plated-wire memories throughout this section. 
12.1 ADVANCES IN MEMORY TECHNOLOGY 
Three types of integrated supcrconducting memories arc discussed here. 
These are monolithic ferrite, flat film, and plated wire. 
The integrated semiconductor memorlcs (nonmagnetic) which include !\10S 
field effects were discussed In the previous section. Alagnetic core memories are 
well known since they have been the conventional storage media in the computt:r 
industry since 1950; thus they are uisC':lrued from this discussion. 
Some memories with very large storage capaCities, such as magnetic drwns 
and diSCS, are electromechanical devices with cycle time mea:;:ured not in 
nanoseconds or mlcro~econ~s but in milliseconds. These devices arc known 
and have been used extensively in different applications and therefore will not 
be discussed here. 
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Other memories thelt are be~ng studieG make use of sound. waveS tra';cling 
in magnetic material and also electro-opticai J~vi.c~s such as lasers. The 
feasibility (,f such devices as acc~ptable media of storage bas yet to be proven. 
12.1.1 Monolithic FerritP Memory 
The monolithic ferrite memory consists of three sheets of ferrik ~nd all 
easily magnetJzed ceramiC material. Two of the sheets contain conductln~ 
lines set at right angles to each other; these are separated by a Uard sheet of 
ferrite to form a sandwich. The in!ersections of the two sets of lines conslllute 
the memory elements. This type of integrated magnetic memory is being 
considered because of its high speed, compactness, and low cost~ The memory 
is made from the salHe type of material as the cores. The slurry is ~pread 
by a blade onto sheets. During this operation, conducting parallel lines of a 
refractory metal are also formed within the sh('cts. Two such sheets, with 
their conducting lines at right angles, face each othe:o and arc ~epaTated by a 
third sheet of ferrite to form a sandwich. The sandwich i.s then heated, prt:ssed, 
and sintered to produce a monolithic structure. The conducting lines define the 
memory elements at their crossings. One set of lines i. word windings; the 
other Is digit windings. Because the lines are at right angles to each other, a 
current applied to a s~lected word conductor switches mar.;netic flux along a 
path that does not link the digit conductor. If coincident digit puises are applied 
however, there will be flux common to the word lines and the digit lines at the 
corresponding crossings. The application of a word pulse in the ooposite 
direction switches the mutual flux and induces sense voltages in the digit lines. 
The monolithic integratea structure not "nly is easy to fabricate but also 
makes it possible to have very small elements. Experlmentallaminatp.s about 
0.005 incb thick h'ave elements with an effective diameter of 0.003 inch. The 
close spacing of the lines (100 to the inch) corresponds to what can be achieved 
with an integrated row of diodes; fully integrated combinations of laminated 
ferrite and diodes have been made. One of these had a capacity of 65,416 bits 
and operated on a cycle of 490 nanos("concis. The most delicate step in the COD-
struction is the actual connection between the laminate and the diodes. 
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12.1.2 Jo"lat-Film Memory 
The fabrication of lIat-fIlm memory Involves the use of nickel-Iron alloys 
called perm alloys rather than ferrite.. One difficulty with metals Is that Eddy 
current develops and slows down the switching speed. If the thickness of perm-
alloy sheets is held to about 0.00025 Inch, the slowing Is negligible. If the 
thickness Is furt'ler reduced until It is comparable tc the wavelength of ultra-
violet radiation-say less than 3000 angstrom units-entirely new properties 
appear. Switching can then he achieved by the rotation of magnetizatio'l, which 
Is a much faster process than that used with magnetic core3. In corea, switChing 
involves a movement of the walls of magnetic domains. Thin permalloy films 
can he made to exhibit strong differences in magnetic properties along different 
directions of magnetization. In a hard direction there is practically no hysteresis, 
but in an easy direction at right angles to it there is an almost perfect hysteresis 
lOOp. Furthermore, thin films are readily deposited by evaporation or electro-
plating, which lend themselves to integrated fabrication. 
In one approach permalloy is evaporated in 'J vacuum onto glass or metal 
to a thickness of between 1000 and 2000 angstroms in the presence of a direct-
current magnetIc field, which produces the desired direction of magnetization. 
Separate spots of permalloy are obtained either by evaporating through a mask 
or by etching a continuous film. Mylar sheets with photographically formed 
copper lines are laid on the film to provide the word and digit lines as shown 
in Figure 12.1. The word lines run in the easy direction of magnetization. 
When a spot is storing a pulse, it is In one of the easy states of magnetization. 
In the read cycle a current pulse is applied to the selected word line; the cor-
responding spots are forcibly magnetized In the hard direction and thus Induce 
sense voltages on the digit lines in a direction corresponding to their state. 
In the write or rewrite cycle currents are applied to the dlgtt lines while the 
word current is still on; the combined currents tilt the magnetization from the 
hard direction and thus establish the easy direction at the termination of the 
pulses. 
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This arrangement Is attractive In that a small digit current suffices to 
trigger the ")lOt Into the desired state. In practice t~e directions of magnetization 
are not perfectly aligned and vary from element to element, so that a larger 
digit current Is '"<!Quire<: i.e flip the flux In the desired direction In spite of 
Irregularities haphazardly favo,.lng one direction or another. When these im-
perfections are severe, the mlnlnmm digit current can be so large that It can 
cause elements of Wlselected word lines to creep from one magnetic state to 
the other. This state of affairs Is Particularly troublesome In lines near the 
selectod line, which are subjected to Its stray word field. 'The field strays 
because lines of magnetic flux can extend between s,,~r8Ge elements through 
the air adjacent to the sheet. A worse result of having the elements open In 
this way Is a stray field that can demagnetize the elements altogether. To keep 
such fields from diluting the desired sharp magnetic characteristics too much, 
It Is necessary that the length of the storage element In the easy direction be 
sbout 10,000 times Its thickness, that is, more than a mllllmeter; thl. set8 a 
limit on compactness. The elements can be smaller, however, in the h:.rd 
direction. To minimize creep and demagnetization some memories have a 
flat ferrite keeper plate on top of the sheet of storage elements. 
To STORE digital information, the two thin films are in one of two possible 
equlllbrlwn states where the magnetizations are antlparallel In the easy direction. 
The magnetiC flux is clOSed within the films and this leads to excellent stability 
against demagnetization. The closing flux penetrates thc unslotted digit line. 
To READ the stored information, a word field perpendicular to the easy 
axis must be applied. The magnetization of both films tends to aUgn with it. 
The magnetization rotation of the lower film, which Is Imbedded between the 
mctalll~ substrate and the unslotted digit line, is retarded by eddy currents In 
these conductors. The thickness of the digit line determines the duration of 
this eddy current braking, wl.Jch Is chosen to be longer than the reading word 
pulse. This mp-ans that at the end of a sufficiently short word pulse, the lower 
film magnetization has only been rotated by a small angle out of Its original 
position. This film Is called STORE film. The magnetization of the upper 
12-5 
film rotates Cast. i.e .• within the risedme of the \\oo .. "d pulse into thc.." hard dirt.ocUon .. 
Uws inducing a voltage in the sense line. This Cllm is calied READ film. ItII 
fast rotation is possible since the word and senRC ~incs nre slotted and, tncre-
fore, this READ illm is prevented from being eddy current braked. After the 
word pulse, the magnetic stray Held ot U:e STORE film forces the READ film 
back Into Its original posItion; ~e READ operation is, therefore, nondestructlvc. 
The word pulse for WRIT£ is so large and long that eddy current br~ 
of the STORE film Is surntounted and Its magnetization can be rotated nearly 
to the hard direction. The digit Cleld coincident with the tra.!ling edge cA the 
word pulse forces the STORE Cllm into the desired poSition. The READ Cllm 
enters the antlparallel position. 
Every digit pulse is preceded by a pulse having the same sbape but opposite 
polarity. These bipolar digit pulses cause much less creeplng because the 
initiation of a domain wall motion by the Clrst part 0( the pulse is eS8Cntially 
canceled by the sccond part of the pulse. A further sdvantsge of bipolar digit 
pulses Is the avoidance of pumped up currents In Ute metallic ground-plate, 
especially at high speed mem<lry operation. 
Some experimental results demonstrate the properlles of this memory 
clement. Figure 12-2 shows the critical word pulse width T W and amplitude 
IW up to which memory element can be read out nondestructlvely. More than 
109 READ operations have heen found to have negligible Influence on the stored 
Information. 
It has been demonstrated that a 140,000 bit thin-film memory can be built, 
which can be read out nondestructlvely with 20 nanosecond READ cycle Urne and 
30 nanosccond acccss time, and which requires 65 nanoseconds for tI,,· WRITE 
operation. 
12.1.3 Plated-WIre Memory 
The plated-wire memory Is fabricated by electroplating a berylllwn-copper 
wire with permalloy. Straight paral'el lengths of this wire are digit linea; 
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conductive ribbons strapped on at right angles are word lines as shown In 
Figure 12-3. Storage is accomplished by magnetization around the circumference 
of the pla';ed film, which is i1. the easy direction. That direction is established 
during plating by passing a direct current through the wire. The word current 
flips the fields toward the axis of the wire, which is the hard direction. This 
Induces sense voltages in the digit lines, and small digit currents flip the fields 
to the selected easy directions as they do in the flat-film memory. 
The plated-wire memory represents several fortunate compromises. Plat-
ing can be regarded ~9 a one-dimensional integration. It is amenable to a con-
tinuous process, which should be more eConomical than the hand-threading of 
individual cores; and it is simpler to control than the lamination of ferrltes or 
the deposition of flat films. Moreover, the plated-wire storage el"ment has 
magnetic flux lines that are ciosed within the magnetic material in one direction, 
again a compromise between cores and flat films. The resulting reduction of 
demagnetizing effects makes it possible for the fllm to be comparatively thick: 
from 15,000 to 20,000 angstroms. This thickness of permalloy provides Just 
the right amount of nllX-more nux than the necessarily thin flat films and less 
flux than the difficult-to-minlaturize ferrite cores. 
In spite of these attractions, it took years to develop plating techniques 
that avoided unfavorable magnetic effects. In addition, the wl,e on which the 
permalloy Is plated is susceptible to stra!ns that tend to distort the magnetic 
characteristics of the films. &lch effects can be minimized by careful choice 
of materials, and today plated-wire memories are a technical success. This 
Is in spite of the fact that the volt-second product of their sense output signals 
Is "ery low due to '.heir being magnetostrictlve devl<:es. The plated-wire 
memory Is, perhaps, the first practical NDRO fUm memory element available 
fOJ high speed operation. It operates with equal read and write word currents 
a'lCi NDRO operation, which allows it to be organized '" a form of 2-1/2 D 
organization In which,. long word line services 16 bytes In one read operation. 
A significant milestone in plated-wire technology is its commitment, In volume, 
to a low-cost commercial product line. The pricing Is such that the plated-wire 
memory Is significantly competitive to a core memory of equlvalent performance. 
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I\nother application of plated wire is the mass direct access memory. A 
research contract under Air Force sponsorship Is directed at a 100 megabit 
memory with a one microsecond cycle time. and projected costs 01' less thnn 
one cent per bit. In addlUon, other development activities encompass magnetic 
bit steering, for use In content addressee! memories, shlft registers, aDJ 
magnetic logic. Plated -wire memories are Indeed a maj.,r future contender 
for main f fame memories, ccmpeting very strongly with cor .. memories to .... 
Increasing degree In the future. The 600 nanosecond memory Is a reb.llvely 
early development. Memories for future machines will be faster and It appears 
possible, with exlstirg techniques, that large memories dOWD to 200 nan,,~.'COnd 
cycle Urnes are economically feaSible. 
The basic principle of operation can be visusUzoo by referring I, Figure 
12-4. In writing, the word drive current rotates the magnetization In the film 
from the easy toward the hard direction. Digit drive current In the plated wire 
tilts I"e magnetization vector away from the bard direction. When the word 
currenl Is removed, the magneUzation vector rotates to the easy axis In the 
direction determined by the polarity of the digit drive current. The two binary 
storage states consist of the two possible directions of the easy-axis magneUza· 
tion. The memory Is Interrogated by pulsing the word lines. This rotates the 
magnetization In the plated wire to the hard direction, inducing a voltage In the 
plated wtre which DOw serves I1S the sa ..... Une. Tbe polarity of the sense 
voltage depends upon whether the orlglr.al easy-axis magndlz1tion wa. cl~k­
wise or counterclockwise. In NDRO operation, the magnetization vector rotation 
Is limited so that it falls back to Its orlglDal orientation upon c,oncluslon of the 
Interrogate pulse. 
The storage element Is a ring with a closed magnetic path. Thus It I. less 
susceptible to disturbance from external magnetic fields &lit" gives much beuor 
coupling of the sense signal to the sense line than pllUUU' nat-film conlilUrationa. 
However, the senae signal bas a very small volt-second value (miaImum 3-
millivolt signal, 50-aaaoseconds wide,. Reliably detecttaa; Wa Hnae algoal In 
the presence of external fields with low-power consumption sense electro-
12-10 
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nics is the most formidable problem to be overcome In successfully designing 
a plated-wire memory system. 
The specifications of the presently ava'lable NDRO plated-wire memory 
planes which are most suitable for application In low power compute)'s are as 
follows: 
Word write current (~ 
Word read current = 200 ma 
Word read rise time ~ 50 ns 
Digit current 55 rna 
Minimum output voltag(' !3-;;:i:' 
Permissible current tolerances are about!. 10 percent 
Planes with unequal read and write currents or planes that are specified for 
only destructive readout are also available, but the system operating advantages 
of the planes described above more than compensate for their added cost. 
These planes will operate satisfactorily over the full temperature range of 
-350C to "lOOOC. The memory 1s most sensiUve to t!xternal magncUc fields 
applied alol1g the axis of the wire. External fields above approximately 0.5 
oersted can cause faulty operation. 
12.2 AEROSPACE HEMORY REQUffiEMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONI': 
Typical memory requirements for .. sJlR.,..oorne computer are 32K words, 
24 to 32 bits, modular In Incrementa of four and eight K: NDRO operation, half micro-
second read cycle, one mlct'o~econd write cycle; muluword readout of 10 to 16 
words per word access; operating temperature from 0 \0 100°C and s\Orage 
temperatures In excess of that In both directions. In addition, an ambient magnetic 
field of several oersteds is usually present. However. the most severe problem 
Is the requlremenl for recovery from the burst of radiation. In addition, mlni-
mizoo volume Is required, p.,rhaps one cubic foot, norvolatile operation, with 
100,000 hours MTBF. If this was not difficult to acbieve, the entire system 
should have low power dissipation, 20 watts being an acceptable figure, and an 
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objeet.ive coat of five cents a bit. Circuitry serviDg tbe stack should be mini-
mized and some organlzaUon similar to coincident current operation Is required. 
Furthermore, It would be desirable to have equal wo:d read and write 
currents In the low 100 milliampere r£nge, bit currents of 10 to 20 milliamperes, 
wtthout any temperature compensation required. Line Impedance thus should be 
less t,an 504, and delay of the line should be less than 20 nanoseconds for 
sevcr .. l thousand bit lines. Sense output should be greater than five millivolts. 
This Implies a bit density of two to three thousand bits-per-square-b\ch. In 
parUcular, the radiation hardness is the most difficult because radiation pulses 
tend to Uberate W1controllcd current (rom semiconductors. It is this require-
ment that motivates designers to specify nondestructive readout, so that when 
circuits go wtld during this temporary environment, the system can be designed 
to prevent erroneous readout and still allow information to remain with integrity. 
One technique commonly used Is to use balanced push-pull circuits so tbat 
transient currents flow from one circuit to another ralher than tbrough the stack, 
this tending to eliminate current In the memory array. Active components 
should be minimized to help achieve the reliability goal. 
It follows from the ahove requirements tbat plated-wire memory is the 
candidate for space applications. 
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Section 13 
HELIABILITY AND AVAILABILITY CONSIDERATIONS 
This is a discussion of some reliability aspects of multiprocessing systems 
with emphasis on time and space-sharing of various modulee, and on the inter-
connection between these modules provided by the SWitching network descriht.-d 
earlier. 
Let us co!lSider the representative sy:::;tem configuration shown in Figure 
13-1. It is clear from this diagram that the system is characterized by a 
multipliciiY of modules 3t each functional level 3nd the existence of all possible 
interconnections between modules via a distributed switching network. This 
configuration ensures that only failed modules are removed lrom system u~e~ 
As units fail and are removed and repaired, the system takes on a different 
configuration. To assess the information cap--,..ity of the system, we ml.a_1 assign 
information capacity for each possible syst<.rn (:onfiguration. SUppose the system 
has N levels (N = 3 in the example of Figure 13-1) with ni units at the ill"· level. 
We assume tbat eaeh unit at the ith level bas a capaeiiY ci and tbat if ki units are 
"up" (unfaUed and avail&ble) the capacity of the level is kj ci. Thus, the capacity 
C of the total system is 
C (13-1) 
We have assumed in the above expression that capacities are unifonnly as-
signed to the units at eacb level and that the surplus of units at one level cannot 
substitute for a lack of units at unother. This is obvious since one cannot sub-
stitute, for example, CPUs for I/o devices or memory modules. 
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Let us at this point introduce some reliability parameters. For example, 
suppose a unit has a mean-time-to-failure of r and a mean-time-lo-repair of r, 
then the availability (a) of that unit Is given by 
a=_f_ 
r + f (13-2) 
This represents the probability that the unit is In operable condition. Similarly, 
the u'lavallabillty (u) of the unit is given by 
u=l-a=r~f (13-3) 
This represents the probability that the unit Is Inoperable or Is undergoing 
repair. For any functional level, we define the availability function 
(13-4) 
as Lhe probability that the capacity is greater than or equal to some variable 
quantity x. Similarly, the unavailability function is given by 
Ui (x) = P(CI < x) = I - AI (x) (13-5) 
The availability function, A(x) , and the unavailability function, U(x), are defined 
similarly for the entire syster.l. In this case, the capacities of the level and 
that of the system are random variables; thus the availability and unavailability 
functions describe their probability distributions. 
Consider a task performed by a system of n units, each unit having a capacity 
c. Suwose that when k unit~ arc operating, the system hal! a capacity C = kc. 
Let each of the units have an unavailabillty u. Then for any Integer J 0=1, 2,---n) 
the unavailability of the capacity JC Is given by 
n 
U(jc) = PIC < Jc) L ~) uk (I _ U)n-k 
k=n-J+I 
13-3 
-f,:_ 
(13-6) 
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This means tbe probability that "-1+1 or more unlta are Inoperable ta the sum 
of the right side. 
Now, !or any Integer m, the following inequalities bold: 
n 
(;:.) um (I - U)n-m < L (:) uk (l_ U)n-k < (;:.) urn 
k=m 
(13-7) 
The first Inequality is obvious since the quantity on the left is one of the terms 
in the Bum on the right. The second inequality can be proven easily. In the case 
of Nmall digital modules, thp. unavallability is very small since these units are 
Inherently reliable; therefore, it is reasonable to assume that powers of (1 - ,.) 
arc approximately onc. lIence, 
Using the above inequalities and replacing m by n-I+I we have: 
Using the same approximation as ahove, we get 
( n) n-I+I 
U(jc) :::: \n-J+l u 
(13-8) 
(13-9) 
(13-10) 
This Is a good approximation for calculating system unavailability and hence can 
be! used safely to evaluate the unavailability for various load sbarlng conilguratJons. 
For example, If we know the total number of units (n), the number <:[ units that 
are available (j), and the un"vallabUlty of each unit (u) from the mean-tlme-to-
failure and mean-time-to-repalr, then overall system availabUlty, which Is a 
meBsure of ita probabllily of survival, eM be determined for a given capacity. 
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\:on~lde:r n01' a II"noral system coaOll'lratJon with \II level. and iii uni'" 0( 
capacity ci at the Ith level. For aDy x, let h(X) be the smallest IDleaer ...... tel' 
than or equal to X/CI' Thea, for ci the availability (uoction 'S &lVOII by 
"I 
Ai(x) = P(CI ? x) = L 
k=ji(X) 
and the system availability function is &lven by 
~l 
A(x) = I'(c ? x) = L AI(x) 
i~1 
(13-11) 
(13-12) 
From these two expressions the exact availability for various level. and COl" the 
entire system can be calculated. 
For the above Situation, the unavailability is &Iv .... by 
(13-13) 
As was seen earlier, the approximation Cor this can be wr'Uen as 
(13-14) 
The nbove two approximations for UI(x) are upper bounds; bence, the fJnal 
approximation is an upper bound. Thus, upper-bound approximations to lbe 
unavailability cu=ves can be obtained and their sum Is a good upper-bound 
"I>proximatlon to the·unavailabUity curve for tbe entire syatem. 
These obeervations CaD serve as a guideline for synthesizing a system with 
a given unavallabUlty functJon. If one bas an N level system, a desired unavall-
al>llity function lJ(x) can be achfeved by keeping 
VI(X) ~ V(x)/N for all I (13-15) 
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Section 14 
SIMULATION ANI> EVALUATION 
14.1 GENERAL-I'URPOtlE SYSTEMS SIMULATOR (Gpss) 
1;I'I1II1. lUI /OM simulation lan, . 'uagc which Is useful In slmulallnll tho"" IYI"'s 
.. r "Y.tums thai CIUI be reprcHent~-d 3S now diagrams. In the third quarter of the 
"lUll)", We 1I:H!d !be UPSS to unalyze, evaluate, IUId compare various mulliproccH-
sl .. "Ylltcma. The [oll.""lng describes !be GPSS and Illustrates Its use in ana-
Iyzlnll a simple network. 
A now diagram consists of a series or blocks. each describing some action 
of ibe ~yst"·l. Tbe blocks are COnDucted by lines describing the now througb ibe 
aystom. Wbataver I. nowlng through th .. system Is called a transaction. Trans-
actions are pnerated In GPSS by meRDS of a generate block. Each transDclion 
llaa a group of parameters (pJ) associated wllb It. II also bas a rrlorlty and a 
lime. Tbe priority determines lis place on the current events chaID. The time 
la uaed atatiatically to determine Ihe amount of time It takes for the transaction 
... ' n- through tho system. 
GPSS keep_ traek of time In an absolute mannor. The meaning or one unit 
of lime depends on the simulation. A list and description or the GPSS entities 
used In our almulatlon ,,1'<' cI1"ams are given In Appendix A. 
14.2 GENERAL MODEL FOR 81MULATION 
FllIIlre 14-1 ahow. a pn"ral model of Ihe multiprocessing system ibat was 
used In !be simulation eUort. In the following 'escrlpllon certaID constanls and 
probability distributions arc defined. In later simulations moat of lhese COn-
atanta and lWICtlons were under program control and were treated aa variables. 
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The .I&e of the multlproce.~lng II)'Btem was varied WIder program coDtrol so 
that the al8tllltlcal eUect of adding or deleUng a UDIt could be m ...... red. ThIs 
techalqus wu applied lD order to study the graceful degradation of a sYstem by 
gradually ""'sUng UDIta from the system. Tbe follOWing describes the operation 
of the general model sbowD lD Figure 14-1. 
14.2.1 Data Generator 
Data Is generaled at random time intervals WId Is 3tisigned 10 a particular 
memory. (That Is, the Ume between data bytes Is a random variable and each 
time lDcrement is selected with equat probability.) The data Is generated in 
blocks of 10 bytes where e.ch byte Is assumed 10 contain 8 bits. Eacb block of 
d:aa seizes the first available Input channel. U the memory asSlgDed to a pat-
"cular block Is not available, then a queue will be formed at the output of the 
data geDerator. This block will be stored lD tbe Input channel buffer WId will 
hold this cbannel unlllits assigned memory Is .vatlable. StatisUcs on the queue 
slzl at the Input cbannels will be measured. This is denoted In r igure 14-1 by 
n small circle In the <lata-flow line. Statistics will i><' taken whenever a queue 
can be formed In tbis model. (Note that data cnters tbe memory Wlita In blocks 
of 10 byt"s.) However, all further data transfers betw~en the memory, CPU, 
WId output channels are performed one byte at a time. The random data block 
generator Simulates data generaled by Input sensors. 
14.2.2 Memory 
Oatn blocks in memory arc processed on a serial first-tn, "1"8t-out bruus. 
(lU~"IIC statistics are measured only on the memory-Input lines. ~eues formed 
by memory output data are measured at tbe Inputs to the output channels WId 
the central processing units. 
The memory size in thl. model Is assumed to be 1000 bytes. Statistics on 
memory utilization, I.e., tbe percentage of avallable memory storage, will also 
be Jl8thered. Tbe input queues to memory WUI measure memory overflow. 
14-~ 
H.2.3 Central Proce ...... g Units 
Data from memory will be addre.eed to one 01 tbe m CPU UDIta willi a 
probability of 0.98. Tbls percentage was selected as belDC repre_tive of a 
typical operation. The first a,·aiIable CPU will .... Ize the memory. Queue ata-
tlstics will be measured OD data addreaaed to any CPU. 
Tbe amouat or time eacb CPU requires to proceu eaeb byte of data Is a 
rWldom function generated by a rIIIJdom IlUlllber generator. 
14.2.4 Output Units 
Tbe cumulative que" e Is measured at the Input to both output ualta. 11 Is 
assumed that memory will addrellg one of lbe two outPit unlta with. proballility 
of O.,,~, since the CPU units are addre"""'; with probabilily 0.98. In this model 
the (lrst avatlable output cbannel Is seized by a memory L~!. SInce the prob-
ability of a memory UDIt addressing an output UDIt Is low, queues abould IIOt form 
In the output cbanDel Wliess more than two memory UDIta addre.a tbe output 
UDI18 within the channel trBIIsmlasloo time. 
14.2.5 lnItisl Simulation and Flow Diagram 
The program flow diagram lliVCD In Appendix B Is !be result of our Initial 
simulation effort. A modest system was selected, namelY, In Figure 14-1, 
m = 2, n = 4, WId K ~ 2. This model was used to gather basic ataUa!!c .. and to 
familiarize ourselves with this typo of simulation. Once this simple slmuiatlon 
was working. an expanded general version was written and CXCCUiled. 
Data blocks are randomly JICIlerated with equlprobable time Intervals 
(AW"ndlx B) (1) and are asslg"'led to a memory unit. The data then .... i .. •• the 
first Input unlt avatlable (2). Once In the Input Wlit, tbe data 18 ""(fered In 
temporary storage until its a88l&ned memory la available (3). At that time .. ~ 
data enters memory (4) and Is put on a processing cbaln (5). There Is one chalt. 
for each memory _ data Is processed On a flrat-come, firat-sorved basiS. 
Tbe data Is then transferred to either a CPU UDIt or BII output UDIt with cerialn 
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I .... ~.""'lit)' (6). II data ""," to a CI'U 't IIClze" the first CI'U available (1) and is 
ItI·ucelh'Cd. The pruc:c8"lng lime (or each byte of data Is assumed to be random 
(H), I.e., l1li)' laeremcnt of Ume selected III a. probable as any oth,'r Increment 
of lime. II data.,., .. to l1li oulplt unit II Is processed the same way (10). When 
IIIe data baa beeD proce .. aed, II .. memory Is released and transit Ume through 
IIIe .y .. tem Ia tlObulated ;9). 
14.3 I'ERFO:tM/.NCE 
14.3.1 Small Syslems 
The program now diagram given in Appendix B was expanded 10 accommo-
date up 10 six CPU's and six memory modules. The program was debeggoo and 
run on lho System/3GO Mod"1 40, and the results are shown !n figures 14-2 and 
14-3. III lheae curves IIIe number of memory modules used in the model was 
con.tant and was equal 10 Hix; the number of CPU modules was varied. 
14.3.2 Relillita 
Appendix B shows the average utilization of CPU modules as a funclion of 
the number of CPU's available In 1M model. Note that, as expected, the utill-
za\lOD of theBe modules decreases ss the number Is Increased. in facl, for 
the cue of six memory modules, a model containing only siX CPU's is the most 
ef(lclenl. Thus, It would appear U.at {or six memory modules. only three CPU '5 
neod be provided. However, the curve shown In Figure 14-3 shows thaI the 
waiting lime for use of a CPU module decreases 3S the number of CPU modules 
Incresses, wllh tbe highest waiting lime occurring when Ihree modul"s are used. 
Thus, whUe three CPU's i8 optimum 8S rar as utilization is concemod, it Is tht! 
most Inefficient In terma of the operalional system since the average waiting 
lime Is renected into the average program runatng lime. Figure 1-\-3 shows 
thllt no significant improvement in the average waiting Ume Is obtained by ~ing 
from fhe 10 six CPU models, and In addllion, from Figure 14-_. a decrease of 
12 percent In utilization I. obtained by this change. 
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Taking the two curves together, we can (.'Onciudc that tor the paramCrl'l'S 
used in this simulation, the number of CPl7 modds should be Ik>t less th~n 
three nor more than five. 
H.3.3 Large SyslL'ms 
U:15l'<.l ul'oO the l'xpcricl1f..-'c !-!.aim·(( 10 writinJ!. 11Jm~ln~. and dcl7..1gJ.:,inl-! thl' 
initial simulation pfuJ.!,ram dl'sl'l'ilu .. '(-! III SUhSl'dior, !-t.:!. a kn!i..'r :lnd mor·· 
\'L'I'saUlt- simubtion )Ir()~ram was ("'Si:",'ll:d ;I' J ·· .. rittt.·n. In :llls pn/~Tam the 
numhl'r o. l110ry modult.,s pt.'f simulatkm is easily sch.'c.:tablt.' h.\ .. h:m~j l~ a 
single cal'll in the pro~rar:1. Th ... , number 01 CPl' lllod,u! s ust':1 In tht: 1TI1lltl-
pr()~cssor model b \'31'1cd under program control. Tl:e muitlpn'ce'$soJ" m0dds 
were simulated. In thl' first. 11' memory modul~:-: (t'L'\.L'Ci). 1. CP'''s (variable), 
and two output units were :nelud .. -d in the general' Idel ~hOYin in Figure 1-4-1. 
In the s~'cond simulation, ;'0 memo!".' modules (fix('(I), 30 CPU'~ (,-ariable) and 
.six output units were ineludcd. 
1-1:.:1.-1: Hestllts 
Figures 14-4 and 1-\-5 ){ivc tht..· results of tht'se ct:mputt'r runs using 10 
memory modules and up to 10 CPL' modules. Dat:l hlod,s art._~ gt.·nt~I·:Hl.--d c\-cry 
~ lime units. For the :dH1Vt.' pal·ametcrs. gent'ration t!m"s of 60,7:), and 91.) timl.' 
units 'Ncre used. This corn'sp('J1(is to data block ratt..·s 01 1/6U, 1/75, and l/!JO 
blucks/unit time. Thus, tht· lower the generating 11' le, the nigher the trans-
at· lion gl.'ner~ltion i.~atc. J::ach t~ansaction (or data I,luck) reprt.'sents In lJ) 11.:::. _>t 
data. Different generation times were use:l to im l'sti\",,·te the effect of diUCl't.'nt 
data rates upon the avt~ra~e CPU I·tili:.:ali~jl and the average queue waiting times. 
As can be seen from Figurt.' 14-1, the utilization of CPt: modult:..; for ;1 
given number of CPU's is highest for r; = 60. The reason is that at the high 
input data rates, fewer CPU modules are idle at any gh'en tirne. Thus. it may 
be advantageous in a real system to multiplex th(> outputs of several scn~ors 
that generate data at low speeds and combine them into a single rugh-sp::Ct1 
channel for entry into the computer system. 
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From Fiaure 14-5 bow~ er, it can be seen that the waiting time for a CPU 
module, .. the system degrades, i. wor8e for g ~ 60 than for g ~ 90. For ex-
ample, con.lder tbe case where the number of CPU mr.dulcs Is degraded from 
nine to elgl:t. Note that with nine CPU modul~8 the aVerDge wattlng lime In the 
CI'U queue 18 I.S5, 0.15, and 0.04 time units Cor g equal to 50, 75, and 90 lime 
unlls, rcepe"tlvely, While for eight CPU modules the average waiting times are 
8.1,0.75, and 0.I,re8pectively. It can be seen that the greatest change In queue 
waiting time occurs for g Q 60. High utUlzatlon of CPU's and low queue wattlng 
Ume8 can be obtained by varying the generaUon tlme as a function of the num-
ber of CPU modules In service. This Is a functlon thld can be performed by 
the executive controllers In an on-board multiprocessor system. 
The utUlzatlon IIIId waiting times can be OPtimized II the data generation 
rate8 can be controlled. One way to accomplish optimization Is to control the 
80tlsor sampling rates. That Is, c~rtalfl sensor Input. could b .. dropped from 
the ·Y8tem tlependlng upon priorities. It Is assumed that. the sampling rates 
and 'lullllhzlng resolUtlon have already been optimized by means oC the adaptive 
A/D "",nverter system de8crlbed In the s.,cond Quarterly Report. 
Fnr given data rates, the curves In fiaures 14-5 and 14-6 specify the nUm-
ber of CPU model8 which must. be provided to achieve a certalr. average CPU 
utlllzatl:>n and an average CPU queue waiting time. In a real system, slmula-
tlon8 of thl8 type can be performed Cor aU expected input data rates. The re-
8ldtant corve8, such as those given In figures 14-4 and 14-5, can be stor-ed and 
used by th ... e~ecutlve controller In making decisloDS for rcconClguratlon during 
the flight. 
FJpres 14-6 and 14-7 show average CPU utlllzatiOD and waiting times 
When 30 memory modules are used and up to 30 CPU modules are available Cor 
usc. In hoth these curves, an Input data generation rate oC 1/20 wOrds/unit 
tlmo was used. This rate Is triple the highest rate oC 1/60 that we used In th .. 
curves given In figures 14-4 and 14-5. This hlp rate was U8ed because the 
sy.tom capacity was essentially tripled. 
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SlIIee we bav .. tripled the rate and b'lpled u..: system c..,aclly, one would 
expect that the ave~age C"U utilization ~nd the average CPU queue .aillnj; Iime8 
woul<. .. 'main con8tant. If we compare the curve labeled iii = 60 In Figure H-I. 
bctwl.."Cn H nnd 10 t.J'U modules, aDd the curve for Ii' = 20 in .'igure 1-41-&.betweeft 
24 and 3U CPU module~. we 8ee that tbe shapes o( the two curves are essentially 
the same In the case o( CPU utilization. Also, the average CPU utUizaliona (or 
8. 9. and 10 CPU's at g = 60 (Figure 14-4) are approximately equal h tbe aver-
age CPU utUization (or 24, 27. and 30 CPU's, respectively, at g ~ 20 (Figure 14-6). 
Wltb regard to the CPU queue walling times, It appeara that whUe there Is 
little change III tbe average CPU queue waltlng time (or 27 CPU's aa OPP08ed 10 
30 CPU's (FIgure 14-7), there 18 a slga1!icant cbange wben the data rate la cut 
by <Yde-thlrd and we RO (rom 9 CPU's to 10 CPU's, as shown In the wrve labeled 
g = 60 In Figure 14-5. 
FIJ!IIre 14-8 Klve~ Ihe (r"'lucncy functions (equivalent to the probability 
density function except for scalllll!l of th~ tran8actlons or data blocks a8 R func-
lion or the sytltcm processing time. From this curve it can be seen that the 
must likely processing lime for a block of d&ta Is apprUlumateJy 600 units of 
lime. The mean procea81J1g time Is 2a17.9 time un!:8. OIIta (or thl8 curve W88 
tnken (or 30 memory unlt8 and up to 30 CPU unlt8. 
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Appendix A 
GPSS ENTITIES 
The following is a list and explanation of the GPSS entiUes. The symbols 
are used in drawing simulation now diagrams .. The letters.' 8 CO.: and F 
arc l)Oramt!ters 01 the block. 
B3Slc Entities/Generate Block 
A generate block (t'lgure A-Iu) generates a transaction al a Ume dependlnl! 
on A, B, and C. A Is !he mean Urn., B!he spread, and C Ill<: oasel time. C Is 
only referenced for !he firsl transaction generated. 0 Is the cr..aUon limit, 
E the priority, and F !he number of parameters of !he Iran",cUob. 
Thus, In the example sbown In Figure A-lb, transacUons would be C .... 3ttld 
every 100 .!: 50 time units beginning at time 10. In Ihls case 100 transactions 
would be creattld. Their prl"rlty would be !bree and eacb IransacUon wouW 
have 20 paramelers. 
Priority Block 
A priority block (Figu,.., A-Ic) changes !he priority of the Iranssotion to A • 
If BUFFER Is stated, GPSS slarts al the beginnlng 01 the currenl e"ents chain. 
Assign Block 
An assign block (FIguN A-Id) asalgns B to IransacUon parameter A. 
~pment Enl!tlcs 
.'acllilies-n p:ece of equlpmenl that can boo used by only on!' tran8..,Uon at 
n Ume. 11 c:tn be preempttld by another Iran.8cllon. USlIgo .tatiatlcs of all 
A-I 
< 
(bl Ex",,,,,I. 
(c) Pr'oriry Block 
..E:!l. ~
(d) ~,il'" Block 
SEIZE 
(el S.ize Block 
f\YA 
RELEASE I -
'------' 
(I) Release Block 
PRE£MPT 1_ 
lIA\ 
(g) Preempt Block 
RETURN ~ 
(h) Relu," Block 
Figure A-I, Entities Blocks 
A-2 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
f:lC.'iUlil't' an' autnmnlil'ally kept by GPSS. The ltIocklJ assodatt.'d with f;l .. "Uiht.-. 
:11"(.' illu.strated by li"~rcH A-Ie throuKb A-lg. l"igul'c A-it.· i~ a Zlt!'i~t.. lJklt:k which 
sciJ.cs facility A. Fig,t.lre A-If is :t release block whjc~ releases lacility A. 
~·II.'lJre A-Ig is a preempl block whicb preen.pts (""illly A_ If a Ir:lJlSacllon has 
already seized A, thai IranllacUon waits unlli A Is relUr:>ed_ FillUN' A-Ih Is a 
return hlock which r"tums (acility 4. 10 whattover it was oolng ,..ben preempted_ 
Stor:tge-has a quantity, the tmal amount of storage, associated with it .. 
The two blocks usa! with storages 3r~ HhlStrated by figures A-2a LXI A-2b, 
enter a!ld. leave blocks. A transaction enters or lt.'aves slorallc number A and 
ust.'s or releases B amoul' £If store. It B is not specified, 1 is assumN. 
~. ::'\\ih. n-io used is a binary switch. The block aSs.Jclatro with a logic 
Itch is ilIustraled lay Figure A-2c where S = set (onl, II = res~t (off), ""d 
I -= invert. Alilogi ... switches :lrt.' initially In the r~~t (off) l"l)ndiUor .• 
VHrial;,le~-an arithmetic varlaW,e Vj looks 3lmost like a "·ortt'an ~l:ttt.'m"'nl. 
)'ennissible operations nre: + addition. - .suotra ... ·tion •• multiplication. diva .. 
sion. (module division. Parentheses dre illegal. 
As an example. in VI = PI + P3 / P2. variable 1 would equal parftml'ter 3 
divided by parameter 2 ~ addl'<i to parameter 1. To have (PI + 1'3, .' P2~ two 
variable statements must be used: VI PI + P3 and \,2 00 \,1 P'" 
!:J!!1~-are defined by a "un~lion ~'a 1".1 and Funl.'tion t'oUow',"r (.'a""I~. 
There are (ive types of liPSS 111 functions: 
I. Continuous l'n 
2. lJisch!te On 
a. 1.1.t I.n 
Attribute Valued: 
4_ D'8~relc I>n 
5. L18' ~In 
(,,) Enter Block 
I "AV' 
(b) Leave Block 
S 
LOGIC R 
I 
(c) Logic Switch 
(d) Enter Queue A 
6 
B 
(e) Deport Queue A 
(f) 
ADVANCE 
A 
(9) 
[jJ 
(h) Link to chain A with ordering 
Bond oltornot. exit C 
Figure A·2. Entities Blocks 
- .-------... ~ -'. ,. 
'"'t' ..,.. 
A-.j 
I 
I 
I 
A FWlction card ha~ two arguments, A and B. The A. held defLu.~s tht.' lnd(.~­
pendent variable of the function. 'The B field deCines the type of funduJn and th ... 
number of points on the function follow~t' c;u'(is. [( ItN \ is specitif" 1 in th .... \ 
field t the independent variable is a raooom wmber I) ~ U.S l -: 1.0 . R:'\ 1 h:t8 a 
maximum \'a!ue of "".99999. As a non(W\ction argument. ttc 1 has \'a)u\'S ().JU 
UN 1 999, that is, eacho! the numbers h.:ts an equal probr.hUity :/10011 j I>CC'U:~ 
ring. A list (unctlon 18 .. (unction who~c independent variab!~ takes on the 
values 1, 2,3, •.. 11. 
f.,!Utmes-can be referenced for the purpos~ of gathering st:J~istks at an,\ 
point in the model where blocking delays occur. St3(istic!::: 0}1\ 4ueu-..!l:i an.' i\U'v-
matically kept by the GPS8 program. Two blocks associated with queues "',' 
illustrated by figures A-2d and A-2e. ~<'Ue ~nd Depart. 
Itcfcrcncc Entity 
~-Bince transactio,ls cannot reference each othttr. a par.IJJneter valut, of 
one transaction can be saved in a. s8vevalue !F igure A-2f) and ther~ rt:lerenced by 
another transaction. A is the s3\"evalue number. Ii the numerical aUributl' savl>d. 
Delays are causc'<i in GPSS by an advance block (Flgu,e A-2g), The trans-
action i:s delayed a length of time A modifiw uy B Ii.~ in the gene~at" blc~k. 
GPSS kt:eps transactions in chains. Transactions pl'l'scntly mm·tnt: through the 
system arc on the Curren' Events Chain. The ('ur:oent Evp-nts Chain is 8 Fir:"'!-
In. First-Out Priority arranged chain. Transactions having highur PI"WI"it), nrt" 
highee on (he chain. GPSS moves only one. transaction at n til:"le starting at the 
top of tht' chain. The t;. ansa{"tion is moved until it is blocked or plnccd on 
another chain. If a transactLOn i!" blocked. GPSS moves the nt'xl transaction on 
tht.~ chain. When a transactlun reaches an ndvnnce block, the amoum of time it 
is to be delayed is calculated and it is put on fI fu .J re e"ents chain. 
A-S 
\ 
At a generate block each time, II transaction leAVtls the block and a new 
generate time Is calculated and put on the future evenls chain. Transactions 
which aro dela.yed trying to seize a fnrility are put on a do!a.y chain. 
Thoro IIro MIlO Vaol' Chains which can bo used In throe models: FIFO, 
I.WO, or using lin action parameter as a priority lev~l. They are useful in 
HIK . l(.\clinJ,t: up machine lime. Then.~ nrc two blocks B08tlcinlctl with chn'n~, Link 
and Unlink. 
As an cxaml,lo of using Link nnd Unlink, thL following mllY occur: (scc 
sample program listed in Figure A-3n). Transactions WOltlllg In q,loue I would 
be on a dela.y chain. When [ncility 1 is released, all the transactions would be 
placed on the current events chain. The first wou.l.d seize facility 1 and the rest 
would be put on the delay chain again. 
A solution to this problem Is given In Figure A-3b. The link block has an 
Indicator associated with it. When the chain is empty,it Is off. The Itrst trans-
action would II" through the link block and turn the Indillator on. It would then 
go th,'Uug!. thu blocks. When it reaches the unlink block (Figure A-4a),only one 
transaction Is relensed from the chain. If the chain were empty, the link Indi-
cator would be t,-rnod off. Otherwise, 11 remains on. 
standard NumerioM Attributes 
The followini! is a table of standard numerical attributes that may be ref-
erenced by the programmtir. They may be used as parameters of blocke. 
Changing the flow o[ the model-the flow of the mode! may be changed In 
one of three wa.ys: 
1. Change hlock (Figure A-4b)-ch>1l1ge block number A w block number'!. 
Block B is .... affecta<!. 
2. Execute block (F11.'IIre A-4c)-block A Is executed as if It were in the 
place or the executive block. 
3. Gate blocks (Figure A-4d thfough g)-there are four different gate 
blocks: (1) Gate on Logic switch A (Figure A-4d). B field contains 
A-6 
.k 
J 
.1 
:I 
1 
1 
1 
(a) 
Figure A-3. Example. of GPSS Program. 
A-7 
UNLINK 
\ui Lhll inks from chain A 
B is the next block lor 
un!inked trC1ruGction 
C is the number of t{aN-
actions to be unlinked 
II C - ALL, all transaction. 
ore unl inked 
[2NG~ 
(b) 
[IJ 
(e) 
(d) 
(e) 
(I) 
(g) 
Figure A-4. G PSS Entitle. Blocks 
A-a 
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I 
-l 
J 
'I 
! 
i 
:1 
ll-, ; 
next block number If Gate condition Is false. (2) Gate on faclilty A 
(Figure A-4e). Condition U Is true If faclilty Is preempted or seized. 
NU If neither, I If seized, NI If not sclzed. B Is next block IRImber If 
Gate condition Is false. If B Is not specified, transaction Is placed on 
a delay chain until Gate c<lndltlon becomes true. (3) Gate on Elorage 
number A (Figure A-4f). BE = storage empty, SNE = storage II<>t empty, 
SF = storuge full, SNF = storage not full, B Is the same .... for a facility. 
(4) Gate on block numbar A where A Is a match block (Figure A-4g). 
M Is tru" Is II transaction and Is at the match block. NM Is otherwise. 
A test block (Figure A-5a) will test Standard Numerical Attribute A against 
Standard Numerical Attribute B. If true, the transaction proceeds to the next 
bluck. If false, to block numbcr C. L = les8 than, LE = less than or cqual to, 
G "' greater than, GE = greater than or equal to, E = equal to, NE = not equal to. 
Splitting Transactions 
Sometimes it is useful to split a trlJJlsaction into a number of copies each 
of which follow8 different paths. In GPSS this Is done by means of a spilt block 
(Figure A-5b). This splltp the Incoming transaction In A number of caples; the 
caples go to block B. The original and copies may be serially numbered by 
specifying a parameter number C. D Is the number of parameters each copy Is 
to have. An assemble block assembles caples of transactions. When A caples 
of a transaction reach an assemble block (Figure A-5c), they are assembled 
Into a one transaction and continue to next block. A gather block (FIgure A-5d) 
Is similar to an assemble block except that when A caples of a transaction reach 
n gather block they all proceed to tte next block. A match block (Flgul'e A-Se) 
is used to coordinate two copies of a transa~Uon. When a transaction reaches 
n match block,lt cbecks to see if a copy Is at tbe other block. If there Is a copy 
at the other block, both transactions cuntlnue; if not, It waite. 
Other Blocks In GPSS 
Loop block-(Flgure A-5f)-if parameter nu:nber A Is greater than zero, go 
to block B and decrement A by one. 
A-9 
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(a) 
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(b) B 
r:;;::J 
(e) 
DA~H(l 
(d) 
Figure A-S. GPSS Entitles Blocks 
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M!~-(ngure A-5g)-put present clock time CI Into parameter A. 
Print block-(Flgure A-5h)-prlnt statistic C frt)m lower limit A to uwer 
limit B. Used to print Items such as Current Events Chain. 
~e-(Flgure A-6a)-ls used along with a table card. A Is the number 
of the table card. The lable card specifies what argument of the transaction Is 
to be tabulated. 
~-(Flgure A-6b)-termlnates transactions trom the simulation. 
In n simulation run the number of transactions desired to go through the model 
can be speclfled. When that amount is terminated the simulation will "!~p. A 
Is the number of transactions to be terminated. 
!J!dex-(Figure A-6c)-index parameter A by B. 
Transfer-(Flgure A-6d)-has nine models which are speclfled as the 
Mnemonic Code In A. B and C are possible next block numbers. The nine modes 
used are: Blank, Fractional ( • ), Both, All, Pick, Function (FN), Psrameter (P), 
SUbroutine (SBR), Simultaneous (SIM). 
Bank Mode: 
Tr""~~ction will proceed to block B. 
Fractional: (.) 
Selection between B and C wlll be done on a three-digit number basis, 
thus 0.33 would send 33.3 percent o( the transactions to .block C and 
66.7 percent to block :J. 
Both: 
All: 
The transaction will try to go to the B block. Ii It cannot It wlll try the 
C block. If It cannot go to either one It will remain In the transfer 
block until It finds an extt. 
The transactbn wlll try to go to the B block. II It cannot It will try the 
B + D, B + ~D, '" C blocks. The transaction remalns In the transfer 
block untl1 It finds an exit. 
Pick: 
A single next block will be chosen from B, B + I, ... C on a random 
basis. Transaction wlll remain In the transfer block until It can exit. 
A-ll 
,.<' ...... 
, 
\ 
oi· 
.~. 
.... 
I TABULATE 6, ~ 
(0) <e> 
E)J 9 
(b) (f) 
B ~ 
(e) (~) 
~ Mo:e 
B C 
(d) 
Figure A-6, GPSS Entities Blocks 
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!'uncllon, Subroutln .. , and Simultaneous Transfer-a functIon transfer Inter-
prets B as a function number. The funcllon Is evaluated and C Is added to It 
giving the tranmer block number. A subro~tlne transfer goss to block B and 
-puts the block number of the transfer block In paraml'ter C. Tbl~ a\1ows the 
transaction to return later. A simultaneous transfer goss to block B unless the 
transaction hee been delayed, In which case It goes to block C. The delay Indl-
cat"r Is reset to zero nch time It Is returned to the Curre"t Events Chain from 
tbe Future Events Chain. 
Trace and Untrace-(Flgurc A-6e, A-6f)-are useful In debugging. For each 
transaction that passcs through a trace block, it. path through the model will be 
printed out. Print out stops at tbe untrace block. 
Help block-(Flgure A-6g)-allows a programmer to call a machine language 
subroutine. The program returns to the ne>:t Bequentiru block. 
EXAMPLE 
The above IB a brief description of the language. The following IB a Blmple 
example of what can be done using GPSS (Bee Figure A-7). We bave a message 
procesalng cent·," with messages arriving from five different terminals. Tbe 
messages arrive at a Poisson arrival rate with each terminal equally likely. 
The message Is Inputted to a CPU and processed, and the outgoing message Is 
sent to tbe terminal. We wish to Clnd out how long a queue builds up at the termi-
nals and the transit lime from message generatlcm to !ermlnaJlon. Messages are 
assumed to be of 10 characters In length, answers 15 characters In length. 
The generate bl<>ek(l) generates the arriving messages accordw ... to an 
arrival rate of 500 modified by function number 1. A terminal number is then 
asslgned(2) to the transaction by function number~. This number is placed In 
parameter mamber 12. The transaction then enters a queue(3) foX' that terml::a!. 
It then tries to seize the terminal and IIne(4). When it succeeds it departs the 
queue(5) and seizes the Input section of the channel.(6) If we were InterGsted in 
how long It watts to do this we could put another queue here. The message Is 
then transmitted to tbe channel at 5 ms per character.(7) It then enters the CPU 
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to In""t the mosoage('J). The message enters the CPU from the channel at I ms 
per character(to). The CPU Is then returned(ll) a .... the Input channel releaoed.(12) 
The CPU Is now seized to process the message(13) and the proces.1:>g takes 300.:t 
ISO m 8(14). When processing Is complete, the CPU Is released(15) and the output 
,:hannel selzed(16). The CPO Is again preempWI(17) and the message t1'8llsmiltAd 
to the channel(18). Now the CPU 1$ returned(19) and storage occupied by t/:e 
message Is freed.(20) The message Is transmltloo to the lermlna1(21) at 5 ms 
per character and the channel released(22). The terminal and line are now 
released(23) and the transit time Is tabu1ated.(24) The t"neactlon Is then 
removed from the system(25) and the termination ccmter decremented by I. 
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Appendix C 
LAROE SYSTf.M SIMULATION PROGRAM 
Figure C-l gives the flow diagram of the large system simulation program. 
A new block type was used In this program to replace numerous gate blocks 
used In the smpll system programs. This block allows the numbp.r of CPU mod-
\lIes to be varied under program control. 
The netr block available in the iBM System/360 version of GPSS Is called 
the SELECT block and has the following format 
SEL~CT X A, B, C, D, E, F 
where 
X Is a conditional operator, logical operator, or (max, min) 
A Is a parameter In which to place entity number that meets condition 
B Is the lower limit of entity class to be examined 
C Is the upper limit of entity class to be examined 
;) Is a comparison value if conditional operator Is specifl"" 
E Is an entity attribute to be examined 
F Is an alternate exit If no entity meets specified condition 
In the program X is NU (faCility not In use), and the action of th .. select 
block Is to store In Parameter A the entity number of the first available facility 
between the specified limits. The upper limit Is a save value location which is 
initialized before the run. By doing thiS, It is possible to change the number of 
Cl'U models being simulated without having to recompute the model. 
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Appendix D 
MUI.TIPItOCESSING IN MULT!FUNCTIONAL SATELLITES 
H.L. BLASBALG' 
R.A. D'ANTONIO" 
H.F. NAJJAR' 
G.Y. WANG'" 
The following abstract was published in the August 1967 bulletin of the 
American institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AJAA). The paper was 
presented by Dr. D'Antonio at the AlAA eonference, ''Spacecraft Issues for 
Missions of the 70's," held on August 28-30, 1967,ln Seattle, Washington. 
This paper describes the results of research to develop multi-
processing techniques for processing the diverse requirements of a 
multifunctional satellite. The obj~'Ctivc ib to dc'. clol> new concepts 
or multiprocessing, oriented toward the computatioral necc:h; of fut-
ure tong-lived satellites and to prov!de a soand technolollical base 
for further development of general onboar.! compu,er and data man-
agement systems. The system we have selected is oomposed of a 
large pool of memory, contr.:>1 proces80r, and I .. put/output modules 
interconnected to form several general purpose comput~rs, each 
aSSigned to a specUlc task. Tbe key problem here Is in the design 
of the computer-controlled electronic switching networl< which 
establishes the data paths between tbe various clements. This prob-
lem Is directly analogous to the multiple access problem that exists 
in a satellite communication repeater. Tn ..... by applying the com-
munication techniques used in solving the multiple access problp.m, 
a solution to the ~'Omputer element swltchIDg problem bas been 
found. The solution utilizes space, time, and code division SWitching 
techniques. 
'IBM Communications and Engineering Sciences Center, Gaithersburg, Md. 
··IBM Com.nunlcatioD8 aDd. Engineering Sciences Center, Cambridge, Mass . 
••• NASA Electronks Researcb Center, Cambridge, Mass. 
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